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Evaluating the effect of environmental education is critical for measuring changes in 
community attitudes and behaviors, but to date little attention has been paid to the spatial 
distribution of environmental education programs. Mapping communities that are 
participating in environmental education programming can inform the decision-making 
process for program development and expansion, and help organizations identify un-
served and underserved communities. Incorporating census data allows organizations to 
also identify communities meeting certain demographic criteria, such as environmental 
justice communities, for potential programming. The New England Ocean Science 
Education Collaborative (NEOSEC) is a network of fifty-four environmental education 
organizations with the common goal of improving ocean literacy. To facilitate that goal 
and identify gaps in programming reach, the spatial impacts of 18 NEOSEC member 
organizations were mapped into a geodatabase and paired with a model to identify target 
audiences. The completed geodatabase and model provide proof-of-concept tools for 
mapping the spatial reach of environmental education organizations. NEOSEC members 
and other environmental education organizations should consider mapping spatial 
impacts as a key component of program management and development. 
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Effective environmental education programs can change human attitudes and behaviors 
and empower people to take environmentally responsible action (Hungerford and Volk, 
1990). However, lack of proximity to environmental education organizations and lack of 
awareness of opportunities to participate prevent some communities from accessing 
environmental education programs. Geographic or geospatial information systems (GIS) 
can provide the tools necessary to assess these gaps in environmental education 
distribution. GIS has long been used to inform decision-making processes and identify 
geospatial gaps in access to health services (McLafferty, 2003) as well as urban planning 
and community-building, where GIS can provide program management analysis and 
evaluation for social change (Quon Huber et al., 2009). The utility of GIS as a decision-
making tool for social impacts can and should be expanded into the environmental field 
(Gatrell, 1997), particularly in environmental-social applications, such as environmental 
education, which are heavily influenced by geospatial distribution and location (Downey, 
2006; Matthies et al., 2007). Three key concepts for the type of GIS application detailed 
in this analysis are environmental education, environmental literacy, and environmental 
justice, which are described below.  
Environmental Education 
Non-formal environmental education organizations provide learning activities that can 
reinforce classroom experiences and contribute real-life context for participants, creating 
positive perceptions of science and the environment (Eshach, 2007). Environmental 
education programs that emphasize place-based learning can also provide participants 
with skills in analyzing and solving environmental problems within their community and 
increase willingness to address environmental issues (Smith, 2007). Harnessing the 
strengths of environmental education organizations by helping them to work together to 
provide programming to currently unserved or underserved communities can increase 
both program efficacy and organization efficiency.  
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Environmental Literacy  
Environmental literacy is commonly considered to be the main objective of 
environmental education, and as defined by McBride et al., an environmentally literate 
person is someone who “…is informed about environmental issues and problems and 
possesses the attitudes and skills for solving them,” (2013, p. 7). Environmental educators 
work towards this objective in many different ways, and may emphasize different 
environmental systems or issues to reach specific audiences. Though definitions of 
environmental literacy and approaches to achieving environmental literacy vary across 
the field, a community of practice has formed around the general concept of 
environmental literacy as a societal and educational goal.  
Environmental Justice 
The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) defines environmental justice 
as:  
 “…the fair and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race, color, 
national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation, and 
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies. Fair treatment means that 
no group of people, including racial, ethnic, or socieoeconomic group should bear a 
disproportionate share of the negative environmental consequences resulting from 
industrial, municipal, and commercial operations or the execution of federal, state, local, 
and tribal programs and policies.”  
    -U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1998, 1.1.1 
 
Identifying environmental justice communities is a key component of ensuring that they 
receive environmental education programs that can lead to greater environmental literacy 
and equality. 
NEOSEC: Environmental Education in New England 
The fifty-four member organizations of NEOSEC include academic and independent 
research organizations, aquaria, non-profit organizations, and federal and state agencies. 
Massachusetts contributes the most NEOSEC member organizations, followed by Maine, 
Connecticut, New Hampshire, and Rhode Island.  
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Figure 1. NEOSEC Member Distribution by State. Currently no Vermont organizations 
are NEOSEC members.  
 
Member organizations share the common goal of improving ocean literacy, a subset of 
environmental literacy focusing on ocean science and issues and consisting of seven key 
Ocean Literacy Principles describing how the ocean shapes life on earth (Ocean Literacy 
Network, 2013). NEOSEC members provide a variety of programs to coastal 
communities to increase ocean literacy, including summer camps, site visits, field 
experiences, curriculum development, and scientist partnerships. NEOSEC also provides 
opportunities for collaborations and resources, and seeks to increase the capacity of the 
member organizations (Chen et al., 2013). However, members currently do not have an 
understanding of their collective spatial reach and may be missing opportunities to serve 
new or at-risk communities, particularly environmental justice communities. Identifying 
such communities was expressed as a goal during conversations with NEOSEC members 
and staff.  
 
The questions “What communities currently participate in NEOSEC member programs?” 
and “How can NEOSEC members use GIS tools to better reach unserved or underserved 



































• Mapping the spatial distribution of NEOSEC member programming to provide 
greater context for program management, expansion, and development; 
• Developing a tool for members to help them select communities for expansion 
based on demographic criteria, such as environmental justice designations or target age 
groups; and  
• Providing demographic information, such as languages spoken and ages of 
potential audiences, particularly in communities that are unserved and underserved, in 
order to better target new programming. 
Methods  
U.S. Census Data  
The U.S. Census Bureau TIGER website provides pre-joined file geodatabases of census 
tract polygons (spatial subsections of county populations, similar to a neighborhood 
boundary, containing approximately 4000 people each; U.S. Census Bureau, 2008, p. 7) 
and demographic data (such as age, sex, language, race, income, and nationality) from the 
2007-2011 American Community Survey (ACS) 5-Year Estimates. The 5-Year ACS is a 
compilation of five years of ACS data, and is the most reliable version of the product 
(U.S. Census Bureau, 2008). The 2007-2011 ACS data is reported state-by-state on the 
TIGER website. After reformatting and eliminating irrelevant data, six states were 
merged to create a New England demographic data set: Connecticut, Maine, 
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Vermont. The file geodatabases were 
downloaded to ESRI’s ArcMap 10.2 software and fields that were not directly related to 
the project focus were removed. See Appendix V for removed fields.  
 
For this study, a community is defined as the collection of census tract polygons that 
create a city. To create the community polygons, the 2007-2011 census tract polygons 
were compared to community boundaries identified in Google Maps and then combined 
to create community polygons. In effect, neighborhoods within a large city were 
aggregated to create the city. Dissolving the census tracts into communities was 
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necessary for two reasons: (1) NEOSEC members filling out the survey would know 
community names but not census tract numbers; and (2) using the un-dissolved census 
tracts would create a database so big that it would limit options for putting the data online 
and would be unwieldy for the client. 
 
Mean income for a community was calculated as the mean of the median income reported 
for each census tract polygon being combined; all other fields were summed across 
census tracts to provide a total estimate for a given community (i.e. the collection of 
census polygons). Percentages were calculated relative to the total population of a 
community. The community polygons created in this way do not always have a 1:1 
relationship with existing community boundaries due to the spatially large rural census 
tracts that often contained several small cities.  
Environmental Justice Populations 
An environmental justice population, as defined by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 
meets any combination of the following four criteria:  
 
• 25% or more residents identifying as a minority, or  
• 25% or more residents are foreign-born, or  
• 25% or more residents lack English language proficiency, or  
• average median household income is less than 65% of the Massachusetts 
statewide median household income (statewide median in 2011 was $62,859(U.S. 
Census Bureau, 2012); 65% of that is $40,858.35)  
     --Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 2002, p. 3  
At the time of this analysis the other New England states had not established concrete and 
transparent environmental justice population definitions, so the Massachusetts definition 
is used here to identify environmental justice communities.  
Survey Design 
A survey was designed to assess NEOSEC program characteristics and distribution 
within the New England region in consultation with a subset of NEOSEC members, 
including academic, non-profit, and government organizations. In addition to spatial data, 
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NEOSEC members expressed interest in measuring depth of programming using contact 
hours, the number of hours of participation in programming. Contact hours for this 
analysis were estimated using a program-based approach. For example, if the community 
of Swampscott, MA participated in offsite day programs (lasting 1 hour) and multi-day 
programs (lasting 5-10 hours) offered by the Northeastern University Marine Science 
Center, as a community it participated in a total of at least 6 program contact hours.  
 
The survey incorporated questions regarding program type, including per-person and per 
program contact hours, program distribution, age ranges, languages, method of selecting 
program themes, method of selecting audiences, and Ocean Literacy Principles targeted. 
The full survey was 64 pages long (see Appendix IV). Because questions asked on the 
survey were about programming and not the experiences, attitudes, or behaviors of the 
individuals responding, the survey did not require Institutional Review Board approval.  
 
The survey was delivered via email to the full NEOSEC membership on November 3rd, 
2013, and was administered via Survey Monkey. Of the 54 members invited, 28 
responded and 18 completed the survey. Survey responses that were without geospatial 
information (no locations for programs were provided—7 organizations), or where 
contact hours or reach were not feasible (indicating that questions had been 
misunderstood—3 organizations) were not included in the final analysis. One 
organization has since clarified their responses, and another completed the survey after 
the deadline; both will be added to the online tool, but were not included in this analysis. 






Figure 2. Distribution of NEOSEC members by state who participated in the analysis.  
NEOSEC Participants 
New Hampshire and Connecticut are underrepresented in the analysis when considered 
against the overall makeup of NEOSEC (Fig 3). Within states, there are clusters of 
organizations in Boston and on Cape Cod in Massachusetts, and along Narragansett Bay 
in Rhode Island (Fig. 4).  
 
Figure 3. Comparison of NEOSEC Members by state. Note the underrepresentation of 
Connecticut and New Hampshire in this analysis, as compared to the full NEOSEC 





















































































Figure 4. Map of participating NEOSEC members
NEOSEC Member Data 
A new geodatabase was created in ArcMap for each of participating member institution. 
Within each geodatabase, separate layers were created for each program type (defined 
below) based on the organization’s survey responses. 
 
Nine types of programming were identified by NEOSEC members as common:  
• Onsite day programs, where community participants come to the environmental 
education organization’s location or field site 
• Offsite day programs, where environmental education organizations take 
programming to a school or other offsite location 
• Multi-day programs, where community participants are attending more than one 
day of programming, such as a summer day camp or academy 
• Overnight programs, where community participants are attending a multi-day, 
stay-away experience 
• High school internships 
• Undergraduate internships 
• Scientist partnership programs, where environmental organizations build 
partnerships with community scientists  
• Public events, which are open to the public at large (other programming types 
generally involve some form of registration or commitment) 
• Trainings, which could take a variety of forms, including trainings for 
professionals in the field such as teachers, or for interested members of the community 
wishing to engage in citizen science projects.  
 
An additional category, “materials”, was recognized in the survey, but was not included 
as programming because the other categories involve direct and active delivery, while 
“materials” are passively delivered (i.e. downloading classroom curricula from a member 
organization’s website).  
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Community Selection Tool Design 
A key priority of this proof-of-concept was to provide a tool to identify target audiences 
in communities where NEOSEC members might wish to expand their programming. 
Using the 2007-2011 ACS data, a Community Selection Tool in ArcMap was created that 
allows organizations to specify demographic characteristics of interest and returns a map 
of communities meeting those characteristics. The user interface includes four 
environmental justice community characteristics and four age-group characteristics: 
percent minority, percent foreign-born, mean median household income, and percent 
speaking English “less than very well,” population under age 5, population age 5 to 9, 
population age 10 to 14, and population age 15 to 19, and allows the user to select  
threshold values for those characteristics (Figure 5). The model then creates a feature 
layer and runs a sequence of ‘Select Layer By Attribute” queries of the data that 
incorporate the user-specified values, and ultimately creates a new layer with the 
communities meeting or exceeding all user-specified criteria (Figure 6). Additional 
information on the development of the ArcMap Community Selection Tool can be found 
in Appendix III; instructions for using the ArcMap Community Selection Tool can be 
found in Appendix II.  
 
Figure 5. ArcMap Community Selection Tool user interface.  
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Figure 6. ArcMap Community Selection Tool model. 
To ensure accessibility and utility of the tools and products for NEOSEC members, 
organization and demographic data were uploaded into ESRI’s ArcGIS Online web portal 
and the data were shared using ArcGIS Online Mapping Application templates. 
Instructions for using the ArcGIS Online Mapping Applications are provided in 
Appendix I.  
Limitations and Errors 
An important caveat throughout this analysis is that only a subset of NEOSEC members 
participated; any trends noted may not hold true for the full Collaborative.  
Because the participating NEOSEC member organizations had different methods for 
recording the information requested, there is the potential for error in how the data was 
reported. The manual method by which the communities were created and organizational 




Spatial community coverage within states varies widely; the highest coverage is 
concentrated in Rhode Island, and the lowest in Vermont (Figure 7). Because some 
census tracts encompassed multiple communities due to their small populations, and 
other census tracts were combined to mirror community boundaries on Google Maps, the 
number of spatial communities served, as defined here, does not match the number of 
communities that exist in each state.  
 
 CT ME MA NH RI VT 
Communities 
Served 13 54 222 60 39 4 
Total Communities 168 247 319 159 39 142 
Percent of 
Communities 
Served 8% 30% 70% 40% 100% 3% 
Figure 7. Communities served by participating NEOSEC Members, by state.  
 
NEOSEC Member reach is concentrated along the coast, with some inland communities 
participating in programming as well, particularly in Massachusetts (Fig.8). 
Massachusetts and Rhode Island have more comprehensive coverage of coastal 
communities than Maine.
  
Figure 8. NEOSEC member program reach. Spatial communities are color-coded by 
state.
Most of the participating organizations provide programming to only one state, with a few 
exceptions; the New England Aquarium, the Narragansett Bay National Estuary Research 
Reserve, New England Science and Sailing, the Gundalow Company, the UNH Sea 
Grant\UNH Cooperative Extension, and the URI Inner Space Center (Fig. 4). The average 
number of states that a NEOSEC organization operates in is 1.6 (Fig. 4).  
 
Figure 9. Number of states participating in programming. Pink: Connecticut, green: Maine, 
teal: Massachusetts, purple: New Hampshire, blue: Rhode Island.  
 
The number of organizations providing programming in communities varies widely from 
state to state. All Rhode Island spatial communities receive programming from at least three 
participating member organizations, and sometimes as many as six (Fig. 10). More than half 
of Massachusetts spatial communities currently engaging in NEOSEC member 
programming receive programming from more than one organization. Connecticut and 
Maine generally have only a single organization providing programming in any given 



















































































































































































































































































Participating NEOSEC Members  




Figure 10. Number of NEOSEC Members Serving Spatial Communities by State, showing 
how many member organizations are working in spatial communities simultaneously.  
 
Nearly half of all spatial communities are served by only one member organization, while 
~20% are served by two, ~20% are served by three, and <10% are served by four (Fig. 11). 
The highest levels of engagement by multiple organizations are in the communities of 
Providence and Warwick, RI, where all six organizations offer programming.  
 
Figure 11. NEOSEC member organization overlap in spatial communities.  
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Environmental Justice Populations and Program Coverage 
As defined using the Massachusetts state criteria (see page 9), 90 spatial communities in the 
New England area were identified as environment justice populations.  
 
Minority populations of 25% or higher were the largest single category of environmental 
justice populations in the region. Most communities with minority populations at or over 
25% were in Massachusetts and Connecticut (Fig. 12). Massachusetts had the largest share 
of communities with populations at or over 25% foreign-born, and Maine had the largest 
share of households at or below 65% of the Massachusetts state median household income 
for 2011. Approximately 30% of the spatial communities meet two or more of the 
environmental justice population criteria.  
 
Figure 12. Environmental justice populations with criteria by state. Starred categories 
include spatial communities that may meet more than one criteria.  
 
NEOSEC members reached 100% of the identified environmental justice communities in 
Rhode Island, 90% in Massachusetts, 23% in Maine, and 7% in Connecticut (Figure 13). 


























Environmental Justice Criteria 
Environmental Justice Populations,  







  CT ME MA NH RI VT 
Environmental Justice 
Spatial Communities 
Served 2 3 37 0 5 0 
Total Environmental 
Justice Spatial 
Communities 28 13 41 1 5 2 
Percentage 7% 23% 90% 0% 100% 0% 
Figure 13. Environmental justice spatial communities reached by participating members; 
percentages are rounded to the nearest whole number. 
 
Programming 
Not all NEOSEC members offered all types of programming (for the full list of 
programming types see page 13). The most commonly offered programs were offsite 
day programs, which also reached the greatest number of communities. The least 
offered programs were high school internships (Fig. 14).  
 
The number of communities participating in different programming types also varied 
between states. Rhode Island communities participated in an even distribution of program 
types, while in Massachusetts more than half of all programs were a combination of onsite 
and offsite day programs. In Maine, approximately half of the programming included a 
combination of onsite day and public events. In New Hampshire and Vermont, 




Figure 14. Number of organizations providing and number of spatial communities 
participating in programs by type.  
 
 







Contact hours were defined as the number of hours a single participant from one 
community could spend attending one program of a specific type at a specific NEOSEC  
organization.  For example, one person from Boston attending one public event at the 
Northeastern University Marine Science Center participated in 1-3 hours of 
programming. The estimated minimum aggregated contact hours are reported here 
because they are more accurate than the estimated maximum contact hours, due to the 
open-ended nature of the highest contact hour option on the survey, which was “25 or 
more” contact hours.  
 
Based on this analysis, the 18 participating NEOSEC members provide approximately 
12,004 hours of programming to participating communities. The community with the 
most contact hours was Newburyport, MA, with an estimated 162 contact hours. 
Scientist Partnership programs provided the highest number of contact hours, followed 
by onsite and multiday programs (Fig. 16). Contact hours were also concentrated along 
the coast and further inland in New Hampshire, and throughout Rhode Island (Figure 
17). Contact hours along the Massachusetts coast ranged from 21-40, double that of the 
1-10 contact hours estimated for communities further inland (Figure 18).  
 

























































































Minimum Contact Hours by Program Type 
  
Figure 17. Minimum spatial community contact hour distribution for participating 
NEOSEC members
  
Figure 18. Detailed map of the distribution of minimum spatial community contact hours 
provided by participating NEOSEC members.
Program Expansion Scenarios 
An example of how this kind of spatial analysis can inform program management is 
applied in the following set of program expansion scenarios for the Northeastern 
University Marine Science Center (NEUMSC) in Nahant, MA. Four types of 
programming provided by the NEUMSC are included in this map of the Massachusetts 
North Shore, but a number of communities receive only one type of programming from 
NEUMSC, largely onsite day programs and multi-day programs (Fig. 19). Between 
Boston and Salem, many communities participate in multiple program types, but there are 
still opportunities for expansion, particularly for nearby communities like Swampscott, 
which currently participates only in offsite programming and public events but their 
proximity would make attending an onsite day program convenient.  Mapping the current 
reach of NEUMSC allows them to identify new communities for expansion and provides 
opportunities to deepen their existing relationships by encouraging participating spatial 
communities to participate in additional types of programs. 
 
Mapping networks of organizations can also provide opportunities for collaboration and 
outreach to new audiences. NEUMSC, the New England Aquarium, and the Zephyr 
Education Foundation all serve the North Shore Area of Massachusetts (Fig. 20). Within 
this region, the New England Aquarium has the broadest distribution, while the 
NEUMSC focused more on the Boston area and north of Boston, and Zephyr Education 
Foundation programming is dispersed throughout. Overlap with the New England 
Aquarium occurs for most of the NEUMSC and Zephyr Education Foundation 
programming, but there are still spatial communities, such as Stoneham and Wenham, 
that are not currently receiving programming from any of these organizations.  
 
Comparing the current reach of these three organizations with the results from the 
Community Selection Tool, we can see that all of the spatial communities with a minority 
population of 25% or more are currently beng served by at least one organization (Fig. 
21). However, if an individual organization wished to apply for a Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Math (STEM) education grant targeting environmental justice 
communities, this comparison allows them to identify potential communities for 
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expansion and opportunities to collaborate with other organizations. Other target 
audiences can be identified in this way as well, such as communities with a high 
concentration of high school age students (Fig. 22). In this example, Wenham has the 
highest percentage of high school students but is currently not receiving high school 
internship programming from participating NEOSEC members. 
Figure 19. Distribution of selected Northeastern University Marine Science Center 
programs.
Figure 20. North Shore distribution of spatial communities participating in Northeastern 
University Marine Science Center programs, New England Aquarium programs, and 
Zephyr Education Foundation programs. 
 
Figure 21. Comparison of North Shore spatial communities receiving programming and 
communities with minority populations of 25% or higher. 
 
Figure 22. Comparison of where North Shore spatial communities are participating in 
NEOSEC high school internships, and the distribution of the high-school aged 
population. 
DISCUSSION and RECOMMENDATIONS  
Environmental education organizations often operate under resource and staffing 
limitations, so it is critical that their programs reach intended audiences.  
One of the goals of this study was to show the value of mapping as a tool for 
environmental education organizations. Mapping where and to whom programming is 
provided can help identify gaps, both in terms of communities reached and in program 
types that are available. Mapping can also help organizations target their programming to 
a specific audience and find opportunities to expand and collaborate. In particular, 
incorporating spatial demographic data into program planning can help environmental 
education organizations identify environmental justice communities and other audiences 
that they particularly wish to provide programming to.  
 
Mapping should not be used as a substitute for dialogue with communities when planning 
program expansion, and new program development must maintain the partnership 
between communities and environmental education organizations in determining 
audience and content, but mapping tools can help environmental education organizations 
start these conversations with communities and provide context for programming 
discussions.  
 
Documenting the collective spatial reach of members can also be a useful tool for 
collaborative networks like NEOSEC in demonstrating their own impacts and the 
benefits of membership. Information on trends within the environmental education 
community of practice can provide insight into the kinds of support members need and 
how a convening entity like NEOSEC best fits into the existing landscape.  
 
The following recommendations outline lessons learned from this analysis that can be 
used to guide NEOSEC members interested in harnessing the power of mapping for their 
organization.  
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Incorporate mapping into program development 
Mapping and spatial analysis can inform the program development process by providing 
information on which communities are and are not receiving programming, allowing 
environmental education organizations to target communities that are not being served (a 
benefit that particularly interested NEOSEC members in preliminary discussions). 
Benefits of mapping for program development can still be realized even when mapping 
the reach of every environmental education organization in a region may not be feasible; 
by targeting communities that are not known to currently receive programming, 
environmental education organizations are increasing their chances of reaching new 
audiences. Regardless of whether such communities have existing programming, 
environmental education organizations that take advantage of mapping can further tailor 
their programs to suit community needs and characteristics, by incorporating community 
demographic information.  
Developing Visual Narratives 
Mapping can provide powerful visual narratives for grant writing and fundraising. 
Identifying communities that meet target audiences (such as environmental justice 
populations) for grants, and developing grant proposals in concert with those 
communities, can strengthen both the persuasiveness of the grant and the proposed 
program. Future spatial analyses of environmental education reach could also incorporate 
environmental information layers, such as coastal flooding zones, threatened habitats, and 
brownfields sites (sites that have been contaminated by hazardous substance spills). 
Spatial proximity of programming to these environmental issues can provide a local focus 
to programs.  
Include spatial information in evaluations and data collection 
During the data collection process, it became clear that spatial information is not always 
incorporated into routine data collection at environmental education organizations. 
Identifying best practices for collecting data on community participation in programming 
can improve the quality of data for mapping, and can further inform program 
development and grant writing. Mapping also has potential as a program evaluation tool, 
particularly when success of an environmental education program is measured through 
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actions taken to protect the environment, which are often spatial in nature, such as 
preserving a habitat, cleaning a dump site, or establishing a recycling program, and other 
mappable outcomes.  
 
Establishing a consistent means of estimating contact hours would also help inform 
evaluation, particularly in terms of depth of programming. Currently, there are many 
ways to estimate and map contact hours, from the method outlined in this analysis to 
more data-intensive means, such as cumulative total hours for all participants in all 
programming.  This latter approach would require tracking each individual to determine 
the number of contact hours experienced. Defining best practices that are comprehensive 
enough to provide accurate contact hour data, but that are also feasible for organizations 
to put into practice, would further enhance the value of mapping contact hours within 
communities, and provide an additional method of program evaluation.  
Increase the participation of environmental education organizations 
While mapping can be a valuable tool for management for environmental education 
organizations, the value of mapping the reach of environmental education organizations 
within a region or network increases with higher levels of participation. Organizations 
like NEOSEC provide a critical central point for this kind of information gathering, and 
they are well positioned to encourage their members to participate in spatial analyses. 
Environmental education networks should consider performing spatial analyses with their 
member organizations as part of routine management processes; their position as 
convening bodies allows them to reach across governmental, institutional, and ideological 
boundaries. 
Develop partnerships with organizations that have GIS capabilities 
Currently, GIS software is often prohibitively expensive for many local environmental 
education organizations, preventing them from using GIS as a management tool. 
Partnering with academic institutions or other organizations with GIS software and 
skilled users can provide access to GIS information for organizations that would 
otherwise not be able to afford it and allow the type of analysis demonstrated here.  
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Conclusion 
This analysis demonstrates the importance of collecting and mapping data on community 
participation in environmental education programs. Mapping tools such as those 
developed for this analysis allow organizations to identify communities for expansion 
and opportunities for collaboration, and can also help organizations locate target 
audiences such as environmental justice communities. While this study was limited in 
scope and scale, it shows the value of mapping to inform and support environmental 
education organizations as they seek out new audiences, write targeted grant proposals, 
and identify new partners for collaboration. 
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APPENDIX I: ArcGIS Online Mapping Application 
Instructions 
 
To use the ArcGIS Online (AGOL) Mapping Applications created as a part of this 
project, please follow the instructions below.  
 
1.Getting Started  
On a computer with a current operating system, open an appropriate, updated web 
browser.  
 
Mac OS supports the latest versions of the following web browsers for AGOL: Firefox, 
Google Chrome, and Safari.  
 
Windows OS supports the latest versions of the following web browsers for AGOL: 
Firefox, Google Chrome, and Internet Explorer 9, 10, and 11.  
 
Mobile devices may also be used to access AGOL. iOS devices may use Safari, and 
Android devices may use Google Chrome or the default Android browser.  
 
2. Open a Map 
Navigate to one of the mapping applications using the links below:  
 
Mapping the Gaps: Using GIS to Target Environmental Education Efforts Tool:  
The Mapping the Gaps Tool allows the user to compare the combined NEOSEC member 
data with community demographics using a swipe template (instructions for the Mapping 





Community Selection Tool: 
The Community Selection Tool allows the user to identify communities of interest using 
specific demographic characteristics (instructions for the Community Selection Tool can 





NEOSEC Member Reach Tool 
The NEOSEC Member Reach Tool shows the reach of each participating member as an 
individual layer, allowing the user to turn layers on and off and identify which members 
are working in which communities (instructions for the NEOSEC Member Reach Tool 






Northeastern University Marine Science Center (NEUMSC) Programs Tool 
The NEUMSC Programs Tool shows which communities participate in the different 
types of programming offered by the NEUMSC, as an example of how an individual 
organization could utilize a mapping tool. The user can turn layers on and off to identify 
which programs are being offered (instructions for the NEUMSC Programs Tool can be 





All of the map applications have basic user tools, such as zoom in and out. The 
Community Selection Tool, the NEOSEC Member Reach Tool, and the NEUMSC 
Programs Tool all have a city search bar (the map will zoom in on the location of the city 
that was searched) and a location button (grey with white circle below the zoom buttons), 
which zooms in on the location of the device currently being used to look at the map (Fig. 
A; note that location services have to be enabled).  
 
 
Figure A. Basic navigation tools in each map application.  
 
Both the NEOSEC Member Reach Tool and the NEUMSC Programs Tool also have a 
toolbar that allows the user to print the map, turn layers on and off, change the basemap 
appearance, measure distance from one point to another, or share the map via email, 
Facebook, or Twitter (Fig. B).  
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Figure B. Toolbar for NEOSEC Member Reach and NEUMSC Programs Tools, allowing 
user to print, change appearance of the map, measure distances, and share map.  
 
3. Using the Mapping the Gaps Tool 
The Mapping the Gaps Tool opens to a divided map with a gray bar down the middle 
(Fig. C). The gray bar can be dragged to the left and right to show two different maps. 
The map on the left is of the communities where participating NEOSEC members 
currently provide programming; the map on the right combines that data with an 
additional demographic data layer (instructions are also provided in the left panel).  
 
 
Figure C. Mapping the Gaps Tool, showing the two swipeable maps.  
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Clicking on one of the communities in the left-hand map (here Nantucket is selected) will 
open a green-bar pop-up with information on which of the 18 participating NEOSEC 
members offer programming there (organizations with programs in that community will 
have a “YES” next to their organization name) (Fig. D).  
 
Scrolling down in the pop-up will provide additional information; organizations are listed 
in the top section of the pop-up, and if the user wants to know the type of program that 
the organization is offering, they can scroll through the list until they find the 




Figure D. Example of left-map pop-up with information on the organizations and type of 
programming offered in Nantucket.  
 
Clicking on a community on the right-hand map (Nantucket is again selected) will yield a 
blue-bar pop-up that contains community demographic information (Fig. E). If you select 
a community on the left and open the pop-up to see the program offerings, and then 
swipe across, the pop-up window will change to the community demographics (and vice 
versa if you swipe from left to right).  
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Figure E. Nantucket community demographics pop-up 
 
4. Using the Community Selection Tool 
When the Community Selection Tool map opens, it will display the six New England 
states in different colors, with a panel on the left that allows the user to filter for 




Figure F. Community Selection Tool interface.  
 
The filters are currently set to defaults that will return all communities, but the user can 
specify levels that interest them. So for example, if you are interested in finding all the 
communities where 25% or more of the population identify as a minority, you would type 
0.25 into the third box (Fig. G). Prompts are provided for each category, and hints 
indicating the existing range are provided under the user input boxes, to help users avoid 
empty returns because no communities meet their criteria.  
 
However, empty returns are still possible because the tool will only return communities 
that meet ALL of the user-specified criteria. So if more than one criteria is used and no 





Figure H. Community Selection filter results for 25% or higher minority population.
Figure G. Example of user-selected menu 
criteria. Here the user is looking for communities 




The tool will return all communities meeting the 
user-specified criteria (Fig H). All percentages 
need to be entered as decimal percents, and the 
mean median household income must be entered 
without dollar signs or commas. Please also note 
that unlike the other categories, mean median 
household income returns communities that are 
at or BELOW the specified level (i.e., it returns 
all communities where the mean median 





For more information about a specific community, click on the polygon of interest and a 
pop-up with more information will open on the screen (Fig. I). Scroll down within the 
pop-up to find a variety of demographic information, including languages spoken and 
population enrolled in school.  
 
Figure I. Results of a search for communities where 10% or more of the population is 
between ages 15-19, with pop-up information.  
 
5. Using the NEOSEC Member Reach Tool 
When the NEOSEC Member Reach Tool opens, it will display 19 layers in the legend 
and map—one New England Demographics layer, and eighteen NEOSEC member 




Figure J. Display of the 18 participating NEOSEC member organizations on separate 
layers.  
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Layers can be turned on and off to compare the reach of different organizations and see 
areas of overlap. To remove layers, click on the ‘Layers’ tab in the upper right tool bar. A 
drop-down menu will appear, and you can uncheck the layers that you do not wish to 
view (Fig. K).  
 
Figure K. Using the Layers drop-down to remove layers. This image is slightly different 
due to difficulties taking a screenshot with the Layers drop-down open, but the general 
sense is the same—in the app itself there will be checkboxes by each layer. 
 
Clicking on a community will open a pop-up window; however there is a glitch in the 
pop-up window for this app, causing it to show that there are multiple windows available 
which can be viewed by clicking on the arrows in the pop-up window top bar. When the 
arrows are clicked, the selected community moves independently, causing the pop-up 
window to display information for a different community.  
 
This glitch can be avoided by removing all layers except those of particular interest, if the 
user wishes to identify the specific program type that an organization is offering in the 
community. The Northeastern University Marine Science Center (NEUMSC) is used as 
an example here (Fig. L), where clicking on a community that the NEUMSC operates in 
shows that they have a Multi-Day program there.  
 
The numbers next to program types in the pop-up indicate the contact hour range for that 
programming type at that organization, based on the information the organization 






Figure L. NEUMSC example of pop-up information in the NEOSEC Member Reach 
Tool.  
 
Results can be interpreted for contact hours as follows:  
1: <1 hour 
2: 1-3 hours 
3: 3-5 hours 
4: 5-10 hours 
5: 10-15 hours 
6: 15-25 hours 
7: >25 hours 
 
So in this example, Westford participates in a Multi-Day program at the NEUMSC that 
provides >25 contact hours.  
 
Clicking on the ‘Print’ button on the top bar yields a printable PDF of the map as you 
currently see it (so any layers that have been removed will not appear on the map). A 
community may be selected (will appear with a blue outline) but pop-ups will not print.  
 
6. Using the NEUMSC Programs Tool  
When the NEUMSC Programs Tool opens, it will display eight layers—one New 
England demographic layer and seven NEUMSC layers (one for each program type) (Fig. 
M).  
 
Similar to the NEOSEC Member Reach Tool, the NEUMSC Programs Tool allows the 





Figure M. NEUMSC Programs Tool, showing program type distribution.  
 
 
Figure N. NEUMSC Programs Tool, showing the drop-down Layers menu and two 
program layers.  
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As with the other map types, clicking on a community will open a pop-up window with 
additional information (it may be necessary to click through the pop-up window to reach 
the New England Demographics information)(Fig. O).  
 
 
Figure O. NEUMSC Programs with pop-up window.  
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APPENDIX II: ArcMap Tool Instructions 
 
1. Open the NEOSEC Mapping Tool Map in ArcMap 
When you open the tool you will see the six New England states subdivided into spatial 




Figure P. NEOSEC Mapping Tool Map appearance upon opening.  
 
2. Navigate to the Community Selection Tool  
The Community Selection Tool is within the NEOSEC_MAPPING_PROJECT folder, 
within the Catalog. A Data folder (containing the NEOSEC and New England data 
layers), a Documents folder (Docs), a Scratch folder, and a Scripts folder are also within 
the NEOSEC_MAPPING_PROJECT folder.  
 
The Community Selection Tool model is within the Community Selection Tool toolbox. 





Figure Q. Navigating to the Community Selection Tool in the Catalog.  
 
3. Open the Community Selection Tool 
Right-click on the Community Selection Tool model to reveal a drop-down menu, and 
select ‘Open’ (alternatively you can double-click the Community Selection Tool model 




Figure R. Opening the Community Selection Tool. Note the Help section on the right; if 
this is not open when the window opens, click on ‘Show Help’ on the bottom right of the 
tool window.  
 
4. Using the Community Selection Tool 
To use the Community Selection Tool, fill out criteria of interest in the Community 
Selection Tool categories (Fig. S). Additional information about each criteria is provided 
in the Tool Help window to the right of the tool interface, including thresholds for each 
criteria; it is important to note that there may not be any communities that meet all of the 
user input criteria (this becomes more likely as the user specifies higher percentages in 
more of the criteria, such as 0.3 Foreign-Born, 0.55 Minority, 0.2 English Language 
Challenged, Mean Median Household income of $30,000 or less, etc), in which case the 
tool will return a null feature class. The user also specifies the name of the new feature 
class within the tool; output from the tool is set to default to the SELECTIONS 




Figure S. Community Selection Tool User Interface.  
 
5. Results from the Community Selection Tool 
Results from the Community Selection Tool will appear in orange on the map, with the 
user-selected file name in the Table of Contents (Fig. T). This example shows the results 
of running the tool set to communities with 5% (0.05) or more Foreign-Born population 




Figure T. Example results from Community Selection Tool; communities that meet or 
exceed the user-specified criteria are in orange.  
 
Additional demographic information on communities identified with the tool can be 
accessed using the Identify tool (the blue circle with the white i in the ArcMap toolbar). 
Clicking on a community while the Identify tool is engaged opens a window that displays 
additional information about the community such as languages spoken, race, and age 




Figure U. Using the Identify tool for additional information about communities.
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Figure V. Field Name Definitions and Corresponding U.S. Census Bureau 2007-2011 5-Year American Community Survey Fields. 
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6. Incorporating NEOSEC Data 
After running the tool to identify communities that meet the user’s criteria, the user may choose to 
see which NEOSEC member organizations are currently operating in or near the area. There are 
two ways to do this.  
 
i. Use aggregated NEOSEC Data (preferred method if user is uncertain which organizations 
are operating in an area) 
 
In the Catalog, navigate to the Data folder and open the NEOSEC.gdb. The aggregated NEOSEC 
data is within these files (Fig. W). The data files provided are as follows:  
 
‘NEOSEC_ALL’ is a compilation of all the data from the 18 participating organizations, including 
all program type information for each organization.  
 
‘NEOSEC_CONTACT’ provides the estimated aggregate minimum and maximum contact hours 
for all 18 organizations for each programming type, and total estimated aggregate minimum and 
maximum contact hours for each community.  
‘NEOSEC_HS_INTERNSHIP’ provides estimated high school internship contact hours in each 
community for each organization, as well as total estimated high school internship contact hours 
for each community.  
 
‘NEOSEC_MATERIALS’ provides estimated materials contact hours in each community for each 
organization, as well as total materials contact hours for each community. Due to the difficulty of 
estimating contact hours provided by materials, this information was not included in the overall 
analysis.  
 
‘NEOSEC_MULTIDAY’ provides estimated multi-day program contact hours in each community 
for each organization, as well as total estimated multi-day program contact hours for each 
community.  
 
‘NEOSEC_OFF’ provides estimated offsite day program contact hours in each community for 
each organization, as well as total estimated offsite day program contact hours for each 
community.  
 
‘NEOSEC_ONSITE’ provides estimated onsite day program  contact hours in each community for 
each organization, as well as total estimated onsite day program  contact hours for each 
community.  
 
‘NEOSEC_OVERNIGHT’ provides estimated overnight program contact hours in each 
community for each organization, as well as total estimated overnight contact hours for each 
community.  
 
‘NEOSEC_PARTICIPATING’ maps the locations of all of the participating members as points.  
 
‘NEOSEC_POINTS_FINAL’ maps the locations of all NEOSEC members as points.  
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‘NEOSEC_PUBLIC’ provides estimated public event contact hours in each community for each 
organization, as well as total estimated public event contact hours for each community.  
 
‘NEOSEC_SCIENTIST’ provides estimated scientist partnership program contact hours in each 
community for each organization, as well as total estimated scientist partnership program contact 
hours for each community.  
 
‘NEOSEC_TRAININGS’ provides estimated training contact hours in each community for each 
organization, as well as total estimated training contact hours for each community.  
 
‘NEOSEC_UG_INTERNSHIP’ provides estimated undergraduate internship contact hours in each 
community for each organization, as well as total estimated undergraduate internship contact hours 
for each community.  
 
‘MASTER’ is a template file for entering new organizations, and contains fields for all the 
program types and rows for each of the spatial communities.  
 
 
Figure W. Results from the Community Selection Tool and the NEOSEC aggregated data files in 
the Catalog.  
 
Adding a layer from the NEOSEC aggregated data (example used here is the 
‘NEOSEC_PROGRAMS’ layer with the symbology adjusted to show the presence of programs) 




Figure X. Selected communities and NEOSEC member programs. Member programs are in semi-
transparent blue; selected communities are opaque orange and are visible beneath the program 
layer.  
 
If the user would like more information on which organizations offer programming and what types 
of programming are offered in the community, the Identify tool will open a window with more 
details (Field descriptions in Fig. Y).  
 
Field Name Abbreviation Full Name 
ON Onsite Day Program 
OFF Offsite Day Program 
MULTI Multi-Day Program 
HS High School Internship  
UG Undergraduate Internship 
SCI Scientist Partnership Program 
PUB Public Event 
TRAIN Training 
MAT Materials 
Figure Y. Field name descriptions for NEOSEC files.  
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ii. Use Data from individual NEOSEC Members (for users who are already aware of 
organizations operating in the area) 
 
Navigate to the NEOSEC_ORGS folder within the Data folder in 
NEOSEC_MAPPING_PROJECT. Within the folder are individual geodatabases for each of the 
participating organizations, with individual feature classes for each program type, as well as a 
feature class with the aggregated information for each organization (Fig. Z). Abbreviations for 
organizations are described in Figure AA.  
 
 















Abbreviated Organization Names 3-Letter Full Name 
BIM_PROGRAMS BIM Block Island Maritime Institute 
BC_PROGRAMS BC BOAT CAMP Nature School 
DEI_PROGRAMS DEI 
Downeast Institute for Applied 
Marine Research and Education 
FRIENDS_PROGRAMS FCB Friends of Casco Bay  
GUND_PROGRAMS GUN Gundalow Company 
MASSAUDJ_PROGRAMS MJF Massachusetts Audubon Joppa Flats 
MASSBAY_PROGRAMS MB 
Massachusetts Bays National Estuary 
Program 
NBNERR_PROGRAMS NBN 
Narragansett Bay National Estuarine 
Research Reserve 
NEAQ_PROGRAMS NEAQ New England Aquarium 
NESS_PROGRAMS NES New England Science and Sailing 
NEUMSC_PROGRAMS NEU 
Northeastern University Marine 
Science Center 
NHSEA_PROGRAMS NHS 
New Hampshire Sea 
Grant\University of New Hampshire 
Cooperative Extension 
SALEMSC_PROGRAMS SSC Salem Sound Coastwatch 
SEA_PROGRAMS SEA Sea Education Association 
URIOMP_PROGRAMS OMP 
University of Rhode Island Office of 
Marine Programs 
URISC_PROGRAMS ISC 
University of Rhode Island Inner 
Space Center 
WELLS_PROGRAMS WEL 
Wells National Estuarine Research 
Reserve 
ZEPHYR_PROGRAMS ZEP Zephyr Education Foundation 
Figure AA. Abbreviations used for participating NEOSEC member organizations.  
 
The user may then add whatever layers they choose to the Table of Contents and adjust symbology 
as desired. In this example, the New England Aquarium (NEAQ) has been added in green; 
communities that are both meeting the Community Selection Tool search criteria and are currently 
served by the New England Aquarium are in light orange-green, while communities that are not 
being served by the New England Aquarium but meet the criteria are in darker orange, and 




Figure AB. Results from the Community Selection Tool overlaid with communities served by the 
New England Aquarium.  
 
The user may add as many organization layers as they wish; here the Northeastern University 
Marine Science Center (in pink) is added to the previous map (Fig. AC).  
 
 
Figure AC. Results from the Community Selection Tool overlaid with communities served by the 
New England Aquarium and the Northeastern University Marine Science Center. 
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# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# updated_model.py 
# Created on: 2014-04-20 16:22:13.00000 
#   (generated by ArcGIS/ModelBuilder) 




<Decimal_Percent_Population_Age_15_to_19> <Results>  
# Description:  
# This tool allows the user to identify communities with specific demographic attributes.  
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 




# Set Geoprocessing environments 








arcpy.env.geographicTransformations = "" 
arcpy.env.workspace = "S:\\NEOSEC_MAPPING_PROJECT\\Data" 
 
# Script arguments 
Decimal_Percent_Foreign_Born = arcpy.GetParameterAsText(0) 
if Decimal_Percent_Foreign_Born == '#' or not Decimal_Percent_Foreign_Born: 
    Decimal_Percent_Foreign_Born = "0" # provide a default value if unspecified 
 
Decimal_Percent_Minority_Population = arcpy.GetParameterAsText(1) 
if Decimal_Percent_Minority_Population == '#' or not Decimal_Percent_Minority_Population: 
    Decimal_Percent_Minority_Population = "0" # provide a default value if unspecified 
 
Decimal_Percent_English_Language_Challenged = arcpy.GetParameterAsText(2) 
if Decimal_Percent_English_Language_Challenged == '#' or not 
Decimal_Percent_English_Language_Challenged: 
    Decimal_Percent_English_Language_Challenged = "0" # provide a default value if unspecified 
 
Mean_Median_of_Household_Income = arcpy.GetParameterAsText(3) 
if Mean_Median_of_Household_Income == '#' or not Mean_Median_of_Household_Income: 
    Mean_Median_of_Household_Income = "233650" # provide a default value if unspecified 
 
Decimal_Percent_Population_Under_Age_5 = arcpy.GetParameterAsText(4) 
if Decimal_Percent_Population_Under_Age_5 == '#' or not 
Decimal_Percent_Population_Under_Age_5: 
    Decimal_Percent_Population_Under_Age_5 = "0" # provide a default value if unspecified 
 
Decimal_Percent_Population_Age_5_to_9 = arcpy.GetParameterAsText(5) 
if Decimal_Percent_Population_Age_5_to_9 == '#' or not 
Decimal_Percent_Population_Age_5_to_9: 
    Decimal_Percent_Population_Age_5_to_9 = "0" # provide a default value if unspecified 
 
Decimal_Percent_Population_Age_10_to_14 = arcpy.GetParameterAsText(6) 
if Decimal_Percent_Population_Age_10_to_14 == '#' or not 
Decimal_Percent_Population_Age_10_to_14: 
    Decimal_Percent_Population_Age_10_to_14 = "0" # provide a default value if unspecified 
 
Decimal_Percent_Population_Age_15_to_19 = arcpy.GetParameterAsText(7) 
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if Decimal_Percent_Population_Age_15_to_19 == '#' or not 
Decimal_Percent_Population_Age_15_to_19: 
    Decimal_Percent_Population_Age_15_to_19 = "0" # provide a default value if unspecified 
 
Results = arcpy.GetParameterAsText(8) 
if Results == '#' or not Results: 
    Results = "S:\\NEOSEC_MAPPING_PROJECT\\Data\\SELECTIONS.gdb\\results" # provide a 
default value if unspecified 
 
# Local variables: 
Expression = "P_FOREIGN >= %Decimal Percent Foreign Born%" 
Expression__2_ = "P_MIN >= %Decimal Percent Minority Population%" 
Expression__3_ = "P_ELL_SP >= %Decimal Percent English Language Challenged%" 
Expression__4_ = "MEAN_MEDIAN_INCOME <= %Mean Median of Household Income%" 
Expression__5_ = "PERCENT_POP_UNDER5 >= 0" 
Expression__6_ = "PERCENT_POP_AGE_5_9 >= %Decimal Percent Population Age 5 to 9%" 
Expression__8_ = "P_AGE15_19 >= %Decimal Percent Population Age 15 to 19%" 
New_England_Demographic_Data = "New England Demographic Data" 
NEWENGLAND = 
"S:\\NEOSEC_MAPPING_PROJECT\\Data\\NEWENGLAND.gdb\\NEWENGLAND" 
Expression__7_ = "P_AGE10_14 >= %Decimal Percent Population Age 10 to 14%" 
Demographics_Layer = "NEWENGLAND_Layer" 
Percent_Foreign_Born_Population = "NEWENGLAND_Layer" 
Percent_Minority_Population = "NEWENGLAND_Layer" 
Percent_English_Language_Challenged_Population = "NEWENGLAND_Layer" 
Mean_Median_Household_Income = "NEWENGLAND_Layer" 
Percent_Population_Under_5 = "NEWENGLAND_Layer" 
Percent_Population_Age_10-14 = "NEWENGLAND_Layer" 
Percent_Population_Age_15-19 = "NEWENGLAND_Layer" 
Percent_Population_Age_5-9 = "NEWENGLAND_Layer" 
 
# Process: Make Feature Layer 
arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management(NEWENGLAND, Demographics_Layer, "", "", 
"OBJECTID OBJECTID VISIBLE NONE;Shape Shape VISIBLE 
NONE;POP_OVER3_SCHOOL POP_OVER3_SCHOOL VISIBLE NONE;FOREIGN_BORN 
FOREIGN_BORN VISIBLE NONE;ENGLISH_SPEAKING ENGLISH_SPEAKING VISIBLE 
NONE;BASIC_ENGLISH BASIC_ENGLISH VISIBLE NONE;SPANISH_SPEAKING 
SPANISH_SPEAKING VISIBLE NONE;ASIAN_PACIFIC_SPEAKING 
ASIAN_PACIFIC_SPEAKING VISIBLE NONE;OTHER_SPEAKING OTHER_SPEAKING 
VISIBLE NONE;MEAN_MEDIAN_INCOME MEAN_MEDIAN_INCOME VISIBLE 
NONE;TOTAL_POP TOTAL_POP VISIBLE NONE;POP_UNDER5 POP_UNDER5 VISIBLE 
NONE;POP_AGE_5_9 POP_AGE_5_9 VISIBLE NONE;POP_AGE_10_14 POP_AGE_10_14 
VISIBLE NONE;POP_AGE_15_19 POP_AGE_15_19 VISIBLE NONE;TWO_RACES 
TWO_RACES VISIBLE NONE;WHITE WHITE VISIBLE NONE;BLACK_OR_AA 
BLACK_OR_AA VISIBLE NONE;AMIND_ALASKAN AMIND_ALASKAN VISIBLE 
NONE;ASIAN ASIAN VISIBLE NONE;HAWAIIAN_PACIFIC_ISL 
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HAWAIIAN_PACIFIC_ISL VISIBLE NONE;OTHER OTHER VISIBLE NONE;HISP_LATINO 
HISP_LATINO VISIBLE NONE;MINORITY MINORITY VISIBLE 
NONE;PERCENT_POP_OVER3_SCHOOL PERCENT_POP_OVER3_SCHOOL VISIBLE 
NONE;PERCENT_FOREIGN_BORN PERCENT_FOREIGN_BORN VISIBLE 
NONE;PERCENT_ENGLISH_SPEAKING PERCENT_ENGLISH_SPEAKING VISIBLE 
NONE;PERCENT_BASIC_ENGLISH PERCENT_BASIC_ENGLISH VISIBLE 
NONE;PERCENT_SPANISH_SPEAKING PERCENT_SPANISH_SPEAKING VISIBLE 
NONE;PERCENT_ASIAN_PACIFIC_SPEAKING PERCENT_ASIAN_PACIFIC_SPEAKING 
VISIBLE NONE;PERCENT_OTHER_SPEAKING PERCENT_OTHER_SPEAKING VISIBLE 
NONE;PERCENT_POP_UNDER5 PERCENT_POP_UNDER5 VISIBLE 
NONE;PERCENT_POP_AGE_5_9 PERCENT_POP_AGE_5_9 VISIBLE 
NONE;PERCENT_POP_AGE_10_14 PERCENT_POP_AGE_10_14 VISIBLE 
NONE;PERCENT_POP_AGE_15_19 PERCENT_POP_AGE_15_19 VISIBLE 
NONE;PERCENT_WHITE PERCENT_WHITE VISIBLE NONE;PERCENT_BLACK_OR_AA 
PERCENT_BLACK_OR_AA VISIBLE NONE;PERCENT_AMIND_ALASKAN 
PERCENT_AMIND_ALASKAN VISIBLE NONE;PERCENT_ASIAN PERCENT_ASIAN 
VISIBLE NONE;PERCENT_HAWAIIAN_PACIFIC_ISL 
PERCENT_HAWAIIAN_PACIFIC_ISL VISIBLE NONE;PERCENT_OTHER 
PERCENT_OTHER VISIBLE NONE;PERCENT_HISP_LATINO PERCENT_HISP_LATINO 
VISIBLE NONE;PERCENT_MINORITY PERCENT_MINORITY VISIBLE 
NONE;OTHER_INDOEURO_SPEAKING OTHER_INDOEURO_SPEAKING VISIBLE 
NONE;PERCENT_OTHER_INDOEURO_SPEAKING 
PERCENT_OTHER_INDOEURO_SPEAKING VISIBLE NONE;MUNICIPALITIES 
MUNICIPALITIES VISIBLE NONE;STATE STATE VISIBLE 
NONE;PERCENT_TWO_RACES PERCENT_TWO_RACES VISIBLE NONE;Shape_Length 
Shape_Length VISIBLE NONE;Shape_Area Shape_Area VISIBLE NONE;P_MIN P_MIN 
VISIBLE NONE;SCHOOL SCHOOL VISIBLE NONE;P_LATIN P_LATIN VISIBLE 
NONE;P_2RACES P_2RACES VISIBLE NONE;CITY CITY VISIBLE NONE;P_OTHER 
P_OTHER VISIBLE NONE;P_WHITE P_WHITE VISIBLE NONE;P_BLACK P_BLACK 
VISIBLE NONE;P_AMIND_AL P_AMIND_AL VISIBLE NONE;P_ASIAN P_ASIAN 
VISIBLE NONE;P_OTHER_SP P_OTHER_SP VISIBLE NONE;P_ISL P_ISL VISIBLE 
NONE;FOREIGN FOREIGN VISIBLE NONE;ENG_SP ENG_SP VISIBLE NONE;ELL_SP 
ELL_SP VISIBLE NONE;SPANISH_SP SPANISH_SP VISIBLE NONE;ASIAN_SP ASIAN_SP 
VISIBLE NONE;OTHER_SP OTHER_SP VISIBLE NONE;M_MED_INC M_MED_INC 
VISIBLE NONE;UNDER5 UNDER5 VISIBLE NONE;AGE_5_9 AGE_5_9 VISIBLE 
NONE;AGE_10_14 AGE_10_14 VISIBLE NONE;AGE_15_19 AGE_15_19 VISIBLE 
NONE;BLACK_AA BLACK_AA VISIBLE NONE;AMIND_AL AMIND_AL VISIBLE 
NONE;HI_PACIF HI_PACIF VISIBLE NONE;LATINO LATINO VISIBLE NONE;P_SCHOOL 
P_SCHOOL VISIBLE NONE;P_FOREIGN P_FOREIGN VISIBLE NONE;P_ENG_SP 
P_ENG_SP VISIBLE NONE;P_ELL_SP P_ELL_SP VISIBLE NONE;P_SPAN_SP P_SPAN_SP 
VISIBLE NONE;OIE_SP OIE_SP VISIBLE NONE;P_OIE_SP P_OIE_SP VISIBLE 
NONE;P_ASIAN_SP P_ASIAN_SP VISIBLE NONE;P_UNDER5 P_UNDER5 VISIBLE 
NONE;P_AGE5_9 P_AGE5_9 VISIBLE NONE;P_AGE10_14 P_AGE10_14 VISIBLE 
NONE;P_AGE15_19 P_AGE15_19 VISIBLE NONE") 
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NEOSEC Mapping Tool --Sarah Sunu
This  survey  is  designed  to  help  map  the  community  impact  of  NEOSEC  member  organizations.  The  goal  of  this  survey  is  to  determine  what  
communities  you  currently  offer  programs  in,  what  types  of  programs  are  offered,  and  which  audiences  are  being  targeted.  
  
Depth  of  impact  is  also  being  measured  through  contact  hours,  as  well  as  up-­to-­date  information  on  which  Ocean  Literacy  Principles  your  
organization  is  targeting.    
  
Time  required  to  take  this  survey  will  vary  depending  on  the  size  of  your  organization;;  you  may  leave  the  survey  and  come  back  to  resume  it  at  a  
later  point  (please  note,  you  must  click  the  'Next'  button  to  save  the  page  of  answers  that  you  are  on,  and  will  need  to  reenter  the  survey  using  the  
link  in  the  email  you  received).  To  navigate  away  from  the  survey  at  any  time,  close  the  browser  or  go  to  another  web  address.  You  will  be  able  to  
return  to  the  survey  through  the  email  link,  and  it  will  take  you  back  to  where  you  left  off.  Once  you  click  the  'Done'  button  on  the  final  'Thank  You'  
page,  the  email  link  will  be  closed  and  you  will  no  longer  be  able  to  return  to  the  survey  (though  you  can  always  contact  Sarah  Sunu  if  an  error  has  
occurred).    
  
Since  NEOSEC  member  organizations  come  in  many  sizes,  please  answer  the  questions  in  the  manner  that  seems  most  appropriate  for  your  
specific  organization,  department,  or  program.  For  example,  if  you  are  the  department  that  is  most  involved  in  NEOSEC  (such  as  the  outreach  
department  at  a  research  institution),  answer  just  for  your  department,  not  the  whole  institution.    
  
Thank  you  for  your  time  and  assistance  with  this  project,  and  we  look  forward  to  discussing  the  results!    
1. Name of Organization
  
2. Organization Address (physical location of organization offices)
  




ON-­SITE  Day  Programs  (e.g.  visitors  come  to  your  site  to  visit  or  for  programming)
  

OFF-­SITE  Day  Programs  (e.g.  programming  in  local  schools,  in  the  community,  at  offsite  field  locations)
  

MULTI-­DAY  Youth  Programs  (e.g.  multi-­day  summer  program  such  as  a  Camp  or  Academy)
  

OVERNIGHT  Youth  Programs  (e.g.  Residential  Summer  Camps,  multi-­day  Enrichment  Programs)
  







SCIENTIST  Partnership  Programs  (e.g.  Collaborating  with  scientists\researchers  to  produce  and  communicate  research)
  

PUBLIC  EVENTS  (e.g.  Public  Lectures,  Open  Houses,  Conferences,  Symposia,  etc.)
  

TRAININGS  (e.g.  Teacher  Professional  Development,  Volunteer  Preparation)
  

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4. How many average per person contact hours does your organization provide through 
the following: 
One selection is allowed per row. Please answer as appropriate for one average program 
(i.e., a person attending one training program would receive 6 contact hours). 
5. Does your organization offer programs in Connecticut? 
<1  hour 1-­3  hours 3-­5  hours 5-­10  hours 10-­15  hours 15-­25  hours >25  hours
ON-­SITE  Day  Programs  (e.g.  
visitors  come  to  your  site  to  
visit  or  for  programming)
      
OFF-­SITE  Day  Programs  (e.g.  
programming  in  local  
schools,  in  the  community,  at  
offsite  field  location)
      
MULTI-­DAY  Youth  Programs  
(e.g.  multi-­day  summer  
program  such  as  a  Camp  or  
Academy)
      
OVERNIGHT  Youth  Programs  
(e.g.  Residential  Summer  
Camps,  multi-­day  Enrichment  
Programs)
      
HIGH  SCHOOL-­LEVEL  
Internship  Programs
      
COLLEGE\UNIVERSITY-­
LEVEL  Internship  Programs
      
SCIENTIST  Partnership  
Programs  (e.g.  Collaborating  
with  scientists\researchers  to  
produce  and  communicate  
research)
      
PUBLIC  EVENTS  (e.g.  Public  
Lectures,  Open  houses,  
Conferences,  Symposia,  etc.)
      
TRAININGS  (e.g.  Teacher  
Professional  Development,  
Volunteer  Preparation)
      
DEVELOPING\SHARING  
MATERIALS  (e.g.  providing  
information  on  ocean  issues,  
lesson  plans  on  ocean  
science)
      
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6. Please select all types of program that your organization offers in each of the 
municipalities listed below. More than one program type may be selected, and 



























Andover,  CT          
Ansonia,  CT          
Ashford,  CT          
Avon,  CT          
Barkhamsted,  CT          
Beacon  Falls,  CT          
Berlin,  CT          
Bethany,  CT          
Bethel,  CT          
Bethlehem,  CT          
Bloomfield,  CT          
Bolton,  CT          
Bozrah,  CT          
Branford,  CT          
Bridgeport,  CT          
Bridgewater,  CT          
Bristol,  CT          
Brookfield,  CT          
Brooklyn,  CT          
Burlington,  CT          
Canaan,  CT          
Canterbury,  CT          
Canton,  CT          
Chaplin,  CT          
Cheshire,  CT          
Chester,  CT          
Clinton,  CT          
Colchester,  CT          
Colebrook,  CT          
Columbia,  CT          
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Coventry,  CT          
Cromwell,  CT          
Danbury,  CT          
Darien,  CT          
Deep  River,  CT          
Derby,  CT          
Durham,  CT          
East  Granby,  CT          
East  Haddam,  CT          
East  Hampton,  CT          
East  Hartford,  CT          
East  Haven,  CT          
East  Lyme,  CT          
East  Windsor,  CT          
Eastford,  CT          
Easton,  CT          
Ellington,  CT          
Enfield,  CT          
Essex,  CT          
Fairfield,  CT          
Farmington,  CT          
Franklin,  CT          
Glastonbury,  CT          
Goshen,  CT          
Granby,  CT          
Greenwich,  CT          
Griswold,  CT          
Groton,  CT          
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7. Please select all types of program that your organization offers in each of the 
municipalities listed below. More than one program type may be selected, and 



























Haddam,  CT          
Hamden,  CT          
Hampton,  CT          
Hartford,  CT          
Hartland,  CT          
Harwinton,  CT          
Hebron,  CT          
Kent,  CT          
Killingly,  CT          
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8. Please select all types of program that your organization offers in each of the 
municipalities listed below. More than one program type may be selected, and 
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9. Does your organization offer programs in Maine? 
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10. Please select all types of program that your organization offers in each of the 
municipalities listed below. More than one program type may be selected, and 
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11. Please select all types of program that your organization offers in each of the 
municipalities listed below. More than one program type may be selected, and 
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12. Please select all types of program that your organization offers in each of the 
municipalities listed below. More than one program type may be selected, and 
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Naples,  ME          
New  Canada,  ME          
New  Gloucester,  ME          
New  Limerick,  ME          
New  Portland,  ME          
New  Sharon,  ME          
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13. Please select all types of program that your organization offers in each of the 
municipalities listed below. More than one program type may be selected, and 
municipalities are listed in alphabetical order. 
New  Vineyard,  ME          
Newburgh,  ME          
Newcastle,  ME          
Newfield,  ME          
Newport,  ME          



























Nobleboro,  ME          
Norridgewock,  ME          
North  Berwick,  ME          
North  Haven,  ME          
North  Yarmouth,  ME          
Northfield,  ME          
Northport,  ME          
Norway,  ME          
Oakfield,  ME          
Oakland,  ME          
Ogunquit,  ME          
Old  Orchard  Beach,  ME          
Orient,  ME          
Orland,  ME          
Orono,  ME          
Orrington,  ME          
Osborn,  ME          
Otis,  ME          
Otisfield,  ME          
Owls  Head,  ME          
Oxford,  ME          
Palermo,  ME          
Palmyra,  ME          
Paris,  ME          
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Parsonsfield,  ME          
Passadumkeag,  ME          
Patten,  ME          
Pembroke,  ME          
Penobscot,  ME          
Perham,  ME          
Perry,  ME          
Peru,  ME          
Phillips,  ME          
Phippsburg,  ME          
Pittsfield,  ME          
Pittston,  ME          
Plymouth,  ME          
Poland,  ME          
Portage  Lake,  ME          
Portland,  ME          
Porter,  ME          
Pownal,  ME          
Presque  Isle,  ME          
Princeton,  ME          
Prospect,  ME          
Randolph,  ME          
Rangeley,  ME          
Raymond,  ME          
Readfield,  ME          
Richmond,  ME          
Ripley,  ME          
Robbinston,  ME          
Rockport,  ME          
Rome,  ME          
Roque  Bluffs,  ME          
Roxbury,  ME          
Rumford,  ME          
Sabattus,  ME          
Saco,  ME          
Saint  Agatha,  ME          
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Saint  Francis,  ME          
Saint  George,  ME          
Sanford,  ME          
Sangerville,  ME          
Scarborough,  ME          
Searsmont,  ME          
Searsport,  ME          
Sebago,  ME          
Sebec,  ME          
Sedgwick,  ME          
Shapleigh,  ME          
Sherman,  ME          
Shirley,  ME          
Sidney,  ME          
Skowhegan,  ME          
Smithfield,  ME          
Smyrna,  ME          
Solon,  ME          
Somerville,  ME          
Sorrento,  ME          
South  Berwick,  ME          
South  Bristol,  ME          
South  Portland,  ME          
South  Thomaston,  ME          
Southport,  ME          
Southwest  Harbor,  ME          
Springfield,  ME          
Springvale,  ME          
Stacyville,  ME          
Standish,  ME          
Starks,  ME          
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14. Please select all types of program that your organization offers in each of the 
municipalities listed below. More than one program type may be selected, and 



























Steuben,  ME          
Stockholm,  ME          
Stockton  Springs,  ME          
Stoneham,  ME          
Stonington,  ME          
Stow,  ME          
Stratton,  ME          
Strong,  ME          
Sullivan,  ME          
Sumner,  ME          
Surry,  ME          
Swans  Island,  ME          
Swanville,  ME          
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16. Please select all types of program that your organization offers in each of the 
municipalities listed below. More than one program type may be selected, and 
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Burlington,  MA          
Cambridge,  MA          
Canton,  MA          
Carlisle,  MA          
Carver,  MA          
Charlemont,  MA          
Charlton,  MA          
Chatham,  MA          
Chelmsford,  MA          
Chelsea,  MA          
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Chester,  MA          
Chesterfield,  MA          
Chicopee,  MA          
Chilmark,  MA          
Clarksburg,  MA          
Clinton,  MA          
Cohasset,  MA          
Colrain,  MA          
Concord,  MA          
Conway,  MA          
Cummington,  MA          
Dalton,  MA          
Danvers,  MA          
Dartmouth,  MA          
Dedham,  MA          
Deerfield,  MA          
Dennis,  MA          
Dighton,  MA          
Douglas,  MA          
Dover,  MA          
Dracut,  MA          
Dudley,  MA          
Dunstable,  MA          
Duxbury,  MA          
East  Bridgewater,  MA          
East  Brookfield,  MA          
East  Longmeadow,  MA          
Eastham,  MA          
Easthampton,  MA          
Easton,  MA          
Edgartown,  MA          
Egremont,  MA          
Erving,  MA          
Essex,  MA          
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17. Please select all types of program that your organization offers in each of the 
municipalities listed below. More than one program type may be selected, and 



























Fairhaven,  MA          
Fall  River,  MA          
Falmouth,  MA          
Fitchburg,  MA          
Florida,  MA          
Foxborough,  MA          
Framingham,  MA          
Franklin,  MA          
Freetown,  MA          
Gardner,  MA          
Georgetown,  MA          
Gill,  MA          
Gloucester,  MA          
Goshen,  MA          
Gosnold,  MA          
Grafton,  MA          
Granby,  MA          
Granville,  MA          
Great  Barrington,  MA          
Greenfield,  MA          
Groton,  MA          
Groveland,  MA          
Hadley,  MA          
Halifax,  MA          
Hamilton,  MA          
Hampden,  MA          
Hancock,  MA          
Hanover,  MA          
Hanson,  MA          
Hardwick,  MA          
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Harwich,  MA          
Hatfield,  MA          
Haverhill,  MA          
Hawley,  MA          
Heath,  MA          
Hingham,  MA          
Hinsdale,  MA          
Holbrook,  MA          
Holden,  MA          
Holland,  MA          
Holliston,  MA          
Holyoke,  MA          
Hopedale,  MA          
Hopkinton,  MA          
Hubbardston,  MA          
Hudson,  MA          
Hull,  MA          
Huntington,  MA          
Ipswich,  MA          
Kingston,  MA          
Lakeville,  MA          
Lancaster,  MA          
Lanesborough,  MA          
Lawrence,  MA          
Lee,  MA          
Leicester,  MA          
Lenox,  MA          
Leominster,  MA          
Leverett,  MA          
Lexington,  MA          
Leyden,  MA          
Lincoln,  MA          
Littleton,  MA          
Longmeadow,  MA          
Lowell,  MA          
Ludlow,  MA          
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18. Please select all types of program that your organization offers in each of the 
municipalities listed below. More than one program type may be selected, and 
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Sturbridge,  MA          
Sudbury,  MA          
Sunderland,  MA          
Sutton,  MA          
Swampscott,  MA          






NEOSEC Mapping Tool --Sarah Sunu
19. Please select all types of program that your organization offers in each of the 
municipalities listed below. More than one program type may be selected and 



























Taunton,  MA          
Templeton,  MA          
Tewksbury,  MA          
Tisbury,  MA          
Tolland,  MA          
Topsfield,  MA          
Townsend,  MA          
Truro,  MA          
Tyngsborough,  MA          
Tyringham,  MA          
Upton,  MA          
Uxbridge,  MA          
Wakefield,  MA          
Wales,  MA          
Walpole,  MA          
Waltham,  MA          
Ware,  MA          
Wareham,  MA          
Warren,  MA          
Warwick,  MA          
Washington,  MA          
Watertown,  MA          
Wayland,  MA          
Webster,  MA          
Wellesley,  MA          
Wellfleet,  MA          
Wendell,  MA          
Wenham,  MA          
West  Boylston,  MA          
West  Bridgewater,  MA          






NEOSEC Mapping Tool --Sarah Sunu
20. Does your organization offer programs in New Hampshire?
West  Newbury,  MA          
West  Springfield,  MA          
West  Stockbridge,  MA          
West  Tisbury,  MA          
Westborough,  MA          
Westfield,  MA          
Westford,  MA          
Westhampton,  MA          
Westminster,  MA          
Weston,  MA          
Westport,  MA          
Westwood,  MA          
Weymouth,  MA          
Whately,  MA          
Whitman,  MA          
Wilbraham,  MA          
Williamsburg,  MA          
Williamstown,  MA          
Wilmington,  MA          
Winchendon,  MA          
Winchester,  MA          
Windsor,  MA          
Winthrop,  MA          
Woburn,  MA          
Worcester,  MA          
Worthington,  MA          
Wrentham,  MA          












NEOSEC Mapping Tool --Sarah Sunu
21. Please select all types of program that your organization offers in each of the 
municipalities listed below. More than one program type may be selected, and 



























Acworth,  NH          
Albany,  NH          
Alexandria,  NH          
Allenstown,  NH          
Alstead,  NH          
Alton,  NH          
Amherst,  NH          
Andover,  NH          
Antrim,  NH          
Ashland,  NH          
Atkinson,  NH          
Auburn,  NH          
Barnstead,  NH          
Barrington,  NH          
Bartlett,  NH          
Bath,  NH          
Bedford,  NH          
Belmont,  NH          
Bennington,  NH          
Benton,  NH          
Berlin,  NH          
Bethlehem,  NH          
Boscawen,  NH          
Bow,  NH          
Bradford,  NH          
Brentwood,  NH          
Bridgewater,  NH          
Bristol,  NH          
Brookfield,  NH          
Brookline,  NH          






NEOSEC Mapping Tool --Sarah Sunu
Canaan,  NH          
Candia,  NH          
Canterbury,  NH          
Carroll,  NH          
Center  Harbor,  NH          
Charlestown,  NH          
Chatham,  NH          
Chester,  NH          
Chesterfield,  NH          
Chichester,  NH          
Claremont,  NH          
Clarksville,  NH          
Colebrook,  NH          
Columbia,  NH          
Concord,  NH          
Conway,  NH          
Cornish,  NH          
Croydon,  NH          
Dalton,  NH          
Danbury,  NH          
Danville,  NH          
Deerfield,  NH          
Deering,  NH          
Derry,  NH          
Dorchester,  NH          
Dover,  NH          
Dublin,  NH          
Dummer,  NH          
Dunbarton,  NH          
Durham,  NH          
East  Kingston,  NH          
Easton,  NH          
Eaton,  NH          
Effingham,  NH          
Ellsworth,  NH          
Enfield,  NH          






NEOSEC Mapping Tool --Sarah Sunu
Epsom,  NH          
Errol,  NH          
Exeter,  NH          
Farmington,  NH          
Fitzwilliam,  NH          
Francestown,  NH          
Franconia,  NH          
Franklin,  NH          
Freedom,  NH          
Fremont,  NH          
Gilford,  NH          
Gilmanton,  NH          
Gilsum,  NH          
Goffstown,  NH          
Gorham,  NH          
Goshen,  NH          
Grafton,  NH          
Grantham,  NH          
Greenfield,  NH          
Greenland,  NH          
Greenville,  NH          






NEOSEC Mapping Tool --Sarah Sunu
22. Please select all types of program that your organization offers in each of the 
municipalities listed below. More than one program type may be selected, and 



























Hampstead,  NH          
Hampton,  NH          
Hampton  Falls,  NH          
Hancock,  NH          
Hanover,  NH          
Harrisville,  NH          
Hart's  Location,  NH          
Haverhill,  NH          
Hebron,  NH          
Henniker,  NH          
Hill,  NH          
Hillsborough,  NH          
Hinsdale,  NH          
Holderness,  NH          
Hollis,  NH          
Hooksett,  NH          
Hopkinton,  NH          
Hudson,  NH          
Jackson,  NH          
Jaffrey,  NH          
Jefferson,  NH          
Keene,  NH          
Kensington,  NH          
Kingston,  NH          
Laconia,  NH          
Lancaster,  NH          
Landaff,  NH          
Langdon,  NH          
Lebanon,  NH          
Lee,  NH          






NEOSEC Mapping Tool --Sarah Sunu
Lincoln,  NH          
Lisbon,  NH          
Litchfield,  NH          
Littleton,  NH          
Londonderry,  NH          
Loudon,  NH          
Lyman,  NH          
Lyme,  NH          
Lyndeborough,  NH          
Madbury,  NH          
Madison,  NH          
Manchester,  NH          
Marlborough,  NH          
Marlow,  NH          
Mason,  NH          
Meredith,  NH          
Merrimack,  NH          
Middleton,  NH          
Milan,  NH          
Milford,  NH          
Milton,  NH          
Monroe,  NH          
Mont  Vernon,  NH          
Moultonborough,  NH          
Nashua,  NH          
Nelson,  NH          
New  Boston,  NH          
New  Castle,  NH          
New  Durham,  NH          
New  Hampton,  NH          
New  Ipswich,  NH          
New  London,  NH          
Newbury,  NH          
Newfields,  NH          
Newington,  NH          
Newmarket,  NH          






NEOSEC Mapping Tool --Sarah Sunu
23. Please select all types of program that your organization offers in each of the 
municipalities listed below. More than one program type may be selected, and 
municipalities are listed in alphabetical order. 
Newton,  NH          
North  Hampton,  NH          
Northfield,  NH          
Northumberland,  NH          
Northwood,  NH          



























Orange,  NH          
Orford,  NH          
Ossipee,  NH          
Pelham,  NH          
Pembroke,  NH          
Peterborough,  NH          
Piermont,  NH          
Pittsburg,  NH          
Pittsfield,  NH          
Plainfield,  NH          
Plaistow,  NH          
Plymouth,  NH          
Portsmouth,  NH          
Randolph,  NH          
Raymond,  NH          
Richmond,  NH          
Rindge,  NH          
Rochester,  NH          
Rollinsford,  NH          
Roxbury,  NH          
Rumney,  NH          
Rye,  NH          
Salem,  NH          
Salisbury,  NH          






NEOSEC Mapping Tool --Sarah Sunu
Sandown,  NH          
Sandwich,  NH          
Seabrook,  NH          
Sharon,  NH          
Shelburne,  NH          
Somersworth,  NH          
South  Hampton,  NH          
Springfield,  NH          
Stark,  NH          
Stewartstown,  NH          
Stoddard,  NH          
Strafford,  NH          
Stratford,  NH          
Stratham,  NH          
Sugar  Hill,  NH          
Sullivan,  NH          
Sunapee,  NH          
Surry,  NH          
Sutton,  NH          
Swanzey,  NH          
Tamworth,  NH          
Temple,  NH          
Thornton,  NH          
Tilton,  NH          
Troy,  NH          
Tuftonboro,  NH          
Unity,  NH          
Wakefield,  NH          
Walpole,  NH          
Warner,  NH          
Warren,  NH          
Washington,  NH          
Waterville  Valley,  NH          
Weare,  NH          
Webster,  NH          
Wentworth,  NH          






NEOSEC Mapping Tool --Sarah Sunu
24. Does your organization offer programs in Rhode Island? 
Whitefield,  NH          
Wilmot,  NH          
Wilton,  NH          
Winchester,  NH          
Windham,  NH          
Windsor,  NH          
Wolfeboro,  NH          












NEOSEC Mapping Tool --Sarah Sunu
25. Please select all types of program that your organization offers in each of the 
municipalities listed below. More than one program type may be selected, and 



























Barrington,  RI          
Bristol,  RI          
Burrillville,  RI          
Central  Falls,  RI          
Charlestown,  RI          
Coventry,  RI          
Cranston,  RI          
Cumberland,  RI          
East  Greenwich,  RI          
East  Providence,  RI          
Exeter,  RI          
Foster,  RI          
Glocester,  RI          
Hopkinton,  RI          
Jamestown,  RI          
Johnston,  RI          
Lincoln,  RI          
Little  Compton,  RI          
Middletown,  RI          
Narragansett,  RI          
New  Shoreham  (Block  
Island),  RI
         
Newport,  RI          
North  Kingstown,  RI          
North  Providence,  RI          
North  Smithfield,  RI          
Pawtucket,  RI          
Portsmouth,  RI          
Providence,  RI          
Richmond,  RI          
Scituate,  RI          






NEOSEC Mapping Tool --Sarah Sunu
26. Does your organization offer programs in Vermont? 
South  Kingstown,  RI          
Tiverton,  RI          
Warren,  RI          
Warwick,  RI          
West  Greenwich,  RI          
West  Warwick,  RI          
Westerly,  RI          












NEOSEC Mapping Tool --Sarah Sunu
27. Please select all types of program that your organization offers in each of the 
municipalities listed below. More than one program type may be selected, and 



























Adamant,  VT          
Albany,  VT          
Alburg,  VT          
Arlington,  VT          
Ascutney,  VT          
Averill,  VT          
Bakersfield,  VT          
Barnard,  VT          
Barnet,  VT          
Barre,  VT          
Barton,  VT          
Beebe  Plain,  VT          
Beecher  Falls,  VT          
Bellows  Falls,  VT          
Belmont,  VT          
Belvidere  Center,  VT          
Bennington,  VT          
Benson,  VT          
Bethel,  VT          
Bomoseen,  VT          
Bondville,  VT          
Bradford,  VT          
Brandon,  VT          
Brattleboro,  VT          
Bridgewater,  VT          
Bridgewater  Corners,  VT          
Bridport,  VT          
Bristol,  VT          
Brookfield,  VT          
Brownsville,  VT          
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Cabot,  VT          
Calais,  VT          
Cambridge,  VT          
Cambridgeport,  VT          
Canaan,  VT          
Castleton,  VT          
Cavendish,  VT          
Center  Rutland,  VT          
Charlotte,  VT          
Chelsea,  VT          
Chester,  VT          
Chester  Depot,  VT          
Chittenden,  VT          
Colchester,  VT          
Concord,  VT          
Corinth,  VT          
Coventry,  VT          
Craftsbury,  VT          
Craftsbury  Common,  VT          
Cuttingsville,  VT          
Danby,  VT          
Danville,  VT          
Derby,  VT          
Derby  Center,  VT          
Derby  Line,  VT          
Dorset,  VT          
East  Arlington,  VT          
East  Barre,  VT          
East  Berkshire,  VT          
East  Burke,  VT          
East  Calais,  VT          
East  Charleston,  VT          
East  Corinth,  VT          
East  Dorset,  VT          
East  Dover,  VT          
East  Fairfield,  VT          
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East  Haven,  VT          
East  Middlebury,  VT          
East  Montpelier,  VT          
East  Poultney,  VT          
East  Randolph,  VT          
East  Ryegate,  VT          
East  Saint  Johnsbury,  VT          
East  Thetford,  VT          
East  Wallingford,  VT          
Eden,  VT          
Eden  Mills,  VT          
Enosburg  Falls,  VT          
Essex,  VT          
Essex  Junction,  VT          
Fair  Haven,  VT          
Fairfax,  VT          
Fairfield,  VT          
Fairlee,  VT          
Ferrisburg,  VT          
Fletcher,  VT          
Florence,  VT          
Forest  Dale,  VT          
Franklin,  VT          
Gaysville,  VT          
Gilman,  VT          
Glover,  VT          
Grafton,  VT          
Granby,  VT          
Grand  Isle,  VT          
Graniteville,  VT          
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28. Please select all types of program that your organization offers in each of the 
municipalities listed below. More than one program type may be selected, and 



























Greensboro,  VT          
Greensboro  Bend,  VT          
Groton,  VT          
Guildhall,  VT          
Hancock,  VT          
Hardwick,  VT          
Hartford,  VT          
Hartland,  VT          
Hartland  Four  Corners,  VT          
Highgate  Center,  VT          
Highgate  Springs,  VT          
Hinesburg,  VT          
Huntington,  VT          
Hyde  Park,  VT          
Hydeville,  VT          
Irasburg,  VT          
Island  Pond,  VT          
Isle  La  Motte,  VT          
Jacksonville,  VT          
Jamaica,  VT          
Jeffersonville,  VT          
Jericho,  VT          
Johnson,  VT          
Jonesville,  VT          
Killington,  VT          
Lake  Elmore,  VT          
Lincoln,  VT          
Londonderry,  VT          
Lowell,  VT          
Lower  Waterford,  VT          
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Lunenburg,  VT          
Lyndon,  VT          
Lyndon  Center,  VT          
Lyndonville,  VT          
Manchester,  VT          
Manchester  Center,  VT          
Marlboro,  VT          
Marshfield,  VT          
McIndoe  Falls,  VT          
Middlebury,  VT          
Middletown  Springs,  VT          
Milton,  VT          
Monkton,  VT          
Montgomery,  VT          
Montgomery  Center,  VT          
Montpelier,  VT          
Moretown,  VT          
Morgan,  VT          
Morrisville,  VT          
Moscow,  VT          
Mount  Holly,  VT          
New  Haven,  VT          
Newbury,  VT          
Newfane,  VT          
Newport,  VT          
Newport  Center,  VT          
North  Bennington,  VT          
North  Clarendon,  VT          
North  Concord,  VT          
North  Ferrisburg,  VT          
North  Hartland,  VT          
North  Hero,  VT          
North  Hyde  Park,  VT          
North  Montpelier,  VT          
North  Pomfret,  VT          
North  Pownal,  VT          
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29. Please select all types of program that your organization offers in each of the 
municipalities listed below. More than one program type may be selected, and 
municipalities are listed in alphabetical order. 
North  Thetford,  VT          
North  Troy,  VT          
Northfield,  VT          



























Norton,  VT          
Norwich,  VT          
Orleans,  VT          
Orwell,  VT          
Passumpsic,  VT          
Pawlet,  VT          
Peacham,  VT          
Perkinsville,  VT          
Peru,  VT          
Pittsfield,  VT          
Pittsford,  VT          
Plainfield,  VT          
Plymouth,  VT          
Post  Mills,  VT          
Poultney,  VT          
Pownal,  VT          
Proctor,  VT          
Proctorsville,  VT          
Putney,  VT          
Quechee,  VT          
Randolph,  VT          
Randolph  Center,  VT          
Reading,  VT          
Readsboro,  VT          
Richford,  VT          
Richmond,  VT          
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Rochester,  VT          
Roxbury,  VT          
Rupert,  VT          
Rutland,  VT          
Saint  Albans,  VT          
Saint  Albans  Bay,  VT          
Saint  Johnsbury,  VT          
Saint  Johnsbury  Center,  
VT
         
Salisbury,  VT          
Saxtons  River,  VT          
Shaftsbury,  VT          
Sharon,  VT          
Sheffield,  VT          
Shelburne,  VT          
Sheldon,  VT          
Sheldon  Springs,  VT          
Shoreham,  VT          
South  Barre,  VT          
South  Burlington,  VT          
South  Hero,  VT          
South  Londonderry,  VT          
South  Newfane,  VT          
South  Pomfret,  VT          
South  Royalton,  VT          
South  Ryegate,  VT          
South  Strafford,  VT          
South  Woodstock,  VT          
Springfield,  VT          
Stannard,  VT          
Starksboro,  VT          
Stockbridge,  VT          
Stowe,  VT          
Strafford,  VT          
Sudbury,  VT          
Sutton,  VT          
Swanton,  VT          
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30. Please select all types of program that your organization offers in each of the 
municipalities listed below. More than one program type may be selected, and 
municipalities are listed in alphabetical order. 
Thetford,  VT          
Thetford  Center,  VT          
Townshend,  VT          
Troy,  VT          



























Underhill,  VT          
Underhill  Center,  VT          
Vergennes,  VT          
Vernon,  VT          
Vershire,  VT          
Waitsfield,  VT          
Wallingford,  VT          
Wardsboro,  VT          
Warren,  VT          
Washington,  VT          
Waterbury,  VT          
Waterbury  Center,  VT          
Waterville,  VT          
Websterville,  VT          
Wells,  VT          
Wells  River,  VT          
West  Burke,  VT          
West  Charleston,  VT          
West  Danville,  VT          
West  Dover,  VT          
West  Dummerston,  VT          
West  Fairlee,  VT          
West  Glover,  VT          
West  Halifax,  VT          
West  Hartford,  VT          
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West  Pawlet,  VT          
West  Rupert,  VT          
West  Rutland,  VT          
West  Topsham,  VT          
West  Townshend,  VT          
West  Wardsboro,  VT          
Westfield,  VT          
Westford,  VT          
Westminster,  VT          
Westminster  Station,  VT          
Weston,  VT          
White  River  Junction,  VT          
Whiting,  VT          
Whitingham,  VT          
Wilder,  VT          
Williamstown,  VT          
Williamsville,  VT          
Williston,  VT          
Wilmington,  VT          
Windsor,  VT          
Winooski,  VT          
Wolcott,  VT          
Woodbury,  VT          
Woodford,  VT          
Woodstock,  VT          
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31. What are the target audience age ranges for your ON-­SITE DAY programs? (May select 
more than one)
32. What are the target audience age ranges for your OFF-­SITE DAY programs? (May 
select more than one)
33. What is the target audience age for your MULTI-­DAY Youth programs (such as summer 
camps or academies)? 
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34. What is the target audience age for your OVERNIGHT YOUTH programs?
35. What is the target age range for your PUBLIC EVENTS (more than one option may be 
selected)? 
36. What is the target age range for your TRAININGS (more than one option may be 
selected)? 
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37. What is the target age range for your MATERIALS (more than one answer may be 
selected)? 
38. What language(s) do you offer for:  
Please select all that apply. 
English Spanish Portuguese Chinese French\Creole Russian Vietnamese
On-­Site  Programs       
Off-­Site  Programs       
Multi-­Day  Programs       
Overnight       
College-­Level  Programs       
Outreach  Programs  to  
Scientists  and  Professionals
      
Trainings       
Materials       
Other  (please  specify)       
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39. How are program themes selected (please select all that apply)? 
40. How are audiences selected for your programs or materials (please select all that 
apply)? 
41. Which Ocean Literacy Principles are emphasized or targeted in your programs (please 








































Other  (please  specify)  


1.  The  Earth  has  one  big  ocean  with  many  features.
  

2.  The  ocean  and  life  in  the  ocean  shape  the  features  of  Earth.
  

3.  The  ocean  is  a  major  influence  on  weather  and  climate.
  

4.  The  ocean  made  Earth  habitable.
  

5.  The  ocean  supports  a  great  diversity  of  life  and  ecosystems.
  

6.  The  ocean  and  humans  are  inextricably  interconnected.
  

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Thank  you  for  your  help  in  gathering  this  important  information!  We  appreciate  your  willingness  to  share  your  organization's  work.    
  
Sarah  Sunu  will  be  contacting  you  with  a  draft  of  your  organization's  spatial  impact  map  for  your  feedback  as  part  of  the  tool-­building  process.  
Further  opportunities  to  be  involved  in  the  project  will  be  available  this  winter,  and  the  project  results  and  write-­up  will  be  distributed  in  the  spring.    
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APPENDIX V: Fields Removed From Demographic Data 
Data provided by the U.S. Census Bureau 2007-2011 5-Year American Community Survey  
 
Attribute Label Attribute Description 
GEO.id2 Id2 
GEO.display-label Geography 
DP2_HC01_VC03 Estimate; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Total households 
DP2_HC02_VC03 Margin of Error; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Total households 
DP2_HC03_VC03 Percent; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Total households 
DP2_HC04_VC03 Percent Margin of Error; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Total households 
DP2_HC01_VC04 Estimate; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Family households (families) 
DP2_HC02_VC04 Margin of Error; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Family households (families) 
DP2_HC03_VC04 Percent; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Family households (families) 
DP2_HC04_VC04 Percent Margin of Error; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Family households (families) 
DP2_HC01_VC06 Estimate; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Family households (families) - With own children under 18 years 
DP2_HC02_VC06 
Margin of Error; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Family households (families) - With own children under 18 
years 
DP2_HC03_VC06 Percent; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Family households (families) - With own children under 18 years 
DP2_HC04_VC06 
Percent Margin of Error; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Family households (families) - With own children 
under 18 years 
DP2_HC01_VC07 Estimate; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Family households (families) - Married-couple family 
DP2_HC02_VC07 Margin of Error; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Family households (families) - Married-couple family 
DP2_HC03_VC07 Percent; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Family households (families) - Married-couple family 
DP2_HC04_VC07 
Percent Margin of Error; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Family households (families) - Married-couple 
family 
DP2_HC01_VC08 
Estimate; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Family households (families) - Married-couple family - With own 
children under 18 years 
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DP2_HC02_VC08 
Margin of Error; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Family households (families) - Married-couple family - With 
own children under 18 years 
DP2_HC03_VC08 
Percent; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Family households (families) - Married-couple family - With own 
children under 18 years 
DP2_HC04_VC08 
Percent Margin of Error; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Family households (families) - Married-couple 
family - With own children under 18 years 
DP2_HC01_VC09 
Estimate; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Family households (families) - Male householder, no wife present, 
family 
DP2_HC02_VC09 
Margin of Error; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Family households (families) - Male householder, no wife 
present, family 
DP2_HC03_VC09 
Percent; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Family households (families) - Male householder, no wife present, 
family 
DP2_HC04_VC09 
Percent Margin of Error; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Family households (families) - Male householder, 
no wife present, family 
DP2_HC01_VC10 
Estimate; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Family households (families) - Male householder, no wife present, 
family - With own children under 18 years 
DP2_HC02_VC10 
Margin of Error; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Family households (families) - Male householder, no wife 
present, family - With own children under 18 years 
DP2_HC03_VC10 
Percent; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Family households (families) - Male householder, no wife present, 
family - With own children under 18 years 
DP2_HC04_VC10 
Percent Margin of Error; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Family households (families) - Male householder, 
no wife present, family - With own children under 18 years 
DP2_HC01_VC11 
Estimate; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Family households (families) - Female householder, no husband 
present, family 
DP2_HC02_VC11 
Margin of Error; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Family households (families) - Female householder, no 
husband present, family 
DP2_HC03_VC11 
Percent; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Family households (families) - Female householder, no husband 
present, family 
DP2_HC04_VC11 
Percent Margin of Error; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Family households (families) - Female 
householder, no husband present, family 
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DP2_HC01_VC12 
Estimate; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Family households (families) - Female householder, no husband 
present, family - With own children under 18 years 
DP2_HC02_VC12 
Margin of Error; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Family households (families) - Female householder, no 
husband present, family - With own children under 18 years 
DP2_HC03_VC12 
Percent; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Family households (families) - Female householder, no husband 
present, family - With own children under 18 years 
DP2_HC04_VC12 
Percent Margin of Error; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Family households (families) - Female 
householder, no husband present, family - With own children under 18 years 
DP2_HC01_VC13 Estimate; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Nonfamily households 
DP2_HC02_VC13 Margin of Error; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Nonfamily households 
DP2_HC03_VC13 Percent; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Nonfamily households 
DP2_HC04_VC13 Percent Margin of Error; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Nonfamily households 
DP2_HC01_VC14 Estimate; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Nonfamily households - Householder living alone 
DP2_HC02_VC14 Margin of Error; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Nonfamily households - Householder living alone 
DP2_HC03_VC14 Percent; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Nonfamily households - Householder living alone 
DP2_HC04_VC14 Percent Margin of Error; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Nonfamily households - Householder living alone 
DP2_HC01_VC15 
Estimate; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Nonfamily households - Householder living alone - 65 years and 
over 
DP2_HC02_VC15 
Margin of Error; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Nonfamily households - Householder living alone - 65 years 
and over 
DP2_HC03_VC15 
Percent; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Nonfamily households - Householder living alone - 65 years and 
over 
DP2_HC04_VC15 
Percent Margin of Error; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Nonfamily households - Householder living alone - 
65 years and over 
DP2_HC01_VC17 Estimate; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Households with one or more people under 18 years 
DP2_HC02_VC17 Margin of Error; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Households with one or more people under 18 years 
DP2_HC03_VC17 Percent; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Households with one or more people under 18 years 
DP2_HC04_VC17 
Percent Margin of Error; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Households with one or more people under 18 
years 
DP2_HC01_VC18 Estimate; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Households with one or more people 65 years and over 
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DP2_HC02_VC18 Margin of Error; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Households with one or more people 65 years and over 
DP2_HC03_VC18 Percent; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Households with one or more people 65 years and over 
DP2_HC04_VC18 
Percent Margin of Error; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Households with one or more people 65 years and 
over 
DP2_HC01_VC20 Estimate; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Average household size 
DP2_HC02_VC20 Margin of Error; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Average household size 
DP2_HC03_VC20 Percent; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Average household size 
DP2_HC04_VC20 Percent Margin of Error; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Average household size 
DP2_HC01_VC21 Estimate; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Average family size 
DP2_HC02_VC21 Margin of Error; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Average family size 
DP2_HC03_VC21 Percent; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Average family size 
DP2_HC04_VC21 Percent Margin of Error; HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE - Average family size 
DP2_HC01_VC25 Estimate; RELATIONSHIP - Population in households 
DP2_HC02_VC25 Margin of Error; RELATIONSHIP - Population in households 
DP2_HC03_VC25 Percent; RELATIONSHIP - Population in households 
DP2_HC04_VC25 Percent Margin of Error; RELATIONSHIP - Population in households 
DP2_HC01_VC26 Estimate; RELATIONSHIP - Householder 
DP2_HC02_VC26 Margin of Error; RELATIONSHIP - Householder 
DP2_HC03_VC26 Percent; RELATIONSHIP - Householder 
DP2_HC04_VC26 Percent Margin of Error; RELATIONSHIP - Householder 
DP2_HC01_VC27 Estimate; RELATIONSHIP - Spouse 
DP2_HC02_VC27 Margin of Error; RELATIONSHIP - Spouse 
DP2_HC03_VC27 Percent; RELATIONSHIP - Spouse 
DP2_HC04_VC27 Percent Margin of Error; RELATIONSHIP - Spouse 
DP2_HC01_VC28 Estimate; RELATIONSHIP - Child 
DP2_HC02_VC28 Margin of Error; RELATIONSHIP - Child 
DP2_HC03_VC28 Percent; RELATIONSHIP - Child 
DP2_HC04_VC28 Percent Margin of Error; RELATIONSHIP - Child 
DP2_HC01_VC29 Estimate; RELATIONSHIP - Other relatives 
DP2_HC02_VC29 Margin of Error; RELATIONSHIP - Other relatives 
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DP2_HC03_VC29 Percent; RELATIONSHIP - Other relatives 
DP2_HC04_VC29 Percent Margin of Error; RELATIONSHIP - Other relatives 
DP2_HC01_VC30 Estimate; RELATIONSHIP - Nonrelatives 
DP2_HC02_VC30 Margin of Error; RELATIONSHIP - Nonrelatives 
DP2_HC03_VC30 Percent; RELATIONSHIP - Nonrelatives 
DP2_HC04_VC30 Percent Margin of Error; RELATIONSHIP - Nonrelatives 
DP2_HC01_VC31 Estimate; RELATIONSHIP - Nonrelatives - Unmarried partner 
DP2_HC02_VC31 Margin of Error; RELATIONSHIP - Nonrelatives - Unmarried partner 
DP2_HC03_VC31 Percent; RELATIONSHIP - Nonrelatives - Unmarried partner 
DP2_HC04_VC31 Percent Margin of Error; RELATIONSHIP - Nonrelatives - Unmarried partner 
DP2_HC01_VC35 Estimate; MARITAL STATUS - Males 15 years and over 
DP2_HC02_VC35 Margin of Error; MARITAL STATUS - Males 15 years and over 
DP2_HC03_VC35 Percent; MARITAL STATUS - Males 15 years and over 
DP2_HC04_VC35 Percent Margin of Error; MARITAL STATUS - Males 15 years and over 
DP2_HC01_VC36 Estimate; MARITAL STATUS - Never married 
DP2_HC02_VC36 Margin of Error; MARITAL STATUS - Never married 
DP2_HC03_VC36 Percent; MARITAL STATUS - Never married 
DP2_HC04_VC36 Percent Margin of Error; MARITAL STATUS - Never married 
DP2_HC01_VC37 Estimate; MARITAL STATUS - Now married, except separated 
DP2_HC02_VC37 Margin of Error; MARITAL STATUS - Now married, except separated 
DP2_HC03_VC37 Percent; MARITAL STATUS - Now married, except separated 
DP2_HC04_VC37 Percent Margin of Error; MARITAL STATUS - Now married, except separated 
DP2_HC01_VC38 Estimate; MARITAL STATUS - Separated 
DP2_HC02_VC38 Margin of Error; MARITAL STATUS - Separated 
DP2_HC03_VC38 Percent; MARITAL STATUS - Separated 
DP2_HC04_VC38 Percent Margin of Error; MARITAL STATUS - Separated 
DP2_HC01_VC39 Estimate; MARITAL STATUS - Widowed 
DP2_HC02_VC39 Margin of Error; MARITAL STATUS - Widowed 
DP2_HC03_VC39 Percent; MARITAL STATUS - Widowed 
DP2_HC04_VC39 Percent Margin of Error; MARITAL STATUS - Widowed 
DP2_HC01_VC40 Estimate; MARITAL STATUS - Divorced 
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DP2_HC02_VC40 Margin of Error; MARITAL STATUS - Divorced 
DP2_HC03_VC40 Percent; MARITAL STATUS - Divorced 
DP2_HC04_VC40 Percent Margin of Error; MARITAL STATUS - Divorced 
DP2_HC01_VC42 Estimate; MARITAL STATUS - Females 15 years and over 
DP2_HC02_VC42 Margin of Error; MARITAL STATUS - Females 15 years and over 
DP2_HC03_VC42 Percent; MARITAL STATUS - Females 15 years and over 
DP2_HC04_VC42 Percent Margin of Error; MARITAL STATUS - Females 15 years and over 
DP2_HC01_VC43 Estimate; MARITAL STATUS - Never married 
DP2_HC02_VC43 Margin of Error; MARITAL STATUS - Never married 
DP2_HC03_VC43 Percent; MARITAL STATUS - Never married 
DP2_HC04_VC43 Percent Margin of Error; MARITAL STATUS - Never married 
DP2_HC01_VC44 Estimate; MARITAL STATUS - Now married, except separated 
DP2_HC02_VC44 Margin of Error; MARITAL STATUS - Now married, except separated 
DP2_HC03_VC44 Percent; MARITAL STATUS - Now married, except separated 
DP2_HC04_VC44 Percent Margin of Error; MARITAL STATUS - Now married, except separated 
DP2_HC01_VC45 Estimate; MARITAL STATUS - Separated 
DP2_HC02_VC45 Margin of Error; MARITAL STATUS - Separated 
DP2_HC03_VC45 Percent; MARITAL STATUS - Separated 
DP2_HC04_VC45 Percent Margin of Error; MARITAL STATUS - Separated 
DP2_HC01_VC46 Estimate; MARITAL STATUS - Widowed 
DP2_HC02_VC46 Margin of Error; MARITAL STATUS - Widowed 
DP2_HC03_VC46 Percent; MARITAL STATUS - Widowed 
DP2_HC04_VC46 Percent Margin of Error; MARITAL STATUS - Widowed 
DP2_HC01_VC47 Estimate; MARITAL STATUS - Divorced 
DP2_HC02_VC47 Margin of Error; MARITAL STATUS - Divorced 
DP2_HC03_VC47 Percent; MARITAL STATUS - Divorced 
DP2_HC04_VC47 Percent Margin of Error; MARITAL STATUS - Divorced 
DP2_HC01_VC51 Estimate; FERTILITY - Number of women 15 to 50 years old who had a birth in the past 12 months 
DP2_HC02_VC51 
Margin of Error; FERTILITY - Number of women 15 to 50 years old who had a birth in the past 12 
months 
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DP2_HC03_VC51 Percent; FERTILITY - Number of women 15 to 50 years old who had a birth in the past 12 months 
DP2_HC04_VC51 
Percent Margin of Error; FERTILITY - Number of women 15 to 50 years old who had a birth in the past 
12 months 
DP2_HC01_VC52 Estimate; FERTILITY - Unmarried women (widowed, divorced, and never married) 
DP2_HC02_VC52 Margin of Error; FERTILITY - Unmarried women (widowed, divorced, and never married) 
DP2_HC03_VC52 Percent; FERTILITY - Unmarried women (widowed, divorced, and never married) 
DP2_HC04_VC52 Percent Margin of Error; FERTILITY - Unmarried women (widowed, divorced, and never married) 
DP2_HC01_VC53 
Estimate; FERTILITY - Unmarried women (widowed, divorced, and never married) - Per 1,000 
unmarried women 
DP2_HC02_VC53 
Margin of Error; FERTILITY - Unmarried women (widowed, divorced, and never married) - Per 1,000 
unmarried women 
DP2_HC03_VC53 
Percent; FERTILITY - Unmarried women (widowed, divorced, and never married) - Per 1,000 unmarried 
women 
DP2_HC04_VC53 
Percent Margin of Error; FERTILITY - Unmarried women (widowed, divorced, and never married) - Per 
1,000 unmarried women 
DP2_HC01_VC54 Estimate; FERTILITY - Per 1,000 women 15 to 50 years old 
DP2_HC02_VC54 Margin of Error; FERTILITY - Per 1,000 women 15 to 50 years old 
DP2_HC03_VC54 Percent; FERTILITY - Per 1,000 women 15 to 50 years old 
DP2_HC04_VC54 Percent Margin of Error; FERTILITY - Per 1,000 women 15 to 50 years old 
DP2_HC01_VC55 Estimate; FERTILITY - Per 1,000 women 15 to 50 years old - Per 1,000 women 15 to 19 years old 
DP2_HC02_VC55 Margin of Error; FERTILITY - Per 1,000 women 15 to 50 years old - Per 1,000 women 15 to 19 years old 
DP2_HC03_VC55 Percent; FERTILITY - Per 1,000 women 15 to 50 years old - Per 1,000 women 15 to 19 years old 
DP2_HC04_VC55 
Percent Margin of Error; FERTILITY - Per 1,000 women 15 to 50 years old - Per 1,000 women 15 to 19 
years old 
DP2_HC01_VC56 Estimate; FERTILITY - Per 1,000 women 15 to 50 years old - Per 1,000 women 20 to 34 years old 
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DP2_HC02_VC56 Margin of Error; FERTILITY - Per 1,000 women 15 to 50 years old - Per 1,000 women 20 to 34 years old 
DP2_HC03_VC56 Percent; FERTILITY - Per 1,000 women 15 to 50 years old - Per 1,000 women 20 to 34 years old 
DP2_HC04_VC56 
Percent Margin of Error; FERTILITY - Per 1,000 women 15 to 50 years old - Per 1,000 women 20 to 34 
years old 
DP2_HC01_VC57 Estimate; FERTILITY - Per 1,000 women 15 to 50 years old - Per 1,000 women 35 to 50 years old 
DP2_HC02_VC57 Margin of Error; FERTILITY - Per 1,000 women 15 to 50 years old - Per 1,000 women 35 to 50 years old 
DP2_HC03_VC57 Percent; FERTILITY - Per 1,000 women 15 to 50 years old - Per 1,000 women 35 to 50 years old 
DP2_HC04_VC57 
Percent Margin of Error; FERTILITY - Per 1,000 women 15 to 50 years old - Per 1,000 women 35 to 50 
years old 
DP2_HC01_VC61 Estimate; GRANDPARENTS - Number of grandparents living with own grandchildren under 18 years 
DP2_HC02_VC61 
Margin of Error; GRANDPARENTS - Number of grandparents living with own grandchildren under 18 
years 
DP2_HC03_VC61 Percent; GRANDPARENTS - Number of grandparents living with own grandchildren under 18 years 
DP2_HC04_VC61 
Percent Margin of Error; GRANDPARENTS - Number of grandparents living with own grandchildren 
under 18 years 
DP2_HC01_VC62 Estimate; GRANDPARENTS - Responsible for grandchildren 
DP2_HC02_VC62 Margin of Error; GRANDPARENTS - Responsible for grandchildren 
DP2_HC03_VC62 Percent; GRANDPARENTS - Responsible for grandchildren 
DP2_HC04_VC62 Percent Margin of Error; GRANDPARENTS - Responsible for grandchildren 
DP2_HC01_VC64 
Estimate; GRANDPARENTS - Responsible for grandchildren - Years responsible for grandchildren - 
Less than 1 year 
DP2_HC02_VC64 
Margin of Error; GRANDPARENTS - Responsible for grandchildren - Years responsible for 
grandchildren - Less than 1 year 
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DP2_HC03_VC64 
Percent; GRANDPARENTS - Responsible for grandchildren - Years responsible for grandchildren - Less 
than 1 year 
DP2_HC04_VC64 
Percent Margin of Error; GRANDPARENTS - Responsible for grandchildren - Years responsible for 
grandchildren - Less than 1 year 
DP2_HC01_VC65 
Estimate; GRANDPARENTS - Responsible for grandchildren - Years responsible for grandchildren - 1 
or 2 years 
DP2_HC02_VC65 
Margin of Error; GRANDPARENTS - Responsible for grandchildren - Years responsible for 
grandchildren - 1 or 2 years 
DP2_HC03_VC65 
Percent; GRANDPARENTS - Responsible for grandchildren - Years responsible for grandchildren - 1 or 
2 years 
DP2_HC04_VC65 
Percent Margin of Error; GRANDPARENTS - Responsible for grandchildren - Years responsible for 
grandchildren - 1 or 2 years 
DP2_HC01_VC66 
Estimate; GRANDPARENTS - Responsible for grandchildren - Years responsible for grandchildren - 3 
or 4 years 
DP2_HC02_VC66 
Margin of Error; GRANDPARENTS - Responsible for grandchildren - Years responsible for 
grandchildren - 3 or 4 years 
DP2_HC03_VC66 
Percent; GRANDPARENTS - Responsible for grandchildren - Years responsible for grandchildren - 3 or 
4 years 
DP2_HC04_VC66 
Percent Margin of Error; GRANDPARENTS - Responsible for grandchildren - Years responsible for 
grandchildren - 3 or 4 years 
DP2_HC01_VC67 
Estimate; GRANDPARENTS - Responsible for grandchildren - Years responsible for grandchildren - 5 
or more years 
DP2_HC02_VC67 
Margin of Error; GRANDPARENTS - Responsible for grandchildren - Years responsible for 
grandchildren - 5 or more years 
DP2_HC03_VC67 
Percent; GRANDPARENTS - Responsible for grandchildren - Years responsible for grandchildren - 5 or 
more years 
DP2_HC04_VC67 
Percent Margin of Error; GRANDPARENTS - Responsible for grandchildren - Years responsible for 
grandchildren - 5 or more years 
DP2_HC01_VC69 




Margin of Error; GRANDPARENTS - Number of grandparents responsible for own grandchildren under 
18 years 
DP2_HC03_VC69 
Percent; GRANDPARENTS - Number of grandparents responsible for own grandchildren under 18 
years 
DP2_HC04_VC69 
Percent Margin of Error; GRANDPARENTS - Number of grandparents responsible for own 
grandchildren under 18 years 
DP2_HC01_VC70 Estimate; GRANDPARENTS - Who are female 
DP2_HC02_VC70 Margin of Error; GRANDPARENTS - Who are female 
DP2_HC03_VC70 Percent; GRANDPARENTS - Who are female 
DP2_HC04_VC70 Percent Margin of Error; GRANDPARENTS - Who are female 
DP2_HC01_VC71 Estimate; GRANDPARENTS - Who are married 
DP2_HC02_VC71 Margin of Error; GRANDPARENTS - Who are married 
DP2_HC03_VC71 Percent; GRANDPARENTS - Who are married 
DP2_HC04_VC71 Percent Margin of Error; GRANDPARENTS - Who are married 
DP2_HC02_VC75 Margin of Error; SCHOOL ENROLLMENT - Population 3 years and over enrolled in school 
DP2_HC03_VC75 Percent; SCHOOL ENROLLMENT - Population 3 years and over enrolled in school 
DP2_HC04_VC75 Percent Margin of Error; SCHOOL ENROLLMENT - Population 3 years and over enrolled in school 
DP2_HC01_VC76 Estimate; SCHOOL ENROLLMENT - Nursery school, preschool 
DP2_HC02_VC76 Margin of Error; SCHOOL ENROLLMENT - Nursery school, preschool 
DP2_HC03_VC76 Percent; SCHOOL ENROLLMENT - Nursery school, preschool 
DP2_HC04_VC76 Percent Margin of Error; SCHOOL ENROLLMENT - Nursery school, preschool 
DP2_HC01_VC77 Estimate; SCHOOL ENROLLMENT - Kindergarten 
DP2_HC02_VC77 Margin of Error; SCHOOL ENROLLMENT - Kindergarten 
DP2_HC03_VC77 Percent; SCHOOL ENROLLMENT - Kindergarten 
DP2_HC04_VC77 Percent Margin of Error; SCHOOL ENROLLMENT - Kindergarten 
DP2_HC01_VC78 Estimate; SCHOOL ENROLLMENT - Elementary school (grades 1-8) 
DP2_HC02_VC78 Margin of Error; SCHOOL ENROLLMENT - Elementary school (grades 1-8) 
DP2_HC03_VC78 Percent; SCHOOL ENROLLMENT - Elementary school (grades 1-8) 
DP2_HC04_VC78 Percent Margin of Error; SCHOOL ENROLLMENT - Elementary school (grades 1-8) 
DP2_HC01_VC79 Estimate; SCHOOL ENROLLMENT - High school (grades 9-12) 
DP2_HC02_VC79 Margin of Error; SCHOOL ENROLLMENT - High school (grades 9-12) 
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DP2_HC03_VC79 Percent; SCHOOL ENROLLMENT - High school (grades 9-12) 
DP2_HC04_VC79 Percent Margin of Error; SCHOOL ENROLLMENT - High school (grades 9-12) 
DP2_HC01_VC80 Estimate; SCHOOL ENROLLMENT - College or graduate school 
DP2_HC02_VC80 Margin of Error; SCHOOL ENROLLMENT - College or graduate school 
DP2_HC03_VC80 Percent; SCHOOL ENROLLMENT - College or graduate school 
DP2_HC04_VC80 Percent Margin of Error; SCHOOL ENROLLMENT - College or graduate school 
DP2_HC01_VC84 Estimate; EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT - Population 25 years and over 
DP2_HC02_VC84 Margin of Error; EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT - Population 25 years and over 
DP2_HC03_VC84 Percent; EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT - Population 25 years and over 
DP2_HC04_VC84 Percent Margin of Error; EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT - Population 25 years and over 
DP2_HC01_VC85 Estimate; EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT - Less than 9th grade 
DP2_HC02_VC85 Margin of Error; EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT - Less than 9th grade 
DP2_HC03_VC85 Percent; EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT - Less than 9th grade 
DP2_HC04_VC85 Percent Margin of Error; EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT - Less than 9th grade 
DP2_HC01_VC86 Estimate; EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT - 9th to 12th grade, no diploma 
DP2_HC02_VC86 Margin of Error; EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT - 9th to 12th grade, no diploma 
DP2_HC03_VC86 Percent; EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT - 9th to 12th grade, no diploma 
DP2_HC04_VC86 Percent Margin of Error; EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT - 9th to 12th grade, no diploma 
DP2_HC01_VC87 Estimate; EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT - High school graduate (includes equivalency) 
DP2_HC02_VC87 Margin of Error; EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT - High school graduate (includes equivalency) 
DP2_HC03_VC87 Percent; EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT - High school graduate (includes equivalency) 
DP2_HC04_VC87 Percent Margin of Error; EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT - High school graduate (includes equivalency) 
DP2_HC01_VC88 Estimate; EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT - Some college, no degree 
DP2_HC02_VC88 Margin of Error; EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT - Some college, no degree 
DP2_HC03_VC88 Percent; EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT - Some college, no degree 
DP2_HC04_VC88 Percent Margin of Error; EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT - Some college, no degree 
DP2_HC01_VC89 Estimate; EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT - Associate's degree 
DP2_HC02_VC89 Margin of Error; EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT - Associate's degree 
DP2_HC03_VC89 Percent; EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT - Associate's degree 
DP2_HC04_VC89 Percent Margin of Error; EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT - Associate's degree 
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DP2_HC01_VC90 Estimate; EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT - Bachelor's degree 
DP2_HC02_VC90 Margin of Error; EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT - Bachelor's degree 
DP2_HC03_VC90 Percent; EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT - Bachelor's degree 
DP2_HC04_VC90 Percent Margin of Error; EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT - Bachelor's degree 
DP2_HC01_VC91 Estimate; EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT - Graduate or professional degree 
DP2_HC02_VC91 Margin of Error; EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT - Graduate or professional degree 
DP2_HC03_VC91 Percent; EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT - Graduate or professional degree 
DP2_HC04_VC91 Percent Margin of Error; EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT - Graduate or professional degree 
DP2_HC01_VC93 Estimate; EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT - Percent high school graduate or higher 
DP2_HC02_VC93 Margin of Error; EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT - Percent high school graduate or higher 
DP2_HC03_VC93 Percent; EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT - Percent high school graduate or higher 
DP2_HC04_VC93 Percent Margin of Error; EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT - Percent high school graduate or higher 
DP2_HC01_VC94 Estimate; EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT - Percent bachelor's degree or higher 
DP2_HC02_VC94 Margin of Error; EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT - Percent bachelor's degree or higher 
DP2_HC03_VC94 Percent; EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT - Percent bachelor's degree or higher 
DP2_HC04_VC94 Percent Margin of Error; EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT - Percent bachelor's degree or higher 
DP2_HC01_VC98 Estimate; VETERAN STATUS - Civilian population 18 years and over 
DP2_HC02_VC98 Margin of Error; VETERAN STATUS - Civilian population 18 years and over 
DP2_HC03_VC98 Percent; VETERAN STATUS - Civilian population 18 years and over 
DP2_HC04_VC98 Percent Margin of Error; VETERAN STATUS - Civilian population 18 years and over 
DP2_HC01_VC99 Estimate; VETERAN STATUS - Civilian veterans 
DP2_HC02_VC99 Margin of Error; VETERAN STATUS - Civilian veterans 
DP2_HC03_VC99 Percent; VETERAN STATUS - Civilian veterans 
DP2_HC04_VC99 Percent Margin of Error; VETERAN STATUS - Civilian veterans 
DP2_HC01_VC103 
Estimate; DISABILITY STATUS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZED POPULATION - Total 
Civilian Noninstitutionalized Population 
DP2_HC02_VC103 
Margin of Error; DISABILITY STATUS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZED POPULATION - 
Total Civilian Noninstitutionalized Population 
DP2_HC03_VC103 
Percent; DISABILITY STATUS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZED POPULATION - Total 
Civilian Noninstitutionalized Population 
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DP2_HC04_VC103 
Percent Margin of Error; DISABILITY STATUS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZED 
POPULATION - Total Civilian Noninstitutionalized Population 
DP2_HC01_VC104 
Estimate; DISABILITY STATUS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZED POPULATION - With a 
disability 
DP2_HC02_VC104 
Margin of Error; DISABILITY STATUS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZED POPULATION - 
With a disability 
DP2_HC03_VC104 
Percent; DISABILITY STATUS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZED POPULATION - With a 
disability 
DP2_HC04_VC104 
Percent Margin of Error; DISABILITY STATUS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZED 
POPULATION - With a disability 
DP2_HC01_VC106 
Estimate; DISABILITY STATUS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZED POPULATION - Under 
18 years 
DP2_HC02_VC106 
Margin of Error; DISABILITY STATUS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZED POPULATION - 
Under 18 years 
DP2_HC03_VC106 
Percent; DISABILITY STATUS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZED POPULATION - Under 18 
years 
DP2_HC04_VC106 
Percent Margin of Error; DISABILITY STATUS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZED 
POPULATION - Under 18 years 
DP2_HC01_VC107 
Estimate; DISABILITY STATUS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZED POPULATION - With a 
disability 
DP2_HC02_VC107 
Margin of Error; DISABILITY STATUS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZED POPULATION - 
With a disability 
DP2_HC03_VC107 
Percent; DISABILITY STATUS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZED POPULATION - With a 
disability 
DP2_HC04_VC107 
Percent Margin of Error; DISABILITY STATUS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZED 
POPULATION - With a disability 
DP2_HC01_VC109 
Estimate; DISABILITY STATUS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZED POPULATION - 18 to 64 
years 
DP2_HC02_VC109 
Margin of Error; DISABILITY STATUS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZED POPULATION - 
18 to 64 years 
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DP2_HC03_VC109 
Percent; DISABILITY STATUS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZED POPULATION - 18 to 64 
years 
DP2_HC04_VC109 
Percent Margin of Error; DISABILITY STATUS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZED 
POPULATION - 18 to 64 years 
DP2_HC01_VC110 
Estimate; DISABILITY STATUS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZED POPULATION - With a 
disability 
DP2_HC02_VC110 
Margin of Error; DISABILITY STATUS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZED POPULATION - 
With a disability 
DP2_HC03_VC110 
Percent; DISABILITY STATUS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZED POPULATION - With a 
disability 
DP2_HC04_VC110 
Percent Margin of Error; DISABILITY STATUS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZED 
POPULATION - With a disability 
DP2_HC01_VC112 
Estimate; DISABILITY STATUS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZED POPULATION - 65 years 
and over 
DP2_HC02_VC112 
Margin of Error; DISABILITY STATUS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZED POPULATION - 
65 years and over 
DP2_HC03_VC112 
Percent; DISABILITY STATUS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZED POPULATION - 65 years 
and over 
DP2_HC04_VC112 
Percent Margin of Error; DISABILITY STATUS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZED 
POPULATION - 65 years and over 
DP2_HC01_VC113 
Estimate; DISABILITY STATUS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZED POPULATION - With a 
disability 
DP2_HC02_VC113 
Margin of Error; DISABILITY STATUS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZED POPULATION - 
With a disability 
DP2_HC03_VC113 
Percent; DISABILITY STATUS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZED POPULATION - With a 
disability 
DP2_HC04_VC113 
Percent Margin of Error; DISABILITY STATUS OF THE CIVILIAN NONINSTITUTIONALIZED 
POPULATION - With a disability 
DP2_HC01_VC117 Estimate; RESIDENCE 1 YEAR AGO - Population 1 year and over 
DP2_HC02_VC117 Margin of Error; RESIDENCE 1 YEAR AGO - Population 1 year and over 
DP2_HC03_VC117 Percent; RESIDENCE 1 YEAR AGO - Population 1 year and over 
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DP2_HC04_VC117 Percent Margin of Error; RESIDENCE 1 YEAR AGO - Population 1 year and over 
DP2_HC01_VC118 Estimate; RESIDENCE 1 YEAR AGO - Same house 
DP2_HC02_VC118 Margin of Error; RESIDENCE 1 YEAR AGO - Same house 
DP2_HC03_VC118 Percent; RESIDENCE 1 YEAR AGO - Same house 
DP2_HC04_VC118 Percent Margin of Error; RESIDENCE 1 YEAR AGO - Same house 
DP2_HC01_VC119 Estimate; RESIDENCE 1 YEAR AGO - Different house in the U.S. 
DP2_HC02_VC119 Margin of Error; RESIDENCE 1 YEAR AGO - Different house in the U.S. 
DP2_HC03_VC119 Percent; RESIDENCE 1 YEAR AGO - Different house in the U.S. 
DP2_HC04_VC119 Percent Margin of Error; RESIDENCE 1 YEAR AGO - Different house in the U.S. 
DP2_HC01_VC120 Estimate; RESIDENCE 1 YEAR AGO - Different house in the U.S. - Same county 
DP2_HC02_VC120 Margin of Error; RESIDENCE 1 YEAR AGO - Different house in the U.S. - Same county 
DP2_HC03_VC120 Percent; RESIDENCE 1 YEAR AGO - Different house in the U.S. - Same county 
DP2_HC04_VC120 Percent Margin of Error; RESIDENCE 1 YEAR AGO - Different house in the U.S. - Same county 
DP2_HC01_VC121 Estimate; RESIDENCE 1 YEAR AGO - Different house in the U.S. - Different county 
DP2_HC02_VC121 Margin of Error; RESIDENCE 1 YEAR AGO - Different house in the U.S. - Different county 
DP2_HC03_VC121 Percent; RESIDENCE 1 YEAR AGO - Different house in the U.S. - Different county 
DP2_HC04_VC121 Percent Margin of Error; RESIDENCE 1 YEAR AGO - Different house in the U.S. - Different county 
DP2_HC01_VC122 Estimate; RESIDENCE 1 YEAR AGO - Different house in the U.S. - Different county - Same state 
DP2_HC02_VC122 Margin of Error; RESIDENCE 1 YEAR AGO - Different house in the U.S. - Different county - Same state 
DP2_HC03_VC122 Percent; RESIDENCE 1 YEAR AGO - Different house in the U.S. - Different county - Same state 
DP2_HC04_VC122 
Percent Margin of Error; RESIDENCE 1 YEAR AGO - Different house in the U.S. - Different county - 
Same state 
DP2_HC01_VC123 Estimate; RESIDENCE 1 YEAR AGO - Different house in the U.S. - Different county - Different state 
DP2_HC02_VC123 
Margin of Error; RESIDENCE 1 YEAR AGO - Different house in the U.S. - Different county - Different 
state 
DP2_HC03_VC123 Percent; RESIDENCE 1 YEAR AGO - Different house in the U.S. - Different county - Different state 
DP2_HC04_VC123 
Percent Margin of Error; RESIDENCE 1 YEAR AGO - Different house in the U.S. - Different county - 
Different state 
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DP2_HC01_VC124 Estimate; RESIDENCE 1 YEAR AGO - Abroad 
DP2_HC02_VC124 Margin of Error; RESIDENCE 1 YEAR AGO - Abroad 
DP2_HC03_VC124 Percent; RESIDENCE 1 YEAR AGO - Abroad 
DP2_HC04_VC124 Percent Margin of Error; RESIDENCE 1 YEAR AGO - Abroad 
DP2_HC01_VC128 Estimate; PLACE OF BIRTH - Total population 
DP2_HC02_VC128 Margin of Error; PLACE OF BIRTH - Total population 
DP2_HC03_VC128 Percent; PLACE OF BIRTH - Total population 
DP2_HC04_VC128 Percent Margin of Error; PLACE OF BIRTH - Total population 
DP2_HC01_VC129 Estimate; PLACE OF BIRTH - Native 
DP2_HC02_VC129 Margin of Error; PLACE OF BIRTH - Native 
DP2_HC03_VC129 Percent; PLACE OF BIRTH - Native 
DP2_HC04_VC129 Percent Margin of Error; PLACE OF BIRTH - Native 
DP2_HC01_VC130 Estimate; PLACE OF BIRTH - Native - Born in United States 
DP2_HC02_VC130 Margin of Error; PLACE OF BIRTH - Native - Born in United States 
DP2_HC03_VC130 Percent; PLACE OF BIRTH - Native - Born in United States 
DP2_HC04_VC130 Percent Margin of Error; PLACE OF BIRTH - Native - Born in United States 
DP2_HC01_VC131 Estimate; PLACE OF BIRTH - Native - Born in United States - State of residence 
DP2_HC02_VC131 Margin of Error; PLACE OF BIRTH - Native - Born in United States - State of residence 
DP2_HC03_VC131 Percent; PLACE OF BIRTH - Native - Born in United States - State of residence 
DP2_HC04_VC131 Percent Margin of Error; PLACE OF BIRTH - Native - Born in United States - State of residence 
DP2_HC01_VC132 Estimate; PLACE OF BIRTH - Native - Born in United States - Different state 
DP2_HC02_VC132 Margin of Error; PLACE OF BIRTH - Native - Born in United States - Different state 
DP2_HC03_VC132 Percent; PLACE OF BIRTH - Native - Born in United States - Different state 
DP2_HC04_VC132 Percent Margin of Error; PLACE OF BIRTH - Native - Born in United States - Different state 
DP2_HC01_VC133 
Estimate; PLACE OF BIRTH - Native - Born in Puerto Rico, U.S. Island areas, or born abroad to 
American parent(s) 
DP2_HC02_VC133 
Margin of Error; PLACE OF BIRTH - Native - Born in Puerto Rico, U.S. Island areas, or born abroad to 
American parent(s) 
DP2_HC03_VC133 




Percent Margin of Error; PLACE OF BIRTH - Native - Born in Puerto Rico, U.S. Island areas, or born 
abroad to American parent(s) 
DP2_HC02_VC134 Margin of Error; PLACE OF BIRTH - Foreign born 
DP2_HC03_VC134 Percent; PLACE OF BIRTH - Foreign born 
DP2_HC04_VC134 Percent Margin of Error; PLACE OF BIRTH - Foreign born 
DP2_HC01_VC138 Estimate; U.S. CITIZENSHIP STATUS - Foreign-born population 
DP2_HC02_VC138 Margin of Error; U.S. CITIZENSHIP STATUS - Foreign-born population 
DP2_HC03_VC138 Percent; U.S. CITIZENSHIP STATUS - Foreign-born population 
DP2_HC04_VC138 Percent Margin of Error; U.S. CITIZENSHIP STATUS - Foreign-born population 
DP2_HC01_VC139 Estimate; U.S. CITIZENSHIP STATUS - Naturalized U.S. citizen 
DP2_HC02_VC139 Margin of Error; U.S. CITIZENSHIP STATUS - Naturalized U.S. citizen 
DP2_HC03_VC139 Percent; U.S. CITIZENSHIP STATUS - Naturalized U.S. citizen 
DP2_HC04_VC139 Percent Margin of Error; U.S. CITIZENSHIP STATUS - Naturalized U.S. citizen 
DP2_HC01_VC140 Estimate; U.S. CITIZENSHIP STATUS - Not a U.S. citizen 
DP2_HC02_VC140 Margin of Error; U.S. CITIZENSHIP STATUS - Not a U.S. citizen 
DP2_HC03_VC140 Percent; U.S. CITIZENSHIP STATUS - Not a U.S. citizen 
DP2_HC04_VC140 Percent Margin of Error; U.S. CITIZENSHIP STATUS - Not a U.S. citizen 
DP2_HC01_VC144 Estimate; YEAR OF ENTRY - Population born outside the United States 
DP2_HC02_VC144 Margin of Error; YEAR OF ENTRY - Population born outside the United States 
DP2_HC03_VC144 Percent; YEAR OF ENTRY - Population born outside the United States 
DP2_HC04_VC144 Percent Margin of Error; YEAR OF ENTRY - Population born outside the United States 
DP2_HC01_VC146 Estimate; YEAR OF ENTRY - Native 
DP2_HC02_VC146 Margin of Error; YEAR OF ENTRY - Native 
DP2_HC03_VC146 Percent; YEAR OF ENTRY - Native 
DP2_HC04_VC146 Percent Margin of Error; YEAR OF ENTRY - Native 
DP2_HC01_VC147 Estimate; YEAR OF ENTRY - Entered 2000 or later 
DP2_HC02_VC147 Margin of Error; YEAR OF ENTRY - Entered 2000 or later 
DP2_HC03_VC147 Percent; YEAR OF ENTRY - Entered 2000 or later 
DP2_HC04_VC147 Percent Margin of Error; YEAR OF ENTRY - Entered 2000 or later 
DP2_HC01_VC148 Estimate; YEAR OF ENTRY - Entered before 2000 
DP2_HC02_VC148 Margin of Error; YEAR OF ENTRY - Entered before 2000 
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DP2_HC03_VC148 Percent; YEAR OF ENTRY - Entered before 2000 
DP2_HC04_VC148 Percent Margin of Error; YEAR OF ENTRY - Entered before 2000 
DP2_HC01_VC150 Estimate; YEAR OF ENTRY - Foreign born 
DP2_HC02_VC150 Margin of Error; YEAR OF ENTRY - Foreign born 
DP2_HC03_VC150 Percent; YEAR OF ENTRY - Foreign born 
DP2_HC04_VC150 Percent Margin of Error; YEAR OF ENTRY - Foreign born 
DP2_HC01_VC151 Estimate; YEAR OF ENTRY - Entered 2000 or later 
DP2_HC02_VC151 Margin of Error; YEAR OF ENTRY - Entered 2000 or later 
DP2_HC03_VC151 Percent; YEAR OF ENTRY - Entered 2000 or later 
DP2_HC04_VC151 Percent Margin of Error; YEAR OF ENTRY - Entered 2000 or later 
DP2_HC01_VC152 Estimate; YEAR OF ENTRY - Entered before 2000 
DP2_HC02_VC152 Margin of Error; YEAR OF ENTRY - Entered before 2000 
DP2_HC03_VC152 Percent; YEAR OF ENTRY - Entered before 2000 
DP2_HC04_VC152 Percent Margin of Error; YEAR OF ENTRY - Entered before 2000 
DP2_HC01_VC156 
Estimate; WORLD REGION OF BIRTH OF FOREIGN BORN - Foreign-born population, excluding 
population born at sea 
DP2_HC02_VC156 
Margin of Error; WORLD REGION OF BIRTH OF FOREIGN BORN - Foreign-born population, excluding 
population born at sea 
DP2_HC03_VC156 
Percent; WORLD REGION OF BIRTH OF FOREIGN BORN - Foreign-born population, excluding 
population born at sea 
DP2_HC04_VC156 
Percent Margin of Error; WORLD REGION OF BIRTH OF FOREIGN BORN - Foreign-born population, 
excluding population born at sea 
DP2_HC01_VC157 Estimate; WORLD REGION OF BIRTH OF FOREIGN BORN - Europe 
DP2_HC02_VC157 Margin of Error; WORLD REGION OF BIRTH OF FOREIGN BORN - Europe 
DP2_HC03_VC157 Percent; WORLD REGION OF BIRTH OF FOREIGN BORN - Europe 
DP2_HC04_VC157 Percent Margin of Error; WORLD REGION OF BIRTH OF FOREIGN BORN - Europe 
DP2_HC01_VC158 Estimate; WORLD REGION OF BIRTH OF FOREIGN BORN - Asia 
DP2_HC02_VC158 Margin of Error; WORLD REGION OF BIRTH OF FOREIGN BORN - Asia 
DP2_HC03_VC158 Percent; WORLD REGION OF BIRTH OF FOREIGN BORN - Asia 
DP2_HC04_VC158 Percent Margin of Error; WORLD REGION OF BIRTH OF FOREIGN BORN - Asia 
DP2_HC01_VC159 Estimate; WORLD REGION OF BIRTH OF FOREIGN BORN - Africa 
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DP2_HC02_VC159 Margin of Error; WORLD REGION OF BIRTH OF FOREIGN BORN - Africa 
DP2_HC03_VC159 Percent; WORLD REGION OF BIRTH OF FOREIGN BORN - Africa 
DP2_HC04_VC159 Percent Margin of Error; WORLD REGION OF BIRTH OF FOREIGN BORN - Africa 
DP2_HC01_VC160 Estimate; WORLD REGION OF BIRTH OF FOREIGN BORN - Oceania 
DP2_HC02_VC160 Margin of Error; WORLD REGION OF BIRTH OF FOREIGN BORN - Oceania 
DP2_HC03_VC160 Percent; WORLD REGION OF BIRTH OF FOREIGN BORN - Oceania 
DP2_HC04_VC160 Percent Margin of Error; WORLD REGION OF BIRTH OF FOREIGN BORN - Oceania 
DP2_HC01_VC161 Estimate; WORLD REGION OF BIRTH OF FOREIGN BORN - Latin America 
DP2_HC02_VC161 Margin of Error; WORLD REGION OF BIRTH OF FOREIGN BORN - Latin America 
DP2_HC03_VC161 Percent; WORLD REGION OF BIRTH OF FOREIGN BORN - Latin America 
DP2_HC04_VC161 Percent Margin of Error; WORLD REGION OF BIRTH OF FOREIGN BORN - Latin America 
DP2_HC01_VC162 Estimate; WORLD REGION OF BIRTH OF FOREIGN BORN - Northern America 
DP2_HC02_VC162 Margin of Error; WORLD REGION OF BIRTH OF FOREIGN BORN - Northern America 
DP2_HC03_VC162 Percent; WORLD REGION OF BIRTH OF FOREIGN BORN - Northern America 
DP2_HC04_VC162 Percent Margin of Error; WORLD REGION OF BIRTH OF FOREIGN BORN - Northern America 
DP2_HC01_VC166 Estimate; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - Population 5 years and over 
DP2_HC02_VC166 Margin of Error; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - Population 5 years and over 
DP2_HC03_VC166 Percent; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - Population 5 years and over 
DP2_HC04_VC166 Percent Margin of Error; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - Population 5 years and over 
DP2_HC02_VC167 Margin of Error; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - English only 
DP2_HC03_VC167 Percent; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - English only 
DP2_HC04_VC167 Percent Margin of Error; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - English only 
DP2_HC01_VC168 Estimate; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - Language other than English 
DP2_HC02_VC168 Margin of Error; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - Language other than English 
DP2_HC03_VC168 Percent; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - Language other than English 
DP2_HC04_VC168 Percent Margin of Error; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - Language other than English 
DP2_HC01_VC167 Estimate; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - English only 
DP2_HC02_VC170 
Margin of Error; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - Language other than English - Speak English less 
than "very well" 
DP2_HC03_VC170 




Percent Margin of Error; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - Language other than English - Speak 
English less than "very well" 
DP2_HC01_VC171 Estimate; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - Language other than English - Spanish 
DP2_HC02_VC171 Margin of Error; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - Language other than English - Spanish 
DP2_HC03_VC171 Percent; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - Language other than English - Spanish 
DP2_HC04_VC171 Percent Margin of Error; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - Language other than English - Spanish 
DP2_HC02_VC172 
Margin of Error; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - Language other than English - Spanish - Speak 
English less than "very well" 
DP2_HC03_VC172 
Percent; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - Language other than English - Spanish - Speak English 
less than "very well" 
DP2_HC04_VC172 
Percent Margin of Error; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - Language other than English - Spanish - 
Speak English less than "very well" 
DP2_HC02_VC173 
Margin of Error; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - Language other than English - Other Indo-European 
languages 
DP2_HC03_VC173 
Percent; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - Language other than English - Other Indo-European 
languages 
DP2_HC04_VC173 
Percent Margin of Error; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - Language other than English - Other Indo-
European languages 
DP2_HC01_VC174 
Estimate; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - Language other than English - Other Indo-European 
languages - Speak English less than "very well" 
DP2_HC02_VC174 
Margin of Error; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - Language other than English - Other Indo-European 
languages - Speak English less than "very well" 
DP2_HC03_VC174 
Percent; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - Language other than English - Other Indo-European 
languages - Speak English less than "very well" 
DP2_HC04_VC174 
Percent Margin of Error; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - Language other than English - Other Indo-
European languages - Speak English less than "very well" 
DP2_HC01_VC175 
Estimate; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - Language other than English - Asian and Pacific Islander 
languages 
DP2_HC02_VC175 




Percent; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - Language other than English - Asian and Pacific Islander 
languages 
DP2_HC04_VC175 
Percent Margin of Error; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - Language other than English - Asian and 
Pacific Islander languages 
DP2_HC02_VC176 
Margin of Error; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - Language other than English - Asian and Pacific 
Islander languages - Speak English less than "very well" 
DP2_HC03_VC176 
Percent; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - Language other than English - Asian and Pacific Islander 
languages - Speak English less than "very well" 
DP2_HC04_VC176 
Percent Margin of Error; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - Language other than English - Asian and 
Pacific Islander languages - Speak English less than "very well" 
DP2_HC01_VC177 Estimate; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - Language other than English - Other languages 
DP2_HC02_VC177 Margin of Error; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - Language other than English - Other languages 
DP2_HC03_VC177 Percent; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - Language other than English - Other languages 
DP2_HC04_VC177 
Percent Margin of Error; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - Language other than English - Other 
languages 
DP2_HC02_VC178 
Margin of Error; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - Language other than English - Other languages - 
Speak English less than "very well" 
DP2_HC03_VC178 
Percent; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - Language other than English - Other languages - Speak 
English less than "very well" 
DP2_HC04_VC178 
Percent Margin of Error; LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME - Language other than English - Other 
languages - Speak English less than "very well" 
DP2_HC01_VC182 Estimate; ANCESTRY - Total population 
DP2_HC02_VC182 Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Total population 
DP2_HC03_VC182 Percent; ANCESTRY - Total population 
DP2_HC04_VC182 Percent Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Total population 
DP2_HC01_VC183 Estimate; ANCESTRY - American 
DP2_HC02_VC183 Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - American 
DP2_HC03_VC183 Percent; ANCESTRY - American 
DP2_HC04_VC183 Percent Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - American 
DP2_HC01_VC184 Estimate; ANCESTRY - Arab 
DP2_HC02_VC184 Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Arab 
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DP2_HC03_VC184 Percent; ANCESTRY - Arab 
DP2_HC04_VC184 Percent Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Arab 
DP2_HC01_VC185 Estimate; ANCESTRY - Czech 
DP2_HC02_VC185 Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Czech 
DP2_HC03_VC185 Percent; ANCESTRY - Czech 
DP2_HC04_VC185 Percent Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Czech 
DP2_HC01_VC186 Estimate; ANCESTRY - Danish 
DP2_HC02_VC186 Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Danish 
DP2_HC03_VC186 Percent; ANCESTRY - Danish 
DP2_HC04_VC186 Percent Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Danish 
DP2_HC01_VC187 Estimate; ANCESTRY - Dutch 
DP2_HC02_VC187 Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Dutch 
DP2_HC03_VC187 Percent; ANCESTRY - Dutch 
DP2_HC04_VC187 Percent Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Dutch 
DP2_HC01_VC188 Estimate; ANCESTRY - English 
DP2_HC02_VC188 Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - English 
DP2_HC03_VC188 Percent; ANCESTRY - English 
DP2_HC04_VC188 Percent Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - English 
DP2_HC01_VC189 Estimate; ANCESTRY - French (except Basque) 
DP2_HC02_VC189 Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - French (except Basque) 
DP2_HC03_VC189 Percent; ANCESTRY - French (except Basque) 
DP2_HC04_VC189 Percent Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - French (except Basque) 
DP2_HC01_VC190 Estimate; ANCESTRY - French Canadian 
DP2_HC02_VC190 Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - French Canadian 
DP2_HC03_VC190 Percent; ANCESTRY - French Canadian 
DP2_HC04_VC190 Percent Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - French Canadian 
DP2_HC01_VC191 Estimate; ANCESTRY - German 
DP2_HC02_VC191 Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - German 
DP2_HC03_VC191 Percent; ANCESTRY - German 
DP2_HC04_VC191 Percent Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - German 
DP2_HC01_VC192 Estimate; ANCESTRY - Greek 
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DP2_HC02_VC192 Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Greek 
DP2_HC03_VC192 Percent; ANCESTRY - Greek 
DP2_HC04_VC192 Percent Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Greek 
DP2_HC01_VC193 Estimate; ANCESTRY - Hungarian 
DP2_HC02_VC193 Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Hungarian 
DP2_HC03_VC193 Percent; ANCESTRY - Hungarian 
DP2_HC04_VC193 Percent Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Hungarian 
DP2_HC01_VC194 Estimate; ANCESTRY - Irish 
DP2_HC02_VC194 Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Irish 
DP2_HC03_VC194 Percent; ANCESTRY - Irish 
DP2_HC04_VC194 Percent Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Irish 
DP2_HC01_VC195 Estimate; ANCESTRY - Italian 
DP2_HC02_VC195 Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Italian 
DP2_HC03_VC195 Percent; ANCESTRY - Italian 
DP2_HC04_VC195 Percent Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Italian 
DP2_HC01_VC196 Estimate; ANCESTRY - Lithuanian 
DP2_HC02_VC196 Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Lithuanian 
DP2_HC03_VC196 Percent; ANCESTRY - Lithuanian 
DP2_HC04_VC196 Percent Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Lithuanian 
DP2_HC01_VC197 Estimate; ANCESTRY - Norwegian 
DP2_HC02_VC197 Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Norwegian 
DP2_HC03_VC197 Percent; ANCESTRY - Norwegian 
DP2_HC04_VC197 Percent Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Norwegian 
DP2_HC01_VC198 Estimate; ANCESTRY - Polish 
DP2_HC02_VC198 Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Polish 
DP2_HC03_VC198 Percent; ANCESTRY - Polish 
DP2_HC04_VC198 Percent Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Polish 
DP2_HC01_VC199 Estimate; ANCESTRY - Portuguese 
DP2_HC02_VC199 Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Portuguese 
DP2_HC03_VC199 Percent; ANCESTRY - Portuguese 
DP2_HC04_VC199 Percent Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Portuguese 
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DP2_HC01_VC200 Estimate; ANCESTRY - Russian 
DP2_HC02_VC200 Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Russian 
DP2_HC03_VC200 Percent; ANCESTRY - Russian 
DP2_HC04_VC200 Percent Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Russian 
DP2_HC01_VC201 Estimate; ANCESTRY - Scotch-Irish 
DP2_HC02_VC201 Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Scotch-Irish 
DP2_HC03_VC201 Percent; ANCESTRY - Scotch-Irish 
DP2_HC04_VC201 Percent Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Scotch-Irish 
DP2_HC01_VC202 Estimate; ANCESTRY - Scottish 
DP2_HC02_VC202 Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Scottish 
DP2_HC03_VC202 Percent; ANCESTRY - Scottish 
DP2_HC04_VC202 Percent Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Scottish 
DP2_HC01_VC203 Estimate; ANCESTRY - Slovak 
DP2_HC02_VC203 Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Slovak 
DP2_HC03_VC203 Percent; ANCESTRY - Slovak 
DP2_HC04_VC203 Percent Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Slovak 
DP2_HC01_VC204 Estimate; ANCESTRY - Subsaharan African 
DP2_HC02_VC204 Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Subsaharan African 
DP2_HC03_VC204 Percent; ANCESTRY - Subsaharan African 
DP2_HC04_VC204 Percent Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Subsaharan African 
DP2_HC01_VC205 Estimate; ANCESTRY - Swedish 
DP2_HC02_VC205 Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Swedish 
DP2_HC03_VC205 Percent; ANCESTRY - Swedish 
DP2_HC04_VC205 Percent Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Swedish 
DP2_HC01_VC206 Estimate; ANCESTRY - Swiss 
DP2_HC02_VC206 Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Swiss 
DP2_HC03_VC206 Percent; ANCESTRY - Swiss 
DP2_HC04_VC206 Percent Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Swiss 
DP2_HC01_VC207 Estimate; ANCESTRY - Ukrainian 
DP2_HC02_VC207 Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Ukrainian 
DP2_HC03_VC207 Percent; ANCESTRY - Ukrainian 
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DP2_HC04_VC207 Percent Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Ukrainian 
DP2_HC01_VC208 Estimate; ANCESTRY - Welsh 
DP2_HC02_VC208 Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Welsh 
DP2_HC03_VC208 Percent; ANCESTRY - Welsh 
DP2_HC04_VC208 Percent Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - Welsh 
DP2_HC01_VC209 Estimate; ANCESTRY - West Indian (excluding Hispanic origin groups) 
DP2_HC02_VC209 Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - West Indian (excluding Hispanic origin groups) 
DP2_HC03_VC209 Percent; ANCESTRY - West Indian (excluding Hispanic origin groups) 
DP2_HC04_VC209 Percent Margin of Error; ANCESTRY - West Indian (excluding Hispanic origin groups) 
DP3_HC01_VC04 Estimate; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - Population 16 years and over 
DP3_HC02_VC04 Margin of Error; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - Population 16 years and over 
DP3_HC03_VC04 Percent; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - Population 16 years and over 
DP3_HC04_VC04 Percent Margin of Error; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - Population 16 years and over 
DP3_HC01_VC05 Estimate; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - In labor force 
DP3_HC02_VC05 Margin of Error; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - In labor force 
DP3_HC03_VC05 Percent; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - In labor force 
DP3_HC04_VC05 Percent Margin of Error; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - In labor force 
DP3_HC01_VC06 Estimate; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - In labor force - Civilian labor force 
DP3_HC02_VC06 Margin of Error; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - In labor force - Civilian labor force 
DP3_HC03_VC06 Percent; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - In labor force - Civilian labor force 
DP3_HC04_VC06 Percent Margin of Error; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - In labor force - Civilian labor force 
DP3_HC01_VC07 Estimate; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - In labor force - Civilian labor force - Employed 
DP3_HC02_VC07 Margin of Error; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - In labor force - Civilian labor force - Employed 
DP3_HC03_VC07 Percent; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - In labor force - Civilian labor force - Employed 
DP3_HC04_VC07 Percent Margin of Error; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - In labor force - Civilian labor force - Employed 
DP3_HC01_VC08 Estimate; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - In labor force - Civilian labor force - Unemployed 
DP3_HC02_VC08 Margin of Error; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - In labor force - Civilian labor force - Unemployed 
DP3_HC03_VC08 Percent; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - In labor force - Civilian labor force - Unemployed 
DP3_HC04_VC08 Percent Margin of Error; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - In labor force - Civilian labor force - Unemployed 
DP3_HC01_VC09 Estimate; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - In labor force - Armed Forces 
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DP3_HC02_VC09 Margin of Error; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - In labor force - Armed Forces 
DP3_HC03_VC09 Percent; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - In labor force - Armed Forces 
DP3_HC04_VC09 Percent Margin of Error; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - In labor force - Armed Forces 
DP3_HC01_VC10 Estimate; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - Not in labor force 
DP3_HC02_VC10 Margin of Error; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - Not in labor force 
DP3_HC03_VC10 Percent; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - Not in labor force 
DP3_HC04_VC10 Percent Margin of Error; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - Not in labor force 
DP3_HC01_VC12 Estimate; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - Civilian labor force 
DP3_HC02_VC12 Margin of Error; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - Civilian labor force 
DP3_HC03_VC12 Percent; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - Civilian labor force 
DP3_HC04_VC12 Percent Margin of Error; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - Civilian labor force 
DP3_HC01_VC13 Estimate; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - Percent Unemployed 
DP3_HC02_VC13 Margin of Error; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - Percent Unemployed 
DP3_HC03_VC13 Percent; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - Percent Unemployed 
DP3_HC04_VC13 Percent Margin of Error; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - Percent Unemployed 
DP3_HC01_VC15 Estimate; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - Females 16 years and over 
DP3_HC02_VC15 Margin of Error; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - Females 16 years and over 
DP3_HC03_VC15 Percent; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - Females 16 years and over 
DP3_HC04_VC15 Percent Margin of Error; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - Females 16 years and over 
DP3_HC01_VC16 Estimate; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - In labor force 
DP3_HC02_VC16 Margin of Error; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - In labor force 
DP3_HC03_VC16 Percent; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - In labor force 
DP3_HC04_VC16 Percent Margin of Error; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - In labor force 
DP3_HC01_VC17 Estimate; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - In labor force - Civilian labor force 
DP3_HC02_VC17 Margin of Error; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - In labor force - Civilian labor force 
DP3_HC03_VC17 Percent; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - In labor force - Civilian labor force 
DP3_HC04_VC17 Percent Margin of Error; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - In labor force - Civilian labor force 
DP3_HC01_VC18 Estimate; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - In labor force - Civilian labor force - Employed 
DP3_HC02_VC18 Margin of Error; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - In labor force - Civilian labor force - Employed 
DP3_HC03_VC18 Percent; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - In labor force - Civilian labor force - Employed 
DP3_HC04_VC18 Percent Margin of Error; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - In labor force - Civilian labor force - Employed 
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DP3_HC01_VC20 Estimate; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - Own children under 6 years 
DP3_HC02_VC20 Margin of Error; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - Own children under 6 years 
DP3_HC03_VC20 Percent; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - Own children under 6 years 
DP3_HC04_VC20 Percent Margin of Error; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - Own children under 6 years 
DP3_HC01_VC21 Estimate; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - All parents in family in labor force 
DP3_HC02_VC21 Margin of Error; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - All parents in family in labor force 
DP3_HC03_VC21 Percent; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - All parents in family in labor force 
DP3_HC04_VC21 Percent Margin of Error; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - All parents in family in labor force 
DP3_HC01_VC23 Estimate; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - Own children 6 to 17 years 
DP3_HC02_VC23 Margin of Error; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - Own children 6 to 17 years 
DP3_HC03_VC23 Percent; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - Own children 6 to 17 years 
DP3_HC04_VC23 Percent Margin of Error; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - Own children 6 to 17 years 
DP3_HC01_VC24 Estimate; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - All parents in family in labor force 
DP3_HC02_VC24 Margin of Error; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - All parents in family in labor force 
DP3_HC03_VC24 Percent; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - All parents in family in labor force 
DP3_HC04_VC24 Percent Margin of Error; EMPLOYMENT STATUS - All parents in family in labor force 
DP3_HC01_VC28 Estimate; COMMUTING TO WORK - Workers 16 years and over 
DP3_HC02_VC28 Margin of Error; COMMUTING TO WORK - Workers 16 years and over 
DP3_HC03_VC28 Percent; COMMUTING TO WORK - Workers 16 years and over 
DP3_HC04_VC28 Percent Margin of Error; COMMUTING TO WORK - Workers 16 years and over 
DP3_HC01_VC29 Estimate; COMMUTING TO WORK - Car, truck, or van -- drove alone 
DP3_HC02_VC29 Margin of Error; COMMUTING TO WORK - Car, truck, or van -- drove alone 
DP3_HC03_VC29 Percent; COMMUTING TO WORK - Car, truck, or van -- drove alone 
DP3_HC04_VC29 Percent Margin of Error; COMMUTING TO WORK - Car, truck, or van -- drove alone 
DP3_HC01_VC30 Estimate; COMMUTING TO WORK - Car, truck, or van -- carpooled 
DP3_HC02_VC30 Margin of Error; COMMUTING TO WORK - Car, truck, or van -- carpooled 
DP3_HC03_VC30 Percent; COMMUTING TO WORK - Car, truck, or van -- carpooled 
DP3_HC04_VC30 Percent Margin of Error; COMMUTING TO WORK - Car, truck, or van -- carpooled 
DP3_HC01_VC31 Estimate; COMMUTING TO WORK - Public transportation (excluding taxicab) 
DP3_HC02_VC31 Margin of Error; COMMUTING TO WORK - Public transportation (excluding taxicab) 
DP3_HC03_VC31 Percent; COMMUTING TO WORK - Public transportation (excluding taxicab) 
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DP3_HC04_VC31 Percent Margin of Error; COMMUTING TO WORK - Public transportation (excluding taxicab) 
DP3_HC01_VC32 Estimate; COMMUTING TO WORK - Walked 
DP3_HC02_VC32 Margin of Error; COMMUTING TO WORK - Walked 
DP3_HC03_VC32 Percent; COMMUTING TO WORK - Walked 
DP3_HC04_VC32 Percent Margin of Error; COMMUTING TO WORK - Walked 
DP3_HC01_VC33 Estimate; COMMUTING TO WORK - Other means 
DP3_HC02_VC33 Margin of Error; COMMUTING TO WORK - Other means 
DP3_HC03_VC33 Percent; COMMUTING TO WORK - Other means 
DP3_HC04_VC33 Percent Margin of Error; COMMUTING TO WORK - Other means 
DP3_HC01_VC34 Estimate; COMMUTING TO WORK - Worked at home 
DP3_HC02_VC34 Margin of Error; COMMUTING TO WORK - Worked at home 
DP3_HC03_VC34 Percent; COMMUTING TO WORK - Worked at home 
DP3_HC04_VC34 Percent Margin of Error; COMMUTING TO WORK - Worked at home 
DP3_HC01_VC36 Estimate; COMMUTING TO WORK - Mean travel time to work (minutes) 
DP3_HC02_VC36 Margin of Error; COMMUTING TO WORK - Mean travel time to work (minutes) 
DP3_HC03_VC36 Percent; COMMUTING TO WORK - Mean travel time to work (minutes) 
DP3_HC04_VC36 Percent Margin of Error; COMMUTING TO WORK - Mean travel time to work (minutes) 
DP3_HC01_VC40 Estimate; OCCUPATION - Civilian employed population 16 years and over 
DP3_HC02_VC40 Margin of Error; OCCUPATION - Civilian employed population 16 years and over 
DP3_HC03_VC40 Percent; OCCUPATION - Civilian employed population 16 years and over 
DP3_HC04_VC40 Percent Margin of Error; OCCUPATION - Civilian employed population 16 years and over 
DP3_HC01_VC41 Estimate; OCCUPATION - Management, business, science, and arts occupations 
DP3_HC02_VC41 Margin of Error; OCCUPATION - Management, business, science, and arts occupations 
DP3_HC03_VC41 Percent; OCCUPATION - Management, business, science, and arts occupations 
DP3_HC04_VC41 Percent Margin of Error; OCCUPATION - Management, business, science, and arts occupations 
DP3_HC01_VC42 Estimate; OCCUPATION - Service occupations 
DP3_HC02_VC42 Margin of Error; OCCUPATION - Service occupations 
DP3_HC03_VC42 Percent; OCCUPATION - Service occupations 
DP3_HC04_VC42 Percent Margin of Error; OCCUPATION - Service occupations 
DP3_HC01_VC43 Estimate; OCCUPATION - Sales and office occupations 
DP3_HC02_VC43 Margin of Error; OCCUPATION - Sales and office occupations 
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DP3_HC03_VC43 Percent; OCCUPATION - Sales and office occupations 
DP3_HC04_VC43 Percent Margin of Error; OCCUPATION - Sales and office occupations 
DP3_HC01_VC44 Estimate; OCCUPATION - Natural resources, construction, and maintenance occupations 
DP3_HC02_VC44 Margin of Error; OCCUPATION - Natural resources, construction, and maintenance occupations 
DP3_HC03_VC44 Percent; OCCUPATION - Natural resources, construction, and maintenance occupations 
DP3_HC04_VC44 Percent Margin of Error; OCCUPATION - Natural resources, construction, and maintenance occupations 
DP3_HC01_VC45 Estimate; OCCUPATION - Production, transportation, and material moving occupations 
DP3_HC02_VC45 Margin of Error; OCCUPATION - Production, transportation, and material moving occupations 
DP3_HC03_VC45 Percent; OCCUPATION - Production, transportation, and material moving occupations 
DP3_HC04_VC45 Percent Margin of Error; OCCUPATION - Production, transportation, and material moving occupations 
DP3_HC01_VC49 Estimate; INDUSTRY - Civilian employed population 16 years and over 
DP3_HC02_VC49 Margin of Error; INDUSTRY - Civilian employed population 16 years and over 
DP3_HC03_VC49 Percent; INDUSTRY - Civilian employed population 16 years and over 
DP3_HC04_VC49 Percent Margin of Error; INDUSTRY - Civilian employed population 16 years and over 
DP3_HC01_VC50 Estimate; INDUSTRY - Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting, and mining 
DP3_HC02_VC50 Margin of Error; INDUSTRY - Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting, and mining 
DP3_HC03_VC50 Percent; INDUSTRY - Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting, and mining 
DP3_HC04_VC50 Percent Margin of Error; INDUSTRY - Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting, and mining 
DP3_HC01_VC51 Estimate; INDUSTRY - Construction 
DP3_HC02_VC51 Margin of Error; INDUSTRY - Construction 
DP3_HC03_VC51 Percent; INDUSTRY - Construction 
DP3_HC04_VC51 Percent Margin of Error; INDUSTRY - Construction 
DP3_HC01_VC52 Estimate; INDUSTRY - Manufacturing 
DP3_HC02_VC52 Margin of Error; INDUSTRY - Manufacturing 
DP3_HC03_VC52 Percent; INDUSTRY - Manufacturing 
DP3_HC04_VC52 Percent Margin of Error; INDUSTRY - Manufacturing 
DP3_HC01_VC53 Estimate; INDUSTRY - Wholesale trade 
DP3_HC02_VC53 Margin of Error; INDUSTRY - Wholesale trade 
DP3_HC03_VC53 Percent; INDUSTRY - Wholesale trade 
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DP3_HC04_VC53 Percent Margin of Error; INDUSTRY - Wholesale trade 
DP3_HC01_VC54 Estimate; INDUSTRY - Retail trade 
DP3_HC02_VC54 Margin of Error; INDUSTRY - Retail trade 
DP3_HC03_VC54 Percent; INDUSTRY - Retail trade 
DP3_HC04_VC54 Percent Margin of Error; INDUSTRY - Retail trade 
DP3_HC01_VC55 Estimate; INDUSTRY - Transportation and warehousing, and utilities 
DP3_HC02_VC55 Margin of Error; INDUSTRY - Transportation and warehousing, and utilities 
DP3_HC03_VC55 Percent; INDUSTRY - Transportation and warehousing, and utilities 
DP3_HC04_VC55 Percent Margin of Error; INDUSTRY - Transportation and warehousing, and utilities 
DP3_HC01_VC56 Estimate; INDUSTRY - Information 
DP3_HC02_VC56 Margin of Error; INDUSTRY - Information 
DP3_HC03_VC56 Percent; INDUSTRY - Information 
DP3_HC04_VC56 Percent Margin of Error; INDUSTRY - Information 
DP3_HC01_VC57 Estimate; INDUSTRY - Finance and insurance, and real estate and rental and leasing 
DP3_HC02_VC57 Margin of Error; INDUSTRY - Finance and insurance, and real estate and rental and leasing 
DP3_HC03_VC57 Percent; INDUSTRY - Finance and insurance, and real estate and rental and leasing 
DP3_HC04_VC57 Percent Margin of Error; INDUSTRY - Finance and insurance, and real estate and rental and leasing 
DP3_HC01_VC58 
Estimate; INDUSTRY - Professional, scientific, and management, and administrative and waste 
management services 
DP3_HC02_VC58 
Margin of Error; INDUSTRY - Professional, scientific, and management, and administrative and waste 
management services 
DP3_HC03_VC58 
Percent; INDUSTRY - Professional, scientific, and management, and administrative and waste 
management services 
DP3_HC04_VC58 
Percent Margin of Error; INDUSTRY - Professional, scientific, and management, and administrative and 
waste management services 
DP3_HC01_VC59 Estimate; INDUSTRY - Educational services, and health care and social assistance 
DP3_HC02_VC59 Margin of Error; INDUSTRY - Educational services, and health care and social assistance 
DP3_HC03_VC59 Percent; INDUSTRY - Educational services, and health care and social assistance 
DP3_HC04_VC59 Percent Margin of Error; INDUSTRY - Educational services, and health care and social assistance 
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DP3_HC01_VC60 Estimate; INDUSTRY - Arts, entertainment, and recreation, and accommodation and food services 
DP3_HC02_VC60 
Margin of Error; INDUSTRY - Arts, entertainment, and recreation, and accommodation and food 
services 
DP3_HC03_VC60 Percent; INDUSTRY - Arts, entertainment, and recreation, and accommodation and food services 
DP3_HC04_VC60 
Percent Margin of Error; INDUSTRY - Arts, entertainment, and recreation, and accommodation and food 
services 
DP3_HC01_VC61 Estimate; INDUSTRY - Other services, except public administration 
DP3_HC02_VC61 Margin of Error; INDUSTRY - Other services, except public administration 
DP3_HC03_VC61 Percent; INDUSTRY - Other services, except public administration 
DP3_HC04_VC61 Percent Margin of Error; INDUSTRY - Other services, except public administration 
DP3_HC01_VC62 Estimate; INDUSTRY - Public administration 
DP3_HC02_VC62 Margin of Error; INDUSTRY - Public administration 
DP3_HC03_VC62 Percent; INDUSTRY - Public administration 
DP3_HC04_VC62 Percent Margin of Error; INDUSTRY - Public administration 
DP3_HC01_VC66 Estimate; CLASS OF WORKER - Civilian employed population 16 years and over 
DP3_HC02_VC66 Margin of Error; CLASS OF WORKER - Civilian employed population 16 years and over 
DP3_HC03_VC66 Percent; CLASS OF WORKER - Civilian employed population 16 years and over 
DP3_HC04_VC66 Percent Margin of Error; CLASS OF WORKER - Civilian employed population 16 years and over 
DP3_HC01_VC67 Estimate; CLASS OF WORKER - Private wage and salary workers 
DP3_HC02_VC67 Margin of Error; CLASS OF WORKER - Private wage and salary workers 
DP3_HC03_VC67 Percent; CLASS OF WORKER - Private wage and salary workers 
DP3_HC04_VC67 Percent Margin of Error; CLASS OF WORKER - Private wage and salary workers 
DP3_HC01_VC68 Estimate; CLASS OF WORKER - Government workers 
DP3_HC02_VC68 Margin of Error; CLASS OF WORKER - Government workers 
DP3_HC03_VC68 Percent; CLASS OF WORKER - Government workers 
DP3_HC04_VC68 Percent Margin of Error; CLASS OF WORKER - Government workers 
DP3_HC01_VC69 Estimate; CLASS OF WORKER - Self-employed in own not incorporated business workers 
DP3_HC02_VC69 Margin of Error; CLASS OF WORKER - Self-employed in own not incorporated business workers 
DP3_HC03_VC69 Percent; CLASS OF WORKER - Self-employed in own not incorporated business workers 
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DP3_HC04_VC69 
Percent Margin of Error; CLASS OF WORKER - Self-employed in own not incorporated business 
workers 
DP3_HC01_VC70 Estimate; CLASS OF WORKER - Unpaid family workers 
DP3_HC02_VC70 Margin of Error; CLASS OF WORKER - Unpaid family workers 
DP3_HC03_VC70 Percent; CLASS OF WORKER - Unpaid family workers 
DP3_HC04_VC70 Percent Margin of Error; CLASS OF WORKER - Unpaid family workers 
DP3_HC01_VC74 Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Total households 
DP3_HC02_VC74 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Total 
households 
DP3_HC03_VC74 Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Total households 
DP3_HC04_VC74 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Total 
households 
DP3_HC01_VC75 Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Less than $10,000 
DP3_HC02_VC75 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Less than 
$10,000 
DP3_HC03_VC75 Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Less than $10,000 
DP3_HC04_VC75 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Less 
than $10,000 
DP3_HC01_VC76 Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $10,000 to $14,999 
DP3_HC02_VC76 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $10,000 to 
$14,999 
DP3_HC03_VC76 Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $10,000 to $14,999 
DP3_HC04_VC76 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - 
$10,000 to $14,999 
DP3_HC01_VC77 Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $15,000 to $24,999 
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DP3_HC02_VC77 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $15,000 to 
$24,999 
DP3_HC03_VC77 Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $15,000 to $24,999 
DP3_HC04_VC77 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - 
$15,000 to $24,999 
DP3_HC01_VC78 Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $25,000 to $34,999 
DP3_HC02_VC78 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $25,000 to 
$34,999 
DP3_HC03_VC78 Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $25,000 to $34,999 
DP3_HC04_VC78 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - 
$25,000 to $34,999 
DP3_HC01_VC79 Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $35,000 to $49,999 
DP3_HC02_VC79 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $35,000 to 
$49,999 
DP3_HC03_VC79 Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $35,000 to $49,999 
DP3_HC04_VC79 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - 
$35,000 to $49,999 
DP3_HC01_VC80 Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $50,000 to $74,999 
DP3_HC02_VC80 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $50,000 to 
$74,999 
DP3_HC03_VC80 Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $50,000 to $74,999 
DP3_HC04_VC80 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - 
$50,000 to $74,999 
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DP3_HC01_VC81 Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $75,000 to $99,999 
DP3_HC02_VC81 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $75,000 to 
$99,999 
DP3_HC03_VC81 Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $75,000 to $99,999 
DP3_HC04_VC81 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - 
$75,000 to $99,999 
DP3_HC01_VC82 
Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $100,000 to 
$149,999 
DP3_HC02_VC82 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $100,000 to 
$149,999 
DP3_HC03_VC82 
Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $100,000 to 
$149,999 
DP3_HC04_VC82 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - 
$100,000 to $149,999 
DP3_HC01_VC83 
Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $150,000 to 
$199,999 
DP3_HC02_VC83 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $150,000 to 
$199,999 
DP3_HC03_VC83 
Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $150,000 to 
$199,999 
DP3_HC04_VC83 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - 
$150,000 to $199,999 
DP3_HC01_VC84 Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $200,000 or more 
DP3_HC02_VC84 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $200,000 or 
more 
DP3_HC03_VC84 Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $200,000 or more 
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DP3_HC04_VC84 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - 
$200,000 or more 
DP3_HC01_VC85 
Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Median household 
income (dollars) 
DP3_HC02_VC85 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Median 
household income (dollars) 
DP3_HC03_VC85 
Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Median household 
income (dollars) 
DP3_HC04_VC85 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - 
Median household income (dollars) 
DP3_HC01_VC86 
Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Mean household 
income (dollars) 
DP3_HC02_VC86 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Mean 
household income (dollars) 
DP3_HC03_VC86 
Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Mean household 
income (dollars) 
DP3_HC04_VC86 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - 
Mean household income (dollars) 
DP3_HC01_VC88 Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With earnings 
DP3_HC02_VC88 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With 
earnings 
DP3_HC03_VC88 Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With earnings 
DP3_HC04_VC88 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With 
earnings 
DP3_HC01_VC89 
Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With earnings - 
Mean earnings (dollars) 
DP3_HC02_VC89 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With 
earnings - Mean earnings (dollars) 
DP3_HC03_VC89 
Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With earnings - 
Mean earnings (dollars) 
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DP3_HC04_VC89 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With 
earnings - Mean earnings (dollars) 
DP3_HC01_VC90 
Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With Social 
Security 
DP3_HC02_VC90 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With Social 
Security 
DP3_HC03_VC90 Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With Social Security 
DP3_HC04_VC90 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With 
Social Security 
DP3_HC01_VC91 
Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With Social 
Security - Mean Social Security income (dollars) 
DP3_HC02_VC91 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With Social 
Security - Mean Social Security income (dollars) 
DP3_HC03_VC91 
Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With Social Security 
- Mean Social Security income (dollars) 
DP3_HC04_VC91 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With 
Social Security - Mean Social Security income (dollars) 
DP3_HC01_VC92 
Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With retirement 
income 
DP3_HC02_VC92 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With 
retirement income 
DP3_HC03_VC92 
Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With retirement 
income 
DP3_HC04_VC92 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With 
retirement income 
DP3_HC01_VC93 
Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With retirement 
income - Mean retirement income (dollars) 
DP3_HC02_VC93 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With 
retirement income - Mean retirement income (dollars) 
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DP3_HC03_VC93 
Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With retirement 
income - Mean retirement income (dollars) 
DP3_HC04_VC93 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With 
retirement income - Mean retirement income (dollars) 
DP3_HC01_VC95 
Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With Supplemental 
Security Income 
DP3_HC02_VC95 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With 
Supplemental Security Income 
DP3_HC03_VC95 
Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With Supplemental 
Security Income 
DP3_HC04_VC95 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With 
Supplemental Security Income 
DP3_HC01_VC96 
Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With Supplemental 
Security Income - Mean Supplemental Security Income (dollars) 
DP3_HC02_VC96 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With 
Supplemental Security Income - Mean Supplemental Security Income (dollars) 
DP3_HC03_VC96 
Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With Supplemental 
Security Income - Mean Supplemental Security Income (dollars) 
DP3_HC04_VC96 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With 
Supplemental Security Income - Mean Supplemental Security Income (dollars) 
DP3_HC01_VC97 
Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With cash public 
assistance income 
DP3_HC02_VC97 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With cash 
public assistance income 
DP3_HC03_VC97 
Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With cash public 
assistance income 
DP3_HC04_VC97 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With 
cash public assistance income 
DP3_HC01_VC98 
Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With cash public 
assistance income - Mean cash public assistance income (dollars) 
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DP3_HC02_VC98 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With cash 
public assistance income - Mean cash public assistance income (dollars) 
DP3_HC03_VC98 
Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With cash public 
assistance income - Mean cash public assistance income (dollars) 
DP3_HC04_VC98 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With 
cash public assistance income - Mean cash public assistance income (dollars) 
DP3_HC01_VC99 
Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With Food 
Stamp/SNAP benefits in the past 12 months 
DP3_HC02_VC99 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With Food 
Stamp/SNAP benefits in the past 12 months 
DP3_HC03_VC99 
Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With Food 
Stamp/SNAP benefits in the past 12 months 
DP3_HC04_VC99 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - With 
Food Stamp/SNAP benefits in the past 12 months 
DP3_HC01_VC101 Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Families 
DP3_HC02_VC101 Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Families 
DP3_HC03_VC101 Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Families 
DP3_HC04_VC101 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - 
Families 
DP3_HC01_VC102 Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Less than $10,000 
DP3_HC02_VC102 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Less than 
$10,000 
DP3_HC03_VC102 Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Less than $10,000 
DP3_HC04_VC102 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Less 
than $10,000 
DP3_HC01_VC103 Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $10,000 to $14,999 
DP3_HC02_VC103 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $10,000 to 
$14,999 
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DP3_HC03_VC103 Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $10,000 to $14,999 
DP3_HC04_VC103 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - 
$10,000 to $14,999 
DP3_HC01_VC104 Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $15,000 to $24,999 
DP3_HC02_VC104 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $15,000 to 
$24,999 
DP3_HC03_VC104 Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $15,000 to $24,999 
DP3_HC04_VC104 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - 
$15,000 to $24,999 
DP3_HC01_VC105 Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $25,000 to $34,999 
DP3_HC02_VC105 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $25,000 to 
$34,999 
DP3_HC03_VC105 Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $25,000 to $34,999 
DP3_HC04_VC105 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - 
$25,000 to $34,999 
DP3_HC01_VC106 Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $35,000 to $49,999 
DP3_HC02_VC106 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $35,000 to 
$49,999 
DP3_HC03_VC106 Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $35,000 to $49,999 
DP3_HC04_VC106 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - 
$35,000 to $49,999 
DP3_HC01_VC107 Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $50,000 to $74,999 
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DP3_HC02_VC107 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $50,000 to 
$74,999 
DP3_HC03_VC107 Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $50,000 to $74,999 
DP3_HC04_VC107 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - 
$50,000 to $74,999 
DP3_HC01_VC108 Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $75,000 to $99,999 
DP3_HC02_VC108 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $75,000 to 
$99,999 
DP3_HC03_VC108 Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $75,000 to $99,999 
DP3_HC04_VC108 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - 
$75,000 to $99,999 
DP3_HC01_VC109 
Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $100,000 to 
$149,999 
DP3_HC02_VC109 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $100,000 to 
$149,999 
DP3_HC03_VC109 
Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $100,000 to 
$149,999 
DP3_HC04_VC109 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - 
$100,000 to $149,999 
DP3_HC01_VC110 
Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $150,000 to 
$199,999 
DP3_HC02_VC110 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $150,000 to 
$199,999 
DP3_HC03_VC110 
Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $150,000 to 
$199,999 
DP3_HC04_VC110 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - 
$150,000 to $199,999 
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DP3_HC01_VC111 Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $200,000 or more 
DP3_HC02_VC111 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $200,000 or 
more 
DP3_HC03_VC111 Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - $200,000 or more 
DP3_HC04_VC111 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - 
$200,000 or more 
DP3_HC02_VC112 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Median 
family income (dollars) 
DP3_HC03_VC112 
Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Median family 
income (dollars) 
DP3_HC04_VC112 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - 
Median family income (dollars) 
DP3_HC01_VC113 
Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Mean family 
income (dollars) 
DP3_HC02_VC113 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Mean family 
income (dollars) 
DP3_HC03_VC113 
Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Mean family income 
(dollars) 
DP3_HC04_VC113 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - 
Mean family income (dollars) 
DP3_HC01_VC115 
Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Per capita income 
(dollars) 
DP3_HC02_VC115 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Per capita 
income (dollars) 
DP3_HC03_VC115 
Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Per capita income 
(dollars) 
DP3_HC04_VC115 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Per 
capita income (dollars) 
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DP3_HC01_VC117 
Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Nonfamily 
households 
DP3_HC02_VC117 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Nonfamily 
households 
DP3_HC03_VC117 
Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Nonfamily 
households 
DP3_HC04_VC117 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - 
Nonfamily households 
DP3_HC01_VC118 
Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Median nonfamily 
income (dollars) 
DP3_HC02_VC118 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Median 
nonfamily income (dollars) 
DP3_HC03_VC118 
Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Median nonfamily 
income (dollars) 
DP3_HC04_VC118 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - 
Median nonfamily income (dollars) 
DP3_HC01_VC119 
Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Mean nonfamily 
income (dollars) 
DP3_HC02_VC119 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Mean 
nonfamily income (dollars) 
DP3_HC03_VC119 
Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Mean nonfamily 
income (dollars) 
DP3_HC04_VC119 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - 
Mean nonfamily income (dollars) 
DP3_HC01_VC121 
Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Median earnings 
for workers (dollars) 
DP3_HC02_VC121 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Median 
earnings for workers (dollars) 
DP3_HC03_VC121 




Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - 
Median earnings for workers (dollars) 
DP3_HC01_VC122 
Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Median earnings 
for male full-time, year-round workers (dollars) 
DP3_HC02_VC122 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Median 
earnings for male full-time, year-round workers (dollars) 
DP3_HC03_VC122 
Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Median earnings for 
male full-time, year-round workers (dollars) 
DP3_HC04_VC122 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - 
Median earnings for male full-time, year-round workers (dollars) 
DP3_HC01_VC123 
Estimate; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Median earnings 
for female full-time, year-round workers (dollars) 
DP3_HC02_VC123 
Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Median 
earnings for female full-time, year-round workers (dollars) 
DP3_HC03_VC123 
Percent; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - Median earnings for 
female full-time, year-round workers (dollars) 
DP3_HC04_VC123 
Percent Margin of Error; INCOME AND BENEFITS (IN 2011 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS) - 
Median earnings for female full-time, year-round workers (dollars) 
DP3_HC01_VC127 Estimate; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - Civilian noninstitutionalized population 
DP3_HC02_VC127 Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - Civilian noninstitutionalized population 
DP3_HC03_VC127 Percent; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - Civilian noninstitutionalized population 
DP3_HC04_VC127 Percent Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - Civilian noninstitutionalized population 
DP3_HC01_VC128 Estimate; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - With health insurance coverage 
DP3_HC02_VC128 Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - With health insurance coverage 
DP3_HC03_VC128 Percent; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - With health insurance coverage 
DP3_HC04_VC128 Percent Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - With health insurance coverage 
DP3_HC01_VC129 
Estimate; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - With health insurance coverage - With private health 
insurance 
DP3_HC02_VC129 




Percent; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - With health insurance coverage - With private health 
insurance 
DP3_HC04_VC129 
Percent Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - With health insurance coverage - With 
private health insurance 
DP3_HC01_VC130 Estimate; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - With health insurance coverage - With public coverage 
DP3_HC02_VC130 
Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - With health insurance coverage - With public 
coverage 
DP3_HC03_VC130 Percent; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - With health insurance coverage - With public coverage 
DP3_HC04_VC130 
Percent Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - With health insurance coverage - With 
public coverage 
DP3_HC01_VC131 Estimate; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - No health insurance coverage 
DP3_HC02_VC131 Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - No health insurance coverage 
DP3_HC03_VC131 Percent; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - No health insurance coverage 
DP3_HC04_VC131 Percent Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - No health insurance coverage 
DP3_HC01_VC133 Estimate; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - Civilian noninstitutionalized population under 18 years 
DP3_HC02_VC133 
Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - Civilian noninstitutionalized population under 18 
years 
DP3_HC03_VC133 Percent; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - Civilian noninstitutionalized population under 18 years 
DP3_HC04_VC133 
Percent Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - Civilian noninstitutionalized population 
under 18 years 
DP3_HC01_VC134 Estimate; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - No health insurance coverage 
DP3_HC02_VC134 Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - No health insurance coverage 
DP3_HC03_VC134 Percent; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - No health insurance coverage 
DP3_HC04_VC134 Percent Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - No health insurance coverage 
DP3_HC01_VC136 Estimate; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - Civilian noninstitutionalized population 18 to 64 years 
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DP3_HC02_VC136 
Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - Civilian noninstitutionalized population 18 to 64 
years 
DP3_HC03_VC136 Percent; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - Civilian noninstitutionalized population 18 to 64 years 
DP3_HC04_VC136 
Percent Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - Civilian noninstitutionalized population 18 
to 64 years 
DP3_HC01_VC137 Estimate; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: 
DP3_HC02_VC137 Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: 
DP3_HC03_VC137 Percent; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: 
DP3_HC04_VC137 Percent Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: 
DP3_HC01_VC138 Estimate; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: - Employed: 
DP3_HC02_VC138 Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: - Employed: 
DP3_HC03_VC138 Percent; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: - Employed: 
DP3_HC04_VC138 Percent Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: - Employed: 
DP3_HC01_VC139 
Estimate; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: - Employed: - With health insurance 
coverage 
DP3_HC02_VC139 
Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: - Employed: - With health 
insurance coverage 
DP3_HC03_VC139 
Percent; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: - Employed: - With health insurance 
coverage 
DP3_HC04_VC139 
Percent Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: - Employed: - With health 
insurance coverage 
DP3_HC01_VC140 
Estimate; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: - Employed: - With health insurance 
coverage - With private health insurance 
DP3_HC02_VC140 
Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: - Employed: - With health 
insurance coverage - With private health insurance 
DP3_HC03_VC140 
Percent; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: - Employed: - With health insurance 
coverage - With private health insurance 
DP3_HC04_VC140 
Percent Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: - Employed: - With health 
insurance coverage - With private health insurance 
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DP3_HC01_VC141 
Estimate; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: - Employed: - With health insurance 
coverage - With public coverage 
DP3_HC02_VC141 
Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: - Employed: - With health 
insurance coverage - With public coverage 
DP3_HC03_VC141 
Percent; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: - Employed: - With health insurance 
coverage - With public coverage 
DP3_HC04_VC141 
Percent Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: - Employed: - With health 
insurance coverage - With public coverage 
DP3_HC01_VC142 
Estimate; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: - Employed: - No health insurance 
coverage 
DP3_HC02_VC142 
Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: - Employed: - No health insurance 
coverage 
DP3_HC03_VC142 
Percent; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: - Employed: - No health insurance 
coverage 
DP3_HC04_VC142 
Percent Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: - Employed: - No health 
insurance coverage 
DP3_HC01_VC143 Estimate; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: - Unemployed: 
DP3_HC02_VC143 Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: - Unemployed: 
DP3_HC03_VC143 Percent; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: - Unemployed: 
DP3_HC04_VC143 Percent Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: - Unemployed: 
DP3_HC01_VC144 
Estimate; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: - Unemployed: - With health insurance 
coverage 
DP3_HC02_VC144 
Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: - Unemployed: - With health 
insurance coverage 
DP3_HC03_VC144 
Percent; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: - Unemployed: - With health insurance 
coverage 
DP3_HC04_VC144 
Percent Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: - Unemployed: - With 
health insurance coverage 
DP3_HC01_VC145 
Estimate; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: - Unemployed: - With health insurance 
coverage - With private health insurance 
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DP3_HC02_VC145 
Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: - Unemployed: - With health 
insurance coverage - With private health insurance 
DP3_HC03_VC145 
Percent; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: - Unemployed: - With health insurance 
coverage - With private health insurance 
DP3_HC04_VC145 
Percent Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: - Unemployed: - With 
health insurance coverage - With private health insurance 
DP3_HC01_VC146 
Estimate; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: - Unemployed: - With health insurance 
coverage - With public coverage 
DP3_HC02_VC146 
Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: - Unemployed: - With health 
insurance coverage - With public coverage 
DP3_HC03_VC146 
Percent; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: - Unemployed: - With health insurance 
coverage - With public coverage 
DP3_HC04_VC146 
Percent Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: - Unemployed: - With 
health insurance coverage - With public coverage 
DP3_HC01_VC147 
Estimate; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: - Unemployed: - No health insurance 
coverage 
DP3_HC02_VC147 
Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: - Unemployed: - No health 
insurance coverage 
DP3_HC03_VC147 
Percent; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: - Unemployed: - No health insurance 
coverage 
DP3_HC04_VC147 
Percent Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - In labor force: - Unemployed: - No health 
insurance coverage 
DP3_HC01_VC148 Estimate; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - Not in labor force: 
DP3_HC02_VC148 Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - Not in labor force: 
DP3_HC03_VC148 Percent; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - Not in labor force: 
DP3_HC04_VC148 Percent Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - Not in labor force: 
DP3_HC01_VC150 Estimate; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - Not in labor force: - With health insurance coverage 
DP3_HC02_VC150 
Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - Not in labor force: - With health insurance 
coverage 
DP3_HC03_VC150 Percent; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - Not in labor force: - With health insurance coverage 
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DP3_HC04_VC150 
Percent Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - Not in labor force: - With health 
insurance coverage 
DP3_HC01_VC151 
Estimate; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - Not in labor force: - With health insurance coverage - 
With private health insurance 
DP3_HC02_VC151 
Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - Not in labor force: - With health insurance 
coverage - With private health insurance 
DP3_HC03_VC151 
Percent; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - Not in labor force: - With health insurance coverage - 
With private health insurance 
DP3_HC04_VC151 
Percent Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - Not in labor force: - With health 
insurance coverage - With private health insurance 
DP3_HC01_VC152 
Estimate; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - Not in labor force: - With health insurance coverage - 
With public coverage 
DP3_HC02_VC152 
Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - Not in labor force: - With health insurance 
coverage - With public coverage 
DP3_HC03_VC152 
Percent; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - Not in labor force: - With health insurance coverage - 
With public coverage 
DP3_HC04_VC152 
Percent Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - Not in labor force: - With health 
insurance coverage - With public coverage 
DP3_HC01_VC153 Estimate; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - Not in labor force: - No health insurance coverage 
DP3_HC02_VC153 
Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - Not in labor force: - No health insurance 
coverage 
DP3_HC03_VC153 Percent; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - Not in labor force: - No health insurance coverage 
DP3_HC04_VC153 
Percent Margin of Error; HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE - Not in labor force: - No health insurance 
coverage 
DP3_HC01_VC156 
Estimate; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS 
IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - All families 
DP3_HC02_VC156 
Margin of Error; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 
MONTHS IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - All families 
DP3_HC03_VC156 
Percent; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS IS 
BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - All families 
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DP3_HC04_VC156 
Percent Margin of Error; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 
12 MONTHS IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - All families 
DP3_HC01_VC157 
Estimate; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS 
IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - All families - With related children under 18 years 
DP3_HC02_VC157 
Margin of Error; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 
MONTHS IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - All families - With related children under 18 years 
DP3_HC03_VC157 
Percent; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS IS 
BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - All families - With related children under 18 years 
DP3_HC04_VC157 
Percent Margin of Error; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 
12 MONTHS IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - All families - With related children under 18 years 
DP3_HC01_VC158 
Estimate; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS 
IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - All families - With related children under 18 years - With related 
children under 5 years only 
DP3_HC02_VC158 
Margin of Error; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 
MONTHS IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - All families - With related children under 18 years - With 
related children under 5 years only 
DP3_HC03_VC158 
Percent; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS IS 
BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - All families - With related children under 18 years - With related 
children under 5 years only 
DP3_HC04_VC158 
Percent Margin of Error; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 
12 MONTHS IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - All families - With related children under 18 years - 
With related children under 5 years only 
DP3_HC01_VC159 
Estimate; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS 
IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Married couple families 
DP3_HC02_VC159 
Margin of Error; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 
MONTHS IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Married couple families 
DP3_HC03_VC159 
Percent; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS IS 
BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Married couple families 
DP3_HC04_VC159 
Percent Margin of Error; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 
12 MONTHS IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Married couple families 
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DP3_HC01_VC160 
Estimate; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS 
IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Married couple families - With related children under 18 years 
DP3_HC02_VC160 
Margin of Error; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 
MONTHS IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Married couple families - With related children under 18 
years 
DP3_HC03_VC160 
Percent; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS IS 
BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Married couple families - With related children under 18 years 
DP3_HC04_VC160 
Percent Margin of Error; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 
12 MONTHS IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Married couple families - With related children under 
18 years 
DP3_HC01_VC161 
Estimate; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS 
IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Married couple families - With related children under 18 years - 
With related children under 5 years only 
DP3_HC02_VC161 
Margin of Error; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 
MONTHS IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Married couple families - With related children under 18 
years - With related children under 5 years only 
DP3_HC03_VC161 
Percent; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS IS 
BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Married couple families - With related children under 18 years - With 
related children under 5 years only 
DP3_HC04_VC161 
Percent Margin of Error; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 
12 MONTHS IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Married couple families - With related children under 
18 years - With related children under 5 years only 
DP3_HC01_VC162 
Estimate; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS 
IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Families with female householder, no husband present 
DP3_HC02_VC162 
Margin of Error; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 
MONTHS IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Families with female householder, no husband present 
DP3_HC03_VC162 
Percent; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS IS 
BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Families with female householder, no husband present 
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DP3_HC04_VC162 
Percent Margin of Error; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 
12 MONTHS IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Families with female householder, no husband 
present 
DP3_HC01_VC163 
Estimate; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS 
IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Families with female householder, no husband present - With 
related children under 18 years 
DP3_HC02_VC163 
Margin of Error; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 
MONTHS IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Families with female householder, no husband present - 
With related children under 18 years 
DP3_HC03_VC163 
Percent; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS IS 
BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Families with female householder, no husband present - With related 
children under 18 years 
DP3_HC04_VC163 
Percent Margin of Error; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 
12 MONTHS IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Families with female householder, no husband 
present - With related children under 18 years 
DP3_HC01_VC164 
Estimate; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS 
IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Families with female householder, no husband present - With 
related children under 18 years - With related children under 5 years only 
DP3_HC02_VC164 
Margin of Error; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 
MONTHS IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Families with female householder, no husband present - 
With related children under 18 years - With related children under 5 years only 
DP3_HC03_VC164 
Percent; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS IS 
BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Families with female householder, no husband present - With related 
children under 18 years - With related children under 5 years only 
DP3_HC04_VC164 
Percent Margin of Error; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 
12 MONTHS IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Families with female householder, no husband 
present - With related children under 18 years - With related children under 5 years o 
DP3_HC01_VC166 
Estimate; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS 
IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - All people 
DP3_HC02_VC166 
Margin of Error; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 
MONTHS IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - All people 
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DP3_HC03_VC166 
Percent; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS IS 
BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - All people 
DP3_HC04_VC166 
Percent Margin of Error; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 
12 MONTHS IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - All people 
DP3_HC01_VC167 
Estimate; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS 
IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Under 18 years 
DP3_HC02_VC167 
Margin of Error; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 
MONTHS IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Under 18 years 
DP3_HC03_VC167 
Percent; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS IS 
BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Under 18 years 
DP3_HC04_VC167 
Percent Margin of Error; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 
12 MONTHS IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Under 18 years 
DP3_HC01_VC168 
Estimate; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS 
IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Under 18 years - Related children under 18 years 
DP3_HC02_VC168 
Margin of Error; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 
MONTHS IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Under 18 years - Related children under 18 years 
DP3_HC03_VC168 
Percent; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS IS 
BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Under 18 years - Related children under 18 years 
DP3_HC04_VC168 
Percent Margin of Error; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 
12 MONTHS IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Under 18 years - Related children under 18 years 
DP3_HC01_VC169 
Estimate; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS 
IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Under 18 years - Related children under 18 years - Related 
children under 5 years 
DP3_HC02_VC169 
Margin of Error; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 
MONTHS IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Under 18 years - Related children under 18 years - 
Related children under 5 years 
DP3_HC03_VC169 
Percent; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS IS 
BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Under 18 years - Related children under 18 years - Related children 
under 5 years 
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DP3_HC04_VC169 
Percent Margin of Error; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 
12 MONTHS IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Under 18 years - Related children under 18 years - 
Related children under 5 years 
DP3_HC01_VC170 
Estimate; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS 
IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Under 18 years - Related children under 18 years - Related 
children 5 to 17 years 
DP3_HC02_VC170 
Margin of Error; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 
MONTHS IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Under 18 years - Related children under 18 years - 
Related children 5 to 17 years 
DP3_HC03_VC170 
Percent; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS IS 
BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Under 18 years - Related children under 18 years - Related children 5 
to 17 years 
DP3_HC04_VC170 
Percent Margin of Error; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 
12 MONTHS IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Under 18 years - Related children under 18 years - 
Related children 5 to 17 years 
DP3_HC01_VC171 
Estimate; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS 
IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - 18 years and over 
DP3_HC02_VC171 
Margin of Error; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 
MONTHS IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - 18 years and over 
DP3_HC03_VC171 
Percent; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS IS 
BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - 18 years and over 
DP3_HC04_VC171 
Percent Margin of Error; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 
12 MONTHS IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - 18 years and over 
DP3_HC01_VC172 
Estimate; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS 
IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - 18 years and over - 18 to 64 years 
DP3_HC02_VC172 
Margin of Error; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 
MONTHS IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - 18 years and over - 18 to 64 years 
DP3_HC03_VC172 
Percent; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS IS 
BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - 18 years and over - 18 to 64 years 
DP3_HC04_VC172 
Percent Margin of Error; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 
12 MONTHS IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - 18 years and over - 18 to 64 years 
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DP3_HC01_VC173 
Estimate; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS 
IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - 18 years and over - 65 years and over 
DP3_HC02_VC173 
Margin of Error; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 
MONTHS IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - 18 years and over - 65 years and over 
DP3_HC03_VC173 
Percent; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS IS 
BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - 18 years and over - 65 years and over 
DP3_HC04_VC173 
Percent Margin of Error; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 
12 MONTHS IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - 18 years and over - 65 years and over 
DP3_HC01_VC174 
Estimate; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS 
IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - People in families 
DP3_HC02_VC174 
Margin of Error; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 
MONTHS IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - People in families 
DP3_HC03_VC174 
Percent; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS IS 
BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - People in families 
DP3_HC04_VC174 
Percent Margin of Error; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 
12 MONTHS IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - People in families 
DP3_HC01_VC175 
Estimate; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS 
IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Unrelated individuals 15 years and over 
DP3_HC02_VC175 
Margin of Error; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 
MONTHS IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Unrelated individuals 15 years and over 
DP3_HC03_VC175 
Percent; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS IS 
BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Unrelated individuals 15 years and over 
DP3_HC04_VC175 
Percent Margin of Error; PERCENTAGE OF FAMILIES AND PEOPLE WHOSE INCOME IN THE PAST 
12 MONTHS IS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL - Unrelated individuals 15 years and over 
DP4_HC01_VC03 Estimate; HOUSING OCCUPANCY - Total housing units 
DP4_HC02_VC03 Margin of Error; HOUSING OCCUPANCY - Total housing units 
DP4_HC03_VC03 Percent; HOUSING OCCUPANCY - Total housing units 
DP4_HC04_VC03 Percent Margin of Error; HOUSING OCCUPANCY - Total housing units 
DP4_HC01_VC04 Estimate; HOUSING OCCUPANCY - Occupied housing units 
DP4_HC02_VC04 Margin of Error; HOUSING OCCUPANCY - Occupied housing units 
DP4_HC03_VC04 Percent; HOUSING OCCUPANCY - Occupied housing units 
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DP4_HC04_VC04 Percent Margin of Error; HOUSING OCCUPANCY - Occupied housing units 
DP4_HC01_VC05 Estimate; HOUSING OCCUPANCY - Vacant housing units 
DP4_HC02_VC05 Margin of Error; HOUSING OCCUPANCY - Vacant housing units 
DP4_HC03_VC05 Percent; HOUSING OCCUPANCY - Vacant housing units 
DP4_HC04_VC05 Percent Margin of Error; HOUSING OCCUPANCY - Vacant housing units 
DP4_HC01_VC07 Estimate; HOUSING OCCUPANCY - Homeowner vacancy rate 
DP4_HC02_VC07 Margin of Error; HOUSING OCCUPANCY - Homeowner vacancy rate 
DP4_HC03_VC07 Percent; HOUSING OCCUPANCY - Homeowner vacancy rate 
DP4_HC04_VC07 Percent Margin of Error; HOUSING OCCUPANCY - Homeowner vacancy rate 
DP4_HC01_VC08 Estimate; HOUSING OCCUPANCY - Rental vacancy rate 
DP4_HC02_VC08 Margin of Error; HOUSING OCCUPANCY - Rental vacancy rate 
DP4_HC03_VC08 Percent; HOUSING OCCUPANCY - Rental vacancy rate 
DP4_HC04_VC08 Percent Margin of Error; HOUSING OCCUPANCY - Rental vacancy rate 
DP4_HC01_VC12 Estimate; UNITS IN STRUCTURE - Total housing units 
DP4_HC02_VC12 Margin of Error; UNITS IN STRUCTURE - Total housing units 
DP4_HC03_VC12 Percent; UNITS IN STRUCTURE - Total housing units 
DP4_HC04_VC12 Percent Margin of Error; UNITS IN STRUCTURE - Total housing units 
DP4_HC01_VC13 Estimate; UNITS IN STRUCTURE - 1-unit, detached 
DP4_HC02_VC13 Margin of Error; UNITS IN STRUCTURE - 1-unit, detached 
DP4_HC03_VC13 Percent; UNITS IN STRUCTURE - 1-unit, detached 
DP4_HC04_VC13 Percent Margin of Error; UNITS IN STRUCTURE - 1-unit, detached 
DP4_HC01_VC14 Estimate; UNITS IN STRUCTURE - 1-unit, attached 
DP4_HC02_VC14 Margin of Error; UNITS IN STRUCTURE - 1-unit, attached 
DP4_HC03_VC14 Percent; UNITS IN STRUCTURE - 1-unit, attached 
DP4_HC04_VC14 Percent Margin of Error; UNITS IN STRUCTURE - 1-unit, attached 
DP4_HC01_VC15 Estimate; UNITS IN STRUCTURE - 2 units 
DP4_HC02_VC15 Margin of Error; UNITS IN STRUCTURE - 2 units 
DP4_HC03_VC15 Percent; UNITS IN STRUCTURE - 2 units 
DP4_HC04_VC15 Percent Margin of Error; UNITS IN STRUCTURE - 2 units 
DP4_HC01_VC16 Estimate; UNITS IN STRUCTURE - 3 or 4 units 
DP4_HC02_VC16 Margin of Error; UNITS IN STRUCTURE - 3 or 4 units 
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DP4_HC03_VC16 Percent; UNITS IN STRUCTURE - 3 or 4 units 
DP4_HC04_VC16 Percent Margin of Error; UNITS IN STRUCTURE - 3 or 4 units 
DP4_HC01_VC17 Estimate; UNITS IN STRUCTURE - 5 to 9 units 
DP4_HC02_VC17 Margin of Error; UNITS IN STRUCTURE - 5 to 9 units 
DP4_HC03_VC17 Percent; UNITS IN STRUCTURE - 5 to 9 units 
DP4_HC04_VC17 Percent Margin of Error; UNITS IN STRUCTURE - 5 to 9 units 
DP4_HC01_VC18 Estimate; UNITS IN STRUCTURE - 10 to 19 units 
DP4_HC02_VC18 Margin of Error; UNITS IN STRUCTURE - 10 to 19 units 
DP4_HC03_VC18 Percent; UNITS IN STRUCTURE - 10 to 19 units 
DP4_HC04_VC18 Percent Margin of Error; UNITS IN STRUCTURE - 10 to 19 units 
DP4_HC01_VC19 Estimate; UNITS IN STRUCTURE - 20 or more units 
DP4_HC02_VC19 Margin of Error; UNITS IN STRUCTURE - 20 or more units 
DP4_HC03_VC19 Percent; UNITS IN STRUCTURE - 20 or more units 
DP4_HC04_VC19 Percent Margin of Error; UNITS IN STRUCTURE - 20 or more units 
DP4_HC01_VC20 Estimate; UNITS IN STRUCTURE - Mobile home 
DP4_HC02_VC20 Margin of Error; UNITS IN STRUCTURE - Mobile home 
DP4_HC03_VC20 Percent; UNITS IN STRUCTURE - Mobile home 
DP4_HC04_VC20 Percent Margin of Error; UNITS IN STRUCTURE - Mobile home 
DP4_HC01_VC21 Estimate; UNITS IN STRUCTURE - Boat, RV, van, etc. 
DP4_HC02_VC21 Margin of Error; UNITS IN STRUCTURE - Boat, RV, van, etc. 
DP4_HC03_VC21 Percent; UNITS IN STRUCTURE - Boat, RV, van, etc. 
DP4_HC04_VC21 Percent Margin of Error; UNITS IN STRUCTURE - Boat, RV, van, etc. 
DP4_HC01_VC25 Estimate; YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT - Total housing units 
DP4_HC02_VC25 Margin of Error; YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT - Total housing units 
DP4_HC03_VC25 Percent; YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT - Total housing units 
DP4_HC04_VC25 Percent Margin of Error; YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT - Total housing units 
DP4_HC01_VC26 Estimate; YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT - Built 2005 or later 
DP4_HC02_VC26 Margin of Error; YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT - Built 2005 or later 
DP4_HC03_VC26 Percent; YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT - Built 2005 or later 
DP4_HC04_VC26 Percent Margin of Error; YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT - Built 2005 or later 
DP4_HC01_VC27 Estimate; YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT - Built 2000 to 2004 
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DP4_HC02_VC27 Margin of Error; YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT - Built 2000 to 2004 
DP4_HC03_VC27 Percent; YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT - Built 2000 to 2004 
DP4_HC04_VC27 Percent Margin of Error; YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT - Built 2000 to 2004 
DP4_HC01_VC28 Estimate; YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT - Built 1990 to 1999 
DP4_HC02_VC28 Margin of Error; YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT - Built 1990 to 1999 
DP4_HC03_VC28 Percent; YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT - Built 1990 to 1999 
DP4_HC04_VC28 Percent Margin of Error; YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT - Built 1990 to 1999 
DP4_HC01_VC29 Estimate; YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT - Built 1980 to 1989 
DP4_HC02_VC29 Margin of Error; YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT - Built 1980 to 1989 
DP4_HC03_VC29 Percent; YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT - Built 1980 to 1989 
DP4_HC04_VC29 Percent Margin of Error; YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT - Built 1980 to 1989 
DP4_HC01_VC30 Estimate; YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT - Built 1970 to 1979 
DP4_HC02_VC30 Margin of Error; YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT - Built 1970 to 1979 
DP4_HC03_VC30 Percent; YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT - Built 1970 to 1979 
DP4_HC04_VC30 Percent Margin of Error; YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT - Built 1970 to 1979 
DP4_HC01_VC31 Estimate; YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT - Built 1960 to 1969 
DP4_HC02_VC31 Margin of Error; YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT - Built 1960 to 1969 
DP4_HC03_VC31 Percent; YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT - Built 1960 to 1969 
DP4_HC04_VC31 Percent Margin of Error; YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT - Built 1960 to 1969 
DP4_HC01_VC32 Estimate; YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT - Built 1950 to 1959 
DP4_HC02_VC32 Margin of Error; YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT - Built 1950 to 1959 
DP4_HC03_VC32 Percent; YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT - Built 1950 to 1959 
DP4_HC04_VC32 Percent Margin of Error; YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT - Built 1950 to 1959 
DP4_HC01_VC33 Estimate; YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT - Built 1940 to 1949 
DP4_HC02_VC33 Margin of Error; YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT - Built 1940 to 1949 
DP4_HC03_VC33 Percent; YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT - Built 1940 to 1949 
DP4_HC04_VC33 Percent Margin of Error; YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT - Built 1940 to 1949 
DP4_HC01_VC34 Estimate; YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT - Built 1939 or earlier 
DP4_HC02_VC34 Margin of Error; YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT - Built 1939 or earlier 
DP4_HC03_VC34 Percent; YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT - Built 1939 or earlier 
DP4_HC04_VC34 Percent Margin of Error; YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT - Built 1939 or earlier 
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DP4_HC01_VC38 Estimate; ROOMS - Total housing units 
DP4_HC02_VC38 Margin of Error; ROOMS - Total housing units 
DP4_HC03_VC38 Percent; ROOMS - Total housing units 
DP4_HC04_VC38 Percent Margin of Error; ROOMS - Total housing units 
DP4_HC01_VC39 Estimate; ROOMS - 1 room 
DP4_HC02_VC39 Margin of Error; ROOMS - 1 room 
DP4_HC03_VC39 Percent; ROOMS - 1 room 
DP4_HC04_VC39 Percent Margin of Error; ROOMS - 1 room 
DP4_HC01_VC40 Estimate; ROOMS - 2 rooms 
DP4_HC02_VC40 Margin of Error; ROOMS - 2 rooms 
DP4_HC03_VC40 Percent; ROOMS - 2 rooms 
DP4_HC04_VC40 Percent Margin of Error; ROOMS - 2 rooms 
DP4_HC01_VC41 Estimate; ROOMS - 3 rooms 
DP4_HC02_VC41 Margin of Error; ROOMS - 3 rooms 
DP4_HC03_VC41 Percent; ROOMS - 3 rooms 
DP4_HC04_VC41 Percent Margin of Error; ROOMS - 3 rooms 
DP4_HC01_VC42 Estimate; ROOMS - 4 rooms 
DP4_HC02_VC42 Margin of Error; ROOMS - 4 rooms 
DP4_HC03_VC42 Percent; ROOMS - 4 rooms 
DP4_HC04_VC42 Percent Margin of Error; ROOMS - 4 rooms 
DP4_HC01_VC43 Estimate; ROOMS - 5 rooms 
DP4_HC02_VC43 Margin of Error; ROOMS - 5 rooms 
DP4_HC03_VC43 Percent; ROOMS - 5 rooms 
DP4_HC04_VC43 Percent Margin of Error; ROOMS - 5 rooms 
DP4_HC01_VC44 Estimate; ROOMS - 6 rooms 
DP4_HC02_VC44 Margin of Error; ROOMS - 6 rooms 
DP4_HC03_VC44 Percent; ROOMS - 6 rooms 
DP4_HC04_VC44 Percent Margin of Error; ROOMS - 6 rooms 
DP4_HC01_VC45 Estimate; ROOMS - 7 rooms 
DP4_HC02_VC45 Margin of Error; ROOMS - 7 rooms 
DP4_HC03_VC45 Percent; ROOMS - 7 rooms 
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DP4_HC04_VC45 Percent Margin of Error; ROOMS - 7 rooms 
DP4_HC01_VC46 Estimate; ROOMS - 8 rooms 
DP4_HC02_VC46 Margin of Error; ROOMS - 8 rooms 
DP4_HC03_VC46 Percent; ROOMS - 8 rooms 
DP4_HC04_VC46 Percent Margin of Error; ROOMS - 8 rooms 
DP4_HC01_VC47 Estimate; ROOMS - 9 rooms or more 
DP4_HC02_VC47 Margin of Error; ROOMS - 9 rooms or more 
DP4_HC03_VC47 Percent; ROOMS - 9 rooms or more 
DP4_HC04_VC47 Percent Margin of Error; ROOMS - 9 rooms or more 
DP4_HC01_VC48 Estimate; ROOMS - Median rooms 
DP4_HC02_VC48 Margin of Error; ROOMS - Median rooms 
DP4_HC03_VC48 Percent; ROOMS - Median rooms 
DP4_HC04_VC48 Percent Margin of Error; ROOMS - Median rooms 
DP4_HC01_VC52 Estimate; BEDROOMS - Total housing units 
DP4_HC02_VC52 Margin of Error; BEDROOMS - Total housing units 
DP4_HC03_VC52 Percent; BEDROOMS - Total housing units 
DP4_HC04_VC52 Percent Margin of Error; BEDROOMS - Total housing units 
DP4_HC01_VC53 Estimate; BEDROOMS - No bedroom 
DP4_HC02_VC53 Margin of Error; BEDROOMS - No bedroom 
DP4_HC03_VC53 Percent; BEDROOMS - No bedroom 
DP4_HC04_VC53 Percent Margin of Error; BEDROOMS - No bedroom 
DP4_HC01_VC54 Estimate; BEDROOMS - 1 bedroom 
DP4_HC02_VC54 Margin of Error; BEDROOMS - 1 bedroom 
DP4_HC03_VC54 Percent; BEDROOMS - 1 bedroom 
DP4_HC04_VC54 Percent Margin of Error; BEDROOMS - 1 bedroom 
DP4_HC01_VC55 Estimate; BEDROOMS - 2 bedrooms 
DP4_HC02_VC55 Margin of Error; BEDROOMS - 2 bedrooms 
DP4_HC03_VC55 Percent; BEDROOMS - 2 bedrooms 
DP4_HC04_VC55 Percent Margin of Error; BEDROOMS - 2 bedrooms 
DP4_HC01_VC56 Estimate; BEDROOMS - 3 bedrooms 
DP4_HC02_VC56 Margin of Error; BEDROOMS - 3 bedrooms 
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DP4_HC03_VC56 Percent; BEDROOMS - 3 bedrooms 
DP4_HC04_VC56 Percent Margin of Error; BEDROOMS - 3 bedrooms 
DP4_HC01_VC57 Estimate; BEDROOMS - 4 bedrooms 
DP4_HC02_VC57 Margin of Error; BEDROOMS - 4 bedrooms 
DP4_HC03_VC57 Percent; BEDROOMS - 4 bedrooms 
DP4_HC04_VC57 Percent Margin of Error; BEDROOMS - 4 bedrooms 
DP4_HC01_VC58 Estimate; BEDROOMS - 5 or more bedrooms 
DP4_HC02_VC58 Margin of Error; BEDROOMS - 5 or more bedrooms 
DP4_HC03_VC58 Percent; BEDROOMS - 5 or more bedrooms 
DP4_HC04_VC58 Percent Margin of Error; BEDROOMS - 5 or more bedrooms 
DP4_HC01_VC62 Estimate; HOUSING TENURE - Occupied housing units 
DP4_HC02_VC62 Margin of Error; HOUSING TENURE - Occupied housing units 
DP4_HC03_VC62 Percent; HOUSING TENURE - Occupied housing units 
DP4_HC04_VC62 Percent Margin of Error; HOUSING TENURE - Occupied housing units 
DP4_HC01_VC63 Estimate; HOUSING TENURE - Owner-occupied 
DP4_HC02_VC63 Margin of Error; HOUSING TENURE - Owner-occupied 
DP4_HC03_VC63 Percent; HOUSING TENURE - Owner-occupied 
DP4_HC04_VC63 Percent Margin of Error; HOUSING TENURE - Owner-occupied 
DP4_HC01_VC64 Estimate; HOUSING TENURE - Renter-occupied 
DP4_HC02_VC64 Margin of Error; HOUSING TENURE - Renter-occupied 
DP4_HC03_VC64 Percent; HOUSING TENURE - Renter-occupied 
DP4_HC04_VC64 Percent Margin of Error; HOUSING TENURE - Renter-occupied 
DP4_HC01_VC66 Estimate; HOUSING TENURE - Average household size of owner-occupied unit 
DP4_HC02_VC66 Margin of Error; HOUSING TENURE - Average household size of owner-occupied unit 
DP4_HC03_VC66 Percent; HOUSING TENURE - Average household size of owner-occupied unit 
DP4_HC04_VC66 Percent Margin of Error; HOUSING TENURE - Average household size of owner-occupied unit 
DP4_HC01_VC67 Estimate; HOUSING TENURE - Average household size of renter-occupied unit 
DP4_HC02_VC67 Margin of Error; HOUSING TENURE - Average household size of renter-occupied unit 
DP4_HC03_VC67 Percent; HOUSING TENURE - Average household size of renter-occupied unit 
DP4_HC04_VC67 Percent Margin of Error; HOUSING TENURE - Average household size of renter-occupied unit 
DP4_HC01_VC71 Estimate; YEAR HOUSEHOLDER MOVED INTO UNIT - Occupied housing units 
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DP4_HC02_VC71 Margin of Error; YEAR HOUSEHOLDER MOVED INTO UNIT - Occupied housing units 
DP4_HC03_VC71 Percent; YEAR HOUSEHOLDER MOVED INTO UNIT - Occupied housing units 
DP4_HC04_VC71 Percent Margin of Error; YEAR HOUSEHOLDER MOVED INTO UNIT - Occupied housing units 
DP4_HC01_VC72 Estimate; YEAR HOUSEHOLDER MOVED INTO UNIT - Moved in 2005 or later 
DP4_HC02_VC72 Margin of Error; YEAR HOUSEHOLDER MOVED INTO UNIT - Moved in 2005 or later 
DP4_HC03_VC72 Percent; YEAR HOUSEHOLDER MOVED INTO UNIT - Moved in 2005 or later 
DP4_HC04_VC72 Percent Margin of Error; YEAR HOUSEHOLDER MOVED INTO UNIT - Moved in 2005 or later 
DP4_HC01_VC73 Estimate; YEAR HOUSEHOLDER MOVED INTO UNIT - Moved in 2000 to 2004 
DP4_HC02_VC73 Margin of Error; YEAR HOUSEHOLDER MOVED INTO UNIT - Moved in 2000 to 2004 
DP4_HC03_VC73 Percent; YEAR HOUSEHOLDER MOVED INTO UNIT - Moved in 2000 to 2004 
DP4_HC04_VC73 Percent Margin of Error; YEAR HOUSEHOLDER MOVED INTO UNIT - Moved in 2000 to 2004 
DP4_HC01_VC74 Estimate; YEAR HOUSEHOLDER MOVED INTO UNIT - Moved in 1990 to 1999 
DP4_HC02_VC74 Margin of Error; YEAR HOUSEHOLDER MOVED INTO UNIT - Moved in 1990 to 1999 
DP4_HC03_VC74 Percent; YEAR HOUSEHOLDER MOVED INTO UNIT - Moved in 1990 to 1999 
DP4_HC04_VC74 Percent Margin of Error; YEAR HOUSEHOLDER MOVED INTO UNIT - Moved in 1990 to 1999 
DP4_HC01_VC75 Estimate; YEAR HOUSEHOLDER MOVED INTO UNIT - Moved in 1980 to 1989 
DP4_HC02_VC75 Margin of Error; YEAR HOUSEHOLDER MOVED INTO UNIT - Moved in 1980 to 1989 
DP4_HC03_VC75 Percent; YEAR HOUSEHOLDER MOVED INTO UNIT - Moved in 1980 to 1989 
DP4_HC04_VC75 Percent Margin of Error; YEAR HOUSEHOLDER MOVED INTO UNIT - Moved in 1980 to 1989 
DP4_HC01_VC76 Estimate; YEAR HOUSEHOLDER MOVED INTO UNIT - Moved in 1970 to 1979 
DP4_HC02_VC76 Margin of Error; YEAR HOUSEHOLDER MOVED INTO UNIT - Moved in 1970 to 1979 
DP4_HC03_VC76 Percent; YEAR HOUSEHOLDER MOVED INTO UNIT - Moved in 1970 to 1979 
DP4_HC04_VC76 Percent Margin of Error; YEAR HOUSEHOLDER MOVED INTO UNIT - Moved in 1970 to 1979 
DP4_HC01_VC77 Estimate; YEAR HOUSEHOLDER MOVED INTO UNIT - Moved in 1969 or earlier 
DP4_HC02_VC77 Margin of Error; YEAR HOUSEHOLDER MOVED INTO UNIT - Moved in 1969 or earlier 
DP4_HC03_VC77 Percent; YEAR HOUSEHOLDER MOVED INTO UNIT - Moved in 1969 or earlier 
DP4_HC04_VC77 Percent Margin of Error; YEAR HOUSEHOLDER MOVED INTO UNIT - Moved in 1969 or earlier 
DP4_HC01_VC81 Estimate; VEHICLES AVAILABLE - Occupied housing units 
DP4_HC02_VC81 Margin of Error; VEHICLES AVAILABLE - Occupied housing units 
DP4_HC03_VC81 Percent; VEHICLES AVAILABLE - Occupied housing units 
DP4_HC04_VC81 Percent Margin of Error; VEHICLES AVAILABLE - Occupied housing units 
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DP4_HC01_VC82 Estimate; VEHICLES AVAILABLE - No vehicles available 
DP4_HC02_VC82 Margin of Error; VEHICLES AVAILABLE - No vehicles available 
DP4_HC03_VC82 Percent; VEHICLES AVAILABLE - No vehicles available 
DP4_HC04_VC82 Percent Margin of Error; VEHICLES AVAILABLE - No vehicles available 
DP4_HC01_VC83 Estimate; VEHICLES AVAILABLE - 1 vehicle available 
DP4_HC02_VC83 Margin of Error; VEHICLES AVAILABLE - 1 vehicle available 
DP4_HC03_VC83 Percent; VEHICLES AVAILABLE - 1 vehicle available 
DP4_HC04_VC83 Percent Margin of Error; VEHICLES AVAILABLE - 1 vehicle available 
DP4_HC01_VC84 Estimate; VEHICLES AVAILABLE - 2 vehicles available 
DP4_HC02_VC84 Margin of Error; VEHICLES AVAILABLE - 2 vehicles available 
DP4_HC03_VC84 Percent; VEHICLES AVAILABLE - 2 vehicles available 
DP4_HC04_VC84 Percent Margin of Error; VEHICLES AVAILABLE - 2 vehicles available 
DP4_HC01_VC85 Estimate; VEHICLES AVAILABLE - 3 or more vehicles available 
DP4_HC02_VC85 Margin of Error; VEHICLES AVAILABLE - 3 or more vehicles available 
DP4_HC03_VC85 Percent; VEHICLES AVAILABLE - 3 or more vehicles available 
DP4_HC04_VC85 Percent Margin of Error; VEHICLES AVAILABLE - 3 or more vehicles available 
DP4_HC01_VC89 Estimate; HOUSE HEATING FUEL - Occupied housing units 
DP4_HC02_VC89 Margin of Error; HOUSE HEATING FUEL - Occupied housing units 
DP4_HC03_VC89 Percent; HOUSE HEATING FUEL - Occupied housing units 
DP4_HC04_VC89 Percent Margin of Error; HOUSE HEATING FUEL - Occupied housing units 
DP4_HC01_VC90 Estimate; HOUSE HEATING FUEL - Utility gas 
DP4_HC02_VC90 Margin of Error; HOUSE HEATING FUEL - Utility gas 
DP4_HC03_VC90 Percent; HOUSE HEATING FUEL - Utility gas 
DP4_HC04_VC90 Percent Margin of Error; HOUSE HEATING FUEL - Utility gas 
DP4_HC01_VC91 Estimate; HOUSE HEATING FUEL - Bottled, tank, or LP gas 
DP4_HC02_VC91 Margin of Error; HOUSE HEATING FUEL - Bottled, tank, or LP gas 
DP4_HC03_VC91 Percent; HOUSE HEATING FUEL - Bottled, tank, or LP gas 
DP4_HC04_VC91 Percent Margin of Error; HOUSE HEATING FUEL - Bottled, tank, or LP gas 
DP4_HC01_VC92 Estimate; HOUSE HEATING FUEL - Electricity 
DP4_HC02_VC92 Margin of Error; HOUSE HEATING FUEL - Electricity 
DP4_HC03_VC92 Percent; HOUSE HEATING FUEL - Electricity 
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DP4_HC04_VC92 Percent Margin of Error; HOUSE HEATING FUEL - Electricity 
DP4_HC01_VC93 Estimate; HOUSE HEATING FUEL - Fuel oil, kerosene, etc. 
DP4_HC02_VC93 Margin of Error; HOUSE HEATING FUEL - Fuel oil, kerosene, etc. 
DP4_HC03_VC93 Percent; HOUSE HEATING FUEL - Fuel oil, kerosene, etc. 
DP4_HC04_VC93 Percent Margin of Error; HOUSE HEATING FUEL - Fuel oil, kerosene, etc. 
DP4_HC01_VC94 Estimate; HOUSE HEATING FUEL - Coal or coke 
DP4_HC02_VC94 Margin of Error; HOUSE HEATING FUEL - Coal or coke 
DP4_HC03_VC94 Percent; HOUSE HEATING FUEL - Coal or coke 
DP4_HC04_VC94 Percent Margin of Error; HOUSE HEATING FUEL - Coal or coke 
DP4_HC01_VC95 Estimate; HOUSE HEATING FUEL - Wood 
DP4_HC02_VC95 Margin of Error; HOUSE HEATING FUEL - Wood 
DP4_HC03_VC95 Percent; HOUSE HEATING FUEL - Wood 
DP4_HC04_VC95 Percent Margin of Error; HOUSE HEATING FUEL - Wood 
DP4_HC01_VC96 Estimate; HOUSE HEATING FUEL - Solar energy 
DP4_HC02_VC96 Margin of Error; HOUSE HEATING FUEL - Solar energy 
DP4_HC03_VC96 Percent; HOUSE HEATING FUEL - Solar energy 
DP4_HC04_VC96 Percent Margin of Error; HOUSE HEATING FUEL - Solar energy 
DP4_HC01_VC97 Estimate; HOUSE HEATING FUEL - Other fuel 
DP4_HC02_VC97 Margin of Error; HOUSE HEATING FUEL - Other fuel 
DP4_HC03_VC97 Percent; HOUSE HEATING FUEL - Other fuel 
DP4_HC04_VC97 Percent Margin of Error; HOUSE HEATING FUEL - Other fuel 
DP4_HC01_VC98 Estimate; HOUSE HEATING FUEL - No fuel used 
DP4_HC02_VC98 Margin of Error; HOUSE HEATING FUEL - No fuel used 
DP4_HC03_VC98 Percent; HOUSE HEATING FUEL - No fuel used 
DP4_HC04_VC98 Percent Margin of Error; HOUSE HEATING FUEL - No fuel used 
DP4_HC01_VC102 Estimate; SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS - Occupied housing units 
DP4_HC02_VC102 Margin of Error; SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS - Occupied housing units 
DP4_HC03_VC102 Percent; SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS - Occupied housing units 
DP4_HC04_VC102 Percent Margin of Error; SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS - Occupied housing units 
DP4_HC01_VC103 Estimate; SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS - Lacking complete plumbing facilities 
DP4_HC02_VC103 Margin of Error; SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS - Lacking complete plumbing facilities 
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DP4_HC03_VC103 Percent; SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS - Lacking complete plumbing facilities 
DP4_HC04_VC103 Percent Margin of Error; SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS - Lacking complete plumbing facilities 
DP4_HC01_VC104 Estimate; SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS - Lacking complete kitchen facilities 
DP4_HC02_VC104 Margin of Error; SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS - Lacking complete kitchen facilities 
DP4_HC03_VC104 Percent; SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS - Lacking complete kitchen facilities 
DP4_HC04_VC104 Percent Margin of Error; SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS - Lacking complete kitchen facilities 
DP4_HC01_VC105 Estimate; SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS - No telephone service available 
DP4_HC02_VC105 Margin of Error; SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS - No telephone service available 
DP4_HC03_VC105 Percent; SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS - No telephone service available 
DP4_HC04_VC105 Percent Margin of Error; SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS - No telephone service available 
DP4_HC01_VC109 Estimate; OCCUPANTS PER ROOM - Occupied housing units 
DP4_HC02_VC109 Margin of Error; OCCUPANTS PER ROOM - Occupied housing units 
DP4_HC03_VC109 Percent; OCCUPANTS PER ROOM - Occupied housing units 
DP4_HC04_VC109 Percent Margin of Error; OCCUPANTS PER ROOM - Occupied housing units 
DP4_HC01_VC110 Estimate; OCCUPANTS PER ROOM - 1.00 or less 
DP4_HC02_VC110 Margin of Error; OCCUPANTS PER ROOM - 1.00 or less 
DP4_HC03_VC110 Percent; OCCUPANTS PER ROOM - 1.00 or less 
DP4_HC04_VC110 Percent Margin of Error; OCCUPANTS PER ROOM - 1.00 or less 
DP4_HC01_VC111 Estimate; OCCUPANTS PER ROOM - 1.01 to 1.50 
DP4_HC02_VC111 Margin of Error; OCCUPANTS PER ROOM - 1.01 to 1.50 
DP4_HC03_VC111 Percent; OCCUPANTS PER ROOM - 1.01 to 1.50 
DP4_HC04_VC111 Percent Margin of Error; OCCUPANTS PER ROOM - 1.01 to 1.50 
DP4_HC01_VC112 Estimate; OCCUPANTS PER ROOM - 1.51 or more 
DP4_HC02_VC112 Margin of Error; OCCUPANTS PER ROOM - 1.51 or more 
DP4_HC03_VC112 Percent; OCCUPANTS PER ROOM - 1.51 or more 
DP4_HC04_VC112 Percent Margin of Error; OCCUPANTS PER ROOM - 1.51 or more 
DP4_HC01_VC116 Estimate; VALUE - Owner-occupied units 
DP4_HC02_VC116 Margin of Error; VALUE - Owner-occupied units 
DP4_HC03_VC116 Percent; VALUE - Owner-occupied units 
DP4_HC04_VC116 Percent Margin of Error; VALUE - Owner-occupied units 
DP4_HC01_VC117 Estimate; VALUE - Less than $50,000 
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DP4_HC02_VC117 Margin of Error; VALUE - Less than $50,000 
DP4_HC03_VC117 Percent; VALUE - Less than $50,000 
DP4_HC04_VC117 Percent Margin of Error; VALUE - Less than $50,000 
DP4_HC01_VC118 Estimate; VALUE - $50,000 to $99,999 
DP4_HC02_VC118 Margin of Error; VALUE - $50,000 to $99,999 
DP4_HC03_VC118 Percent; VALUE - $50,000 to $99,999 
DP4_HC04_VC118 Percent Margin of Error; VALUE - $50,000 to $99,999 
DP4_HC01_VC119 Estimate; VALUE - $100,000 to $149,999 
DP4_HC02_VC119 Margin of Error; VALUE - $100,000 to $149,999 
DP4_HC03_VC119 Percent; VALUE - $100,000 to $149,999 
DP4_HC04_VC119 Percent Margin of Error; VALUE - $100,000 to $149,999 
DP4_HC01_VC120 Estimate; VALUE - $150,000 to $199,999 
DP4_HC02_VC120 Margin of Error; VALUE - $150,000 to $199,999 
DP4_HC03_VC120 Percent; VALUE - $150,000 to $199,999 
DP4_HC04_VC120 Percent Margin of Error; VALUE - $150,000 to $199,999 
DP4_HC01_VC121 Estimate; VALUE - $200,000 to $299,999 
DP4_HC02_VC121 Margin of Error; VALUE - $200,000 to $299,999 
DP4_HC03_VC121 Percent; VALUE - $200,000 to $299,999 
DP4_HC04_VC121 Percent Margin of Error; VALUE - $200,000 to $299,999 
DP4_HC01_VC122 Estimate; VALUE - $300,000 to $499,999 
DP4_HC02_VC122 Margin of Error; VALUE - $300,000 to $499,999 
DP4_HC03_VC122 Percent; VALUE - $300,000 to $499,999 
DP4_HC04_VC122 Percent Margin of Error; VALUE - $300,000 to $499,999 
DP4_HC01_VC123 Estimate; VALUE - $500,000 to $999,999 
DP4_HC02_VC123 Margin of Error; VALUE - $500,000 to $999,999 
DP4_HC03_VC123 Percent; VALUE - $500,000 to $999,999 
DP4_HC04_VC123 Percent Margin of Error; VALUE - $500,000 to $999,999 
DP4_HC01_VC124 Estimate; VALUE - $1,000,000 or more 
DP4_HC02_VC124 Margin of Error; VALUE - $1,000,000 or more 
DP4_HC03_VC124 Percent; VALUE - $1,000,000 or more 
DP4_HC04_VC124 Percent Margin of Error; VALUE - $1,000,000 or more 
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DP4_HC01_VC125 Estimate; VALUE - Median (dollars) 
DP4_HC02_VC125 Margin of Error; VALUE - Median (dollars) 
DP4_HC03_VC125 Percent; VALUE - Median (dollars) 
DP4_HC04_VC125 Percent Margin of Error; VALUE - Median (dollars) 
DP4_HC01_VC129 Estimate; MORTGAGE STATUS - Owner-occupied units 
DP4_HC02_VC129 Margin of Error; MORTGAGE STATUS - Owner-occupied units 
DP4_HC03_VC129 Percent; MORTGAGE STATUS - Owner-occupied units 
DP4_HC04_VC129 Percent Margin of Error; MORTGAGE STATUS - Owner-occupied units 
DP4_HC01_VC130 Estimate; MORTGAGE STATUS - Housing units with a mortgage 
DP4_HC02_VC130 Margin of Error; MORTGAGE STATUS - Housing units with a mortgage 
DP4_HC03_VC130 Percent; MORTGAGE STATUS - Housing units with a mortgage 
DP4_HC04_VC130 Percent Margin of Error; MORTGAGE STATUS - Housing units with a mortgage 
DP4_HC01_VC131 Estimate; MORTGAGE STATUS - Housing units without a mortgage 
DP4_HC02_VC131 Margin of Error; MORTGAGE STATUS - Housing units without a mortgage 
DP4_HC03_VC131 Percent; MORTGAGE STATUS - Housing units without a mortgage 
DP4_HC04_VC131 Percent Margin of Error; MORTGAGE STATUS - Housing units without a mortgage 
DP4_HC01_VC135 Estimate; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - Housing units with a mortgage 
DP4_HC02_VC135 Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - Housing units with a mortgage 
DP4_HC03_VC135 Percent; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - Housing units with a mortgage 
DP4_HC04_VC135 
Percent Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - Housing units with a 
mortgage 
DP4_HC01_VC136 Estimate; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - Less than $300 
DP4_HC02_VC136 Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - Less than $300 
DP4_HC03_VC136 Percent; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - Less than $300 
DP4_HC04_VC136 Percent Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - Less than $300 
DP4_HC01_VC137 Estimate; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - $300 to $499 
DP4_HC02_VC137 Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - $300 to $499 
DP4_HC03_VC137 Percent; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - $300 to $499 
DP4_HC04_VC137 Percent Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - $300 to $499 
DP4_HC01_VC138 Estimate; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - $500 to $699 
DP4_HC02_VC138 Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - $500 to $699 
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DP4_HC03_VC138 Percent; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - $500 to $699 
DP4_HC04_VC138 Percent Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - $500 to $699 
DP4_HC01_VC139 Estimate; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - $700 to $999 
DP4_HC02_VC139 Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - $700 to $999 
DP4_HC03_VC139 Percent; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - $700 to $999 
DP4_HC04_VC139 Percent Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - $700 to $999 
DP4_HC01_VC140 Estimate; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - $1,000 to $1,499 
DP4_HC02_VC140 Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - $1,000 to $1,499 
DP4_HC03_VC140 Percent; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - $1,000 to $1,499 
DP4_HC04_VC140 Percent Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - $1,000 to $1,499 
DP4_HC01_VC141 Estimate; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - $1,500 to $1,999 
DP4_HC02_VC141 Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - $1,500 to $1,999 
DP4_HC03_VC141 Percent; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - $1,500 to $1,999 
DP4_HC04_VC141 Percent Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - $1,500 to $1,999 
DP4_HC01_VC142 Estimate; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - $2,000 or more 
DP4_HC02_VC142 Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - $2,000 or more 
DP4_HC03_VC142 Percent; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - $2,000 or more 
DP4_HC04_VC142 Percent Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - $2,000 or more 
DP4_HC01_VC143 Estimate; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - Median (dollars) 
DP4_HC02_VC143 Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - Median (dollars) 
DP4_HC03_VC143 Percent; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - Median (dollars) 
DP4_HC04_VC143 Percent Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - Median (dollars) 
DP4_HC01_VC145 Estimate; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - Housing units without a mortgage 
DP4_HC02_VC145 Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - Housing units without a mortgage 
DP4_HC03_VC145 Percent; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - Housing units without a mortgage 
DP4_HC04_VC145 
Percent Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - Housing units without a 
mortgage 
DP4_HC01_VC146 Estimate; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - Less than $100 
DP4_HC02_VC146 Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - Less than $100 
DP4_HC03_VC146 Percent; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - Less than $100 
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DP4_HC04_VC146 Percent Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - Less than $100 
DP4_HC01_VC147 Estimate; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - $100 to $199 
DP4_HC02_VC147 Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - $100 to $199 
DP4_HC03_VC147 Percent; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - $100 to $199 
DP4_HC04_VC147 Percent Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - $100 to $199 
DP4_HC01_VC148 Estimate; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - $200 to $299 
DP4_HC02_VC148 Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - $200 to $299 
DP4_HC03_VC148 Percent; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - $200 to $299 
DP4_HC04_VC148 Percent Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - $200 to $299 
DP4_HC01_VC149 Estimate; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - $300 to $399 
DP4_HC02_VC149 Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - $300 to $399 
DP4_HC03_VC149 Percent; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - $300 to $399 
DP4_HC04_VC149 Percent Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - $300 to $399 
DP4_HC01_VC150 Estimate; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - $400 or more 
DP4_HC02_VC150 Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - $400 or more 
DP4_HC03_VC150 Percent; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - $400 or more 
DP4_HC04_VC150 Percent Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - $400 or more 
DP4_HC01_VC151 Estimate; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - Median (dollars) 
DP4_HC02_VC151 Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - Median (dollars) 
DP4_HC03_VC151 Percent; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - Median (dollars) 
DP4_HC04_VC151 Percent Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS (SMOC) - Median (dollars) 
DP4_HC01_VC155 
Estimate; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME 
(SMOCAPI) - Housing units with a mortgage (excluding units where SMOCAPI cannot be computed) 
DP4_HC02_VC155 
Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD 
INCOME (SMOCAPI) - Housing units with a mortgage (excluding units where SMOCAPI cannot be 
computed) 
DP4_HC03_VC155 
Percent; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME 
(SMOCAPI) - Housing units with a mortgage (excluding units where SMOCAPI cannot be computed) 
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DP4_HC04_VC155 
Percent Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF 
HOUSEHOLD INCOME (SMOCAPI) - Housing units with a mortgage (excluding units where SMOCAPI 
cannot be computed) 
DP4_HC01_VC156 
Estimate; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME 
(SMOCAPI) - Less than 20.0 percent 
DP4_HC02_VC156 
Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD 
INCOME (SMOCAPI) - Less than 20.0 percent 
DP4_HC03_VC156 
Percent; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME 
(SMOCAPI) - Less than 20.0 percent 
DP4_HC04_VC156 
Percent Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF 
HOUSEHOLD INCOME (SMOCAPI) - Less than 20.0 percent 
DP4_HC01_VC157 
Estimate; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME 
(SMOCAPI) - 20.0 to 24.9 percent 
DP4_HC02_VC157 
Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD 
INCOME (SMOCAPI) - 20.0 to 24.9 percent 
DP4_HC03_VC157 
Percent; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME 
(SMOCAPI) - 20.0 to 24.9 percent 
DP4_HC04_VC157 
Percent Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF 
HOUSEHOLD INCOME (SMOCAPI) - 20.0 to 24.9 percent 
DP4_HC01_VC158 
Estimate; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME 
(SMOCAPI) - 25.0 to 29.9 percent 
DP4_HC02_VC158 
Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD 
INCOME (SMOCAPI) - 25.0 to 29.9 percent 
DP4_HC03_VC158 
Percent; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME 
(SMOCAPI) - 25.0 to 29.9 percent 
DP4_HC04_VC158 
Percent Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF 
HOUSEHOLD INCOME (SMOCAPI) - 25.0 to 29.9 percent 
DP4_HC01_VC159 
Estimate; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME 
(SMOCAPI) - 30.0 to 34.9 percent 
DP4_HC02_VC159 
Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD 
INCOME (SMOCAPI) - 30.0 to 34.9 percent 
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DP4_HC03_VC159 
Percent; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME 
(SMOCAPI) - 30.0 to 34.9 percent 
DP4_HC04_VC159 
Percent Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF 
HOUSEHOLD INCOME (SMOCAPI) - 30.0 to 34.9 percent 
DP4_HC01_VC160 
Estimate; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME 
(SMOCAPI) - 35.0 percent or more 
DP4_HC02_VC160 
Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD 
INCOME (SMOCAPI) - 35.0 percent or more 
DP4_HC03_VC160 
Percent; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME 
(SMOCAPI) - 35.0 percent or more 
DP4_HC04_VC160 
Percent Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF 
HOUSEHOLD INCOME (SMOCAPI) - 35.0 percent or more 
DP4_HC01_VC162 
Estimate; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME 
(SMOCAPI) - Not computed 
DP4_HC02_VC162 
Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD 
INCOME (SMOCAPI) - Not computed 
DP4_HC03_VC162 
Percent; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME 
(SMOCAPI) - Not computed 
DP4_HC04_VC162 
Percent Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF 
HOUSEHOLD INCOME (SMOCAPI) - Not computed 
DP4_HC01_VC164 
Estimate; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME 
(SMOCAPI) - Housing unit without a mortgage (excluding units where SMOCAPI cannot be computed) 
DP4_HC02_VC164 
Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD 
INCOME (SMOCAPI) - Housing unit without a mortgage (excluding units where SMOCAPI cannot be 
computed) 
DP4_HC03_VC164 
Percent; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME 
(SMOCAPI) - Housing unit without a mortgage (excluding units where SMOCAPI cannot be computed) 
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DP4_HC04_VC164 
Percent Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF 
HOUSEHOLD INCOME (SMOCAPI) - Housing unit without a mortgage (excluding units where 
SMOCAPI cannot be computed) 
DP4_HC01_VC165 
Estimate; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME 
(SMOCAPI) - Less than 10.0 percent 
DP4_HC02_VC165 
Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD 
INCOME (SMOCAPI) - Less than 10.0 percent 
DP4_HC03_VC165 
Percent; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME 
(SMOCAPI) - Less than 10.0 percent 
DP4_HC04_VC165 
Percent Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF 
HOUSEHOLD INCOME (SMOCAPI) - Less than 10.0 percent 
DP4_HC01_VC166 
Estimate; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME 
(SMOCAPI) - 10.0 to 14.9 percent 
DP4_HC02_VC166 
Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD 
INCOME (SMOCAPI) - 10.0 to 14.9 percent 
DP4_HC03_VC166 
Percent; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME 
(SMOCAPI) - 10.0 to 14.9 percent 
DP4_HC04_VC166 
Percent Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF 
HOUSEHOLD INCOME (SMOCAPI) - 10.0 to 14.9 percent 
DP4_HC01_VC167 
Estimate; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME 
(SMOCAPI) - 15.0 to 19.9 percent 
DP4_HC02_VC167 
Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD 
INCOME (SMOCAPI) - 15.0 to 19.9 percent 
DP4_HC03_VC167 
Percent; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME 
(SMOCAPI) - 15.0 to 19.9 percent 
DP4_HC04_VC167 
Percent Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF 
HOUSEHOLD INCOME (SMOCAPI) - 15.0 to 19.9 percent 
DP4_HC01_VC168 
Estimate; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME 
(SMOCAPI) - 20.0 to 24.9 percent 
DP4_HC02_VC168 
Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD 
INCOME (SMOCAPI) - 20.0 to 24.9 percent 
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DP4_HC03_VC168 
Percent; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME 
(SMOCAPI) - 20.0 to 24.9 percent 
DP4_HC04_VC168 
Percent Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF 
HOUSEHOLD INCOME (SMOCAPI) - 20.0 to 24.9 percent 
DP4_HC01_VC169 
Estimate; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME 
(SMOCAPI) - 25.0 to 29.9 percent 
DP4_HC02_VC169 
Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD 
INCOME (SMOCAPI) - 25.0 to 29.9 percent 
DP4_HC03_VC169 
Percent; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME 
(SMOCAPI) - 25.0 to 29.9 percent 
DP4_HC04_VC169 
Percent Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF 
HOUSEHOLD INCOME (SMOCAPI) - 25.0 to 29.9 percent 
DP4_HC01_VC170 
Estimate; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME 
(SMOCAPI) - 30.0 to 34.9 percent 
DP4_HC02_VC170 
Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD 
INCOME (SMOCAPI) - 30.0 to 34.9 percent 
DP4_HC03_VC170 
Percent; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME 
(SMOCAPI) - 30.0 to 34.9 percent 
DP4_HC04_VC170 
Percent Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF 
HOUSEHOLD INCOME (SMOCAPI) - 30.0 to 34.9 percent 
DP4_HC01_VC171 
Estimate; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME 
(SMOCAPI) - 35.0 percent or more 
DP4_HC02_VC171 
Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD 
INCOME (SMOCAPI) - 35.0 percent or more 
DP4_HC03_VC171 
Percent; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME 
(SMOCAPI) - 35.0 percent or more 
DP4_HC04_VC171 
Percent Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF 
HOUSEHOLD INCOME (SMOCAPI) - 35.0 percent or more 
DP4_HC01_VC173 
Estimate; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME 
(SMOCAPI) - Not computed 
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DP4_HC02_VC173 
Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD 
INCOME (SMOCAPI) - Not computed 
DP4_HC03_VC173 
Percent; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME 
(SMOCAPI) - Not computed 
DP4_HC04_VC173 
Percent Margin of Error; SELECTED MONTHLY OWNER COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF 
HOUSEHOLD INCOME (SMOCAPI) - Not computed 
DP4_HC01_VC177 Estimate; GROSS RENT - Occupied units paying rent 
DP4_HC02_VC177 Margin of Error; GROSS RENT - Occupied units paying rent 
DP4_HC03_VC177 Percent; GROSS RENT - Occupied units paying rent 
DP4_HC04_VC177 Percent Margin of Error; GROSS RENT - Occupied units paying rent 
DP4_HC01_VC178 Estimate; GROSS RENT - Less than $200 
DP4_HC02_VC178 Margin of Error; GROSS RENT - Less than $200 
DP4_HC03_VC178 Percent; GROSS RENT - Less than $200 
DP4_HC04_VC178 Percent Margin of Error; GROSS RENT - Less than $200 
DP4_HC01_VC179 Estimate; GROSS RENT - $200 to $299 
DP4_HC02_VC179 Margin of Error; GROSS RENT - $200 to $299 
DP4_HC03_VC179 Percent; GROSS RENT - $200 to $299 
DP4_HC04_VC179 Percent Margin of Error; GROSS RENT - $200 to $299 
DP4_HC01_VC180 Estimate; GROSS RENT - $300 to $499 
DP4_HC02_VC180 Margin of Error; GROSS RENT - $300 to $499 
DP4_HC03_VC180 Percent; GROSS RENT - $300 to $499 
DP4_HC04_VC180 Percent Margin of Error; GROSS RENT - $300 to $499 
DP4_HC01_VC181 Estimate; GROSS RENT - $500 to $749 
DP4_HC02_VC181 Margin of Error; GROSS RENT - $500 to $749 
DP4_HC03_VC181 Percent; GROSS RENT - $500 to $749 
DP4_HC04_VC181 Percent Margin of Error; GROSS RENT - $500 to $749 
DP4_HC01_VC182 Estimate; GROSS RENT - $750 to $999 
DP4_HC02_VC182 Margin of Error; GROSS RENT - $750 to $999 
DP4_HC03_VC182 Percent; GROSS RENT - $750 to $999 
DP4_HC04_VC182 Percent Margin of Error; GROSS RENT - $750 to $999 
DP4_HC01_VC183 Estimate; GROSS RENT - $1,000 to $1,499 
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DP4_HC02_VC183 Margin of Error; GROSS RENT - $1,000 to $1,499 
DP4_HC03_VC183 Percent; GROSS RENT - $1,000 to $1,499 
DP4_HC04_VC183 Percent Margin of Error; GROSS RENT - $1,000 to $1,499 
DP4_HC01_VC184 Estimate; GROSS RENT - $1,500 or more 
DP4_HC02_VC184 Margin of Error; GROSS RENT - $1,500 or more 
DP4_HC03_VC184 Percent; GROSS RENT - $1,500 or more 
DP4_HC04_VC184 Percent Margin of Error; GROSS RENT - $1,500 or more 
DP4_HC01_VC185 Estimate; GROSS RENT - Median (dollars) 
DP4_HC02_VC185 Margin of Error; GROSS RENT - Median (dollars) 
DP4_HC03_VC185 Percent; GROSS RENT - Median (dollars) 
DP4_HC04_VC185 Percent Margin of Error; GROSS RENT - Median (dollars) 
DP4_HC01_VC187 Estimate; GROSS RENT - No rent paid 
DP4_HC02_VC187 Margin of Error; GROSS RENT - No rent paid 
DP4_HC03_VC187 Percent; GROSS RENT - No rent paid 
DP4_HC04_VC187 Percent Margin of Error; GROSS RENT - No rent paid 
DP4_HC01_VC191 
Estimate; GROSS RENT AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME (GRAPI) - Occupied units 
paying rent (excluding units where GRAPI cannot be computed) 
DP4_HC02_VC191 
Margin of Error; GROSS RENT AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME (GRAPI) - Occupied 
units paying rent (excluding units where GRAPI cannot be computed) 
DP4_HC03_VC191 
Percent; GROSS RENT AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME (GRAPI) - Occupied units 
paying rent (excluding units where GRAPI cannot be computed) 
DP4_HC04_VC191 
Percent Margin of Error; GROSS RENT AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME (GRAPI) - 
Occupied units paying rent (excluding units where GRAPI cannot be computed) 
DP4_HC01_VC192 
Estimate; GROSS RENT AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME (GRAPI) - Less than 15.0 
percent 
DP4_HC02_VC192 
Margin of Error; GROSS RENT AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME (GRAPI) - Less than 
15.0 percent 
DP4_HC03_VC192 
Percent; GROSS RENT AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME (GRAPI) - Less than 15.0 
percent 
DP4_HC04_VC192 
Percent Margin of Error; GROSS RENT AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME (GRAPI) - 
Less than 15.0 percent 
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DP4_HC01_VC193 
Estimate; GROSS RENT AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME (GRAPI) - 15.0 to 19.9 
percent 
DP4_HC02_VC193 
Margin of Error; GROSS RENT AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME (GRAPI) - 15.0 to 
19.9 percent 
DP4_HC03_VC193 
Percent; GROSS RENT AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME (GRAPI) - 15.0 to 19.9 
percent 
DP4_HC04_VC193 
Percent Margin of Error; GROSS RENT AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME (GRAPI) - 
15.0 to 19.9 percent 
DP4_HC01_VC194 
Estimate; GROSS RENT AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME (GRAPI) - 20.0 to 24.9 
percent 
DP4_HC02_VC194 
Margin of Error; GROSS RENT AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME (GRAPI) - 20.0 to 
24.9 percent 
DP4_HC03_VC194 
Percent; GROSS RENT AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME (GRAPI) - 20.0 to 24.9 
percent 
DP4_HC04_VC194 
Percent Margin of Error; GROSS RENT AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME (GRAPI) - 
20.0 to 24.9 percent 
DP4_HC01_VC195 
Estimate; GROSS RENT AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME (GRAPI) - 25.0 to 29.9 
percent 
DP4_HC02_VC195 
Margin of Error; GROSS RENT AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME (GRAPI) - 25.0 to 
29.9 percent 
DP4_HC03_VC195 
Percent; GROSS RENT AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME (GRAPI) - 25.0 to 29.9 
percent 
DP4_HC04_VC195 
Percent Margin of Error; GROSS RENT AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME (GRAPI) - 
25.0 to 29.9 percent 
DP4_HC01_VC196 
Estimate; GROSS RENT AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME (GRAPI) - 30.0 to 34.9 
percent 
DP4_HC02_VC196 
Margin of Error; GROSS RENT AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME (GRAPI) - 30.0 to 
34.9 percent 
DP4_HC03_VC196 




Percent Margin of Error; GROSS RENT AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME (GRAPI) - 
30.0 to 34.9 percent 
DP4_HC01_VC197 
Estimate; GROSS RENT AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME (GRAPI) - 35.0 percent or 
more 
DP4_HC02_VC197 
Margin of Error; GROSS RENT AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME (GRAPI) - 35.0 
percent or more 
DP4_HC03_VC197 
Percent; GROSS RENT AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME (GRAPI) - 35.0 percent or 
more 
DP4_HC04_VC197 
Percent Margin of Error; GROSS RENT AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME (GRAPI) - 
35.0 percent or more 
DP4_HC01_VC199 Estimate; GROSS RENT AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME (GRAPI) - Not computed 
DP4_HC02_VC199 
Margin of Error; GROSS RENT AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME (GRAPI) - Not 
computed 
DP4_HC03_VC199 Percent; GROSS RENT AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME (GRAPI) - Not computed 
DP4_HC04_VC199 
Percent Margin of Error; GROSS RENT AS A PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME (GRAPI) - 
Not computed 
DP5_HC02_VC03 Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - Total population 
DP5_HC03_VC03 Percent; SEX AND AGE - Total population 
DP5_HC04_VC03 Percent Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - Total population 
DP5_HC01_VC04 Estimate; SEX AND AGE - Male 
DP5_HC02_VC04 Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - Male 
DP5_HC03_VC04 Percent; SEX AND AGE - Male 
DP5_HC04_VC04 Percent Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - Male 
DP5_HC01_VC05 Estimate; SEX AND AGE - Female 
DP5_HC02_VC05 Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - Female 
DP5_HC03_VC05 Percent; SEX AND AGE - Female 
DP5_HC04_VC05 Percent Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - Female 
DP5_HC02_VC07 Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - Under 5 years 
DP5_HC03_VC07 Percent; SEX AND AGE - Under 5 years 
DP5_HC04_VC07 Percent Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - Under 5 years 
DP5_HC02_VC08 Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - 5 to 9 years 
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DP5_HC03_VC08 Percent; SEX AND AGE - 5 to 9 years 
DP5_HC04_VC08 Percent Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - 5 to 9 years 
DP5_HC02_VC09 Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - 10 to 14 years 
DP5_HC03_VC09 Percent; SEX AND AGE - 10 to 14 years 
DP5_HC04_VC09 Percent Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - 10 to 14 years 
DP5_HC02_VC10 Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - 15 to 19 years 
DP5_HC03_VC10 Percent; SEX AND AGE - 15 to 19 years 
DP5_HC04_VC10 Percent Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - 15 to 19 years 
DP5_HC01_VC11 Estimate; SEX AND AGE - 20 to 24 years 
DP5_HC02_VC11 Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - 20 to 24 years 
DP5_HC03_VC11 Percent; SEX AND AGE - 20 to 24 years 
DP5_HC04_VC11 Percent Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - 20 to 24 years 
DP5_HC01_VC12 Estimate; SEX AND AGE - 25 to 34 years 
DP5_HC02_VC12 Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - 25 to 34 years 
DP5_HC03_VC12 Percent; SEX AND AGE - 25 to 34 years 
DP5_HC04_VC12 Percent Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - 25 to 34 years 
DP5_HC01_VC13 Estimate; SEX AND AGE - 35 to 44 years 
DP5_HC02_VC13 Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - 35 to 44 years 
DP5_HC03_VC13 Percent; SEX AND AGE - 35 to 44 years 
DP5_HC04_VC13 Percent Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - 35 to 44 years 
DP5_HC01_VC14 Estimate; SEX AND AGE - 45 to 54 years 
DP5_HC02_VC14 Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - 45 to 54 years 
DP5_HC03_VC14 Percent; SEX AND AGE - 45 to 54 years 
DP5_HC04_VC14 Percent Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - 45 to 54 years 
DP5_HC01_VC15 Estimate; SEX AND AGE - 55 to 59 years 
DP5_HC02_VC15 Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - 55 to 59 years 
DP5_HC03_VC15 Percent; SEX AND AGE - 55 to 59 years 
DP5_HC04_VC15 Percent Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - 55 to 59 years 
DP5_HC01_VC16 Estimate; SEX AND AGE - 60 to 64 years 
DP5_HC02_VC16 Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - 60 to 64 years 
DP5_HC03_VC16 Percent; SEX AND AGE - 60 to 64 years 
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DP5_HC04_VC16 Percent Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - 60 to 64 years 
DP5_HC01_VC17 Estimate; SEX AND AGE - 65 to 74 years 
DP5_HC02_VC17 Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - 65 to 74 years 
DP5_HC03_VC17 Percent; SEX AND AGE - 65 to 74 years 
DP5_HC04_VC17 Percent Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - 65 to 74 years 
DP5_HC01_VC18 Estimate; SEX AND AGE - 75 to 84 years 
DP5_HC02_VC18 Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - 75 to 84 years 
DP5_HC03_VC18 Percent; SEX AND AGE - 75 to 84 years 
DP5_HC04_VC18 Percent Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - 75 to 84 years 
DP5_HC01_VC19 Estimate; SEX AND AGE - 85 years and over 
DP5_HC02_VC19 Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - 85 years and over 
DP5_HC03_VC19 Percent; SEX AND AGE - 85 years and over 
DP5_HC04_VC19 Percent Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - 85 years and over 
DP5_HC01_VC21 Estimate; SEX AND AGE - Median age (years) 
DP5_HC02_VC21 Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - Median age (years) 
DP5_HC03_VC21 Percent; SEX AND AGE - Median age (years) 
DP5_HC04_VC21 Percent Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - Median age (years) 
DP5_HC01_VC23 Estimate; SEX AND AGE - 18 years and over 
DP5_HC02_VC23 Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - 18 years and over 
DP5_HC03_VC23 Percent; SEX AND AGE - 18 years and over 
DP5_HC04_VC23 Percent Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - 18 years and over 
DP5_HC01_VC24 Estimate; SEX AND AGE - 21 years and over 
DP5_HC02_VC24 Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - 21 years and over 
DP5_HC03_VC24 Percent; SEX AND AGE - 21 years and over 
DP5_HC04_VC24 Percent Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - 21 years and over 
DP5_HC01_VC25 Estimate; SEX AND AGE - 62 years and over 
DP5_HC02_VC25 Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - 62 years and over 
DP5_HC03_VC25 Percent; SEX AND AGE - 62 years and over 
DP5_HC04_VC25 Percent Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - 62 years and over 
DP5_HC01_VC26 Estimate; SEX AND AGE - 65 years and over 
DP5_HC02_VC26 Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - 65 years and over 
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DP5_HC03_VC26 Percent; SEX AND AGE - 65 years and over 
DP5_HC04_VC26 Percent Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - 65 years and over 
DP5_HC01_VC28 Estimate; SEX AND AGE - 18 years and over 
DP5_HC02_VC28 Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - 18 years and over 
DP5_HC03_VC28 Percent; SEX AND AGE - 18 years and over 
DP5_HC04_VC28 Percent Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - 18 years and over 
DP5_HC01_VC29 Estimate; SEX AND AGE - Male 
DP5_HC02_VC29 Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - Male 
DP5_HC03_VC29 Percent; SEX AND AGE - Male 
DP5_HC04_VC29 Percent Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - Male 
DP5_HC01_VC30 Estimate; SEX AND AGE - Female 
DP5_HC02_VC30 Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - Female 
DP5_HC03_VC30 Percent; SEX AND AGE - Female 
DP5_HC04_VC30 Percent Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - Female 
DP5_HC01_VC32 Estimate; SEX AND AGE - 65 years and over 
DP5_HC02_VC32 Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - 65 years and over 
DP5_HC03_VC32 Percent; SEX AND AGE - 65 years and over 
DP5_HC04_VC32 Percent Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - 65 years and over 
DP5_HC01_VC33 Estimate; SEX AND AGE - Male 
DP5_HC02_VC33 Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - Male 
DP5_HC03_VC33 Percent; SEX AND AGE - Male 
DP5_HC04_VC33 Percent Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - Male 
DP5_HC01_VC34 Estimate; SEX AND AGE - Female 
DP5_HC02_VC34 Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - Female 
DP5_HC03_VC34 Percent; SEX AND AGE - Female 
DP5_HC04_VC34 Percent Margin of Error; SEX AND AGE - Female 
DP5_HC01_VC38 Estimate; RACE - Total population 
DP5_HC02_VC38 Margin of Error; RACE - Total population 
DP5_HC03_VC38 Percent; RACE - Total population 
DP5_HC04_VC38 Percent Margin of Error; RACE - Total population 
DP5_HC01_VC39 Estimate; RACE - One race 
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DP5_HC02_VC39 Margin of Error; RACE - One race 
DP5_HC03_VC39 Percent; RACE - One race 
DP5_HC04_VC39 Percent Margin of Error; RACE - One race 
DP5_HC01_VC40 Estimate; RACE - Two or more races 
DP5_HC02_VC40 Margin of Error; RACE - Two or more races 
DP5_HC03_VC40 Percent; RACE - Two or more races 
DP5_HC04_VC40 Percent Margin of Error; RACE - Two or more races 
DP5_HC01_VC42 Estimate; RACE - One race 
DP5_HC02_VC42 Margin of Error; RACE - One race 
DP5_HC03_VC42 Percent; RACE - One race 
DP5_HC04_VC42 Percent Margin of Error; RACE - One race 
DP5_HC01_VC43 Estimate; RACE - One race - White 
DP5_HC02_VC43 Margin of Error; RACE - One race - White 
DP5_HC03_VC43 Percent; RACE - One race - White 
DP5_HC04_VC43 Percent Margin of Error; RACE - One race - White 
DP5_HC01_VC44 Estimate; RACE - One race - Black or African American 
DP5_HC02_VC44 Margin of Error; RACE - One race - Black or African American 
DP5_HC03_VC44 Percent; RACE - One race - Black or African American 
DP5_HC04_VC44 Percent Margin of Error; RACE - One race - Black or African American 
DP5_HC01_VC45 Estimate; RACE - One race - American Indian and Alaska Native 
DP5_HC02_VC45 Margin of Error; RACE - One race - American Indian and Alaska Native 
DP5_HC03_VC45 Percent; RACE - One race - American Indian and Alaska Native 
DP5_HC04_VC45 Percent Margin of Error; RACE - One race - American Indian and Alaska Native 
DP5_HC01_VC46 Estimate; RACE - One race - American Indian and Alaska Native - Cherokee tribal grouping 
DP5_HC02_VC46 Margin of Error; RACE - One race - American Indian and Alaska Native - Cherokee tribal grouping 
DP5_HC03_VC46 Percent; RACE - One race - American Indian and Alaska Native - Cherokee tribal grouping 
DP5_HC04_VC46 
Percent Margin of Error; RACE - One race - American Indian and Alaska Native - Cherokee tribal 
grouping 
DP5_HC01_VC47 Estimate; RACE - One race - American Indian and Alaska Native - Chippewa tribal grouping 
DP5_HC02_VC47 Margin of Error; RACE - One race - American Indian and Alaska Native - Chippewa tribal grouping 
DP5_HC03_VC47 Percent; RACE - One race - American Indian and Alaska Native - Chippewa tribal grouping 
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DP5_HC04_VC47 
Percent Margin of Error; RACE - One race - American Indian and Alaska Native - Chippewa tribal 
grouping 
DP5_HC01_VC48 Estimate; RACE - One race - American Indian and Alaska Native - Navajo tribal grouping 
DP5_HC02_VC48 Margin of Error; RACE - One race - American Indian and Alaska Native - Navajo tribal grouping 
DP5_HC03_VC48 Percent; RACE - One race - American Indian and Alaska Native - Navajo tribal grouping 
DP5_HC04_VC48 Percent Margin of Error; RACE - One race - American Indian and Alaska Native - Navajo tribal grouping 
DP5_HC01_VC49 Estimate; RACE - One race - American Indian and Alaska Native - Sioux tribal grouping 
DP5_HC02_VC49 Margin of Error; RACE - One race - American Indian and Alaska Native - Sioux tribal grouping 
DP5_HC03_VC49 Percent; RACE - One race - American Indian and Alaska Native - Sioux tribal grouping 
DP5_HC04_VC49 Percent Margin of Error; RACE - One race - American Indian and Alaska Native - Sioux tribal grouping 
DP5_HC01_VC50 Estimate; RACE - One race - Asian 
DP5_HC02_VC50 Margin of Error; RACE - One race - Asian 
DP5_HC03_VC50 Percent; RACE - One race - Asian 
DP5_HC04_VC50 Percent Margin of Error; RACE - One race - Asian 
DP5_HC01_VC51 Estimate; RACE - One race - Asian - Asian Indian 
DP5_HC02_VC51 Margin of Error; RACE - One race - Asian - Asian Indian 
DP5_HC03_VC51 Percent; RACE - One race - Asian - Asian Indian 
DP5_HC04_VC51 Percent Margin of Error; RACE - One race - Asian - Asian Indian 
DP5_HC01_VC52 Estimate; RACE - One race - Asian - Chinese 
DP5_HC02_VC52 Margin of Error; RACE - One race - Asian - Chinese 
DP5_HC03_VC52 Percent; RACE - One race - Asian - Chinese 
DP5_HC04_VC52 Percent Margin of Error; RACE - One race - Asian - Chinese 
DP5_HC01_VC53 Estimate; RACE - One race - Asian - Filipino 
DP5_HC02_VC53 Margin of Error; RACE - One race - Asian - Filipino 
DP5_HC03_VC53 Percent; RACE - One race - Asian - Filipino 
DP5_HC04_VC53 Percent Margin of Error; RACE - One race - Asian - Filipino 
DP5_HC01_VC54 Estimate; RACE - One race - Asian - Japanese 
DP5_HC02_VC54 Margin of Error; RACE - One race - Asian - Japanese 
DP5_HC03_VC54 Percent; RACE - One race - Asian - Japanese 
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DP5_HC04_VC54 Percent Margin of Error; RACE - One race - Asian - Japanese 
DP5_HC01_VC55 Estimate; RACE - One race - Asian - Korean 
DP5_HC02_VC55 Margin of Error; RACE - One race - Asian - Korean 
DP5_HC03_VC55 Percent; RACE - One race - Asian - Korean 
DP5_HC04_VC55 Percent Margin of Error; RACE - One race - Asian - Korean 
DP5_HC01_VC56 Estimate; RACE - One race - Asian - Vietnamese 
DP5_HC02_VC56 Margin of Error; RACE - One race - Asian - Vietnamese 
DP5_HC03_VC56 Percent; RACE - One race - Asian - Vietnamese 
DP5_HC04_VC56 Percent Margin of Error; RACE - One race - Asian - Vietnamese 
DP5_HC01_VC57 Estimate; RACE - One race - Asian - Other Asian 
DP5_HC02_VC57 Margin of Error; RACE - One race - Asian - Other Asian 
DP5_HC03_VC57 Percent; RACE - One race - Asian - Other Asian 
DP5_HC04_VC57 Percent Margin of Error; RACE - One race - Asian - Other Asian 
DP5_HC01_VC58 Estimate; RACE - One race - Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander 
DP5_HC02_VC58 Margin of Error; RACE - One race - Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander 
DP5_HC03_VC58 Percent; RACE - One race - Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander 
DP5_HC04_VC58 Percent Margin of Error; RACE - One race - Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander 
DP5_HC01_VC59 Estimate; RACE - One race - Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander - Native Hawaiian 
DP5_HC02_VC59 Margin of Error; RACE - One race - Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander - Native Hawaiian 
DP5_HC03_VC59 Percent; RACE - One race - Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander - Native Hawaiian 
DP5_HC04_VC59 
Percent Margin of Error; RACE - One race - Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander - Native 
Hawaiian 
DP5_HC01_VC60 Estimate; RACE - One race - Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander - Guamanian or Chamorro 
DP5_HC02_VC60 
Margin of Error; RACE - One race - Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander - Guamanian or 
Chamorro 
DP5_HC03_VC60 Percent; RACE - One race - Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander - Guamanian or Chamorro 
DP5_HC04_VC60 
Percent Margin of Error; RACE - One race - Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander - Guamanian or 
Chamorro 
DP5_HC01_VC61 Estimate; RACE - One race - Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander - Samoan 
DP5_HC02_VC61 Margin of Error; RACE - One race - Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander - Samoan 
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DP5_HC03_VC61 Percent; RACE - One race - Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander - Samoan 
DP5_HC04_VC61 Percent Margin of Error; RACE - One race - Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander - Samoan 
DP5_HC01_VC62 Estimate; RACE - One race - Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander - Other Pacific Islander 
DP5_HC02_VC62 Margin of Error; RACE - One race - Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander - Other Pacific Islander 
DP5_HC03_VC62 Percent; RACE - One race - Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander - Other Pacific Islander 
DP5_HC04_VC62 
Percent Margin of Error; RACE - One race - Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander - Other Pacific 
Islander 
DP5_HC01_VC63 Estimate; RACE - One race - Some other race 
DP5_HC02_VC63 Margin of Error; RACE - One race - Some other race 
DP5_HC03_VC63 Percent; RACE - One race - Some other race 
DP5_HC04_VC63 Percent Margin of Error; RACE - One race - Some other race 
DP5_HC02_VC64 Margin of Error; RACE - Two or more races 
DP5_HC03_VC64 Percent; RACE - Two or more races 
DP5_HC04_VC64 Percent Margin of Error; RACE - Two or more races 
DP5_HC01_VC65 Estimate; RACE - Two or more races - White and Black or African American 
DP5_HC02_VC65 Margin of Error; RACE - Two or more races - White and Black or African American 
DP5_HC03_VC65 Percent; RACE - Two or more races - White and Black or African American 
DP5_HC04_VC65 Percent Margin of Error; RACE - Two or more races - White and Black or African American 
DP5_HC01_VC66 Estimate; RACE - Two or more races - White and American Indian and Alaska Native 
DP5_HC02_VC66 Margin of Error; RACE - Two or more races - White and American Indian and Alaska Native 
DP5_HC03_VC66 Percent; RACE - Two or more races - White and American Indian and Alaska Native 
DP5_HC04_VC66 Percent Margin of Error; RACE - Two or more races - White and American Indian and Alaska Native 
DP5_HC01_VC67 Estimate; RACE - Two or more races - White and Asian 
DP5_HC02_VC67 Margin of Error; RACE - Two or more races - White and Asian 
DP5_HC03_VC67 Percent; RACE - Two or more races - White and Asian 
DP5_HC04_VC67 Percent Margin of Error; RACE - Two or more races - White and Asian 
DP5_HC01_VC68 




Margin of Error; RACE - Two or more races - Black or African American and American Indian and 
Alaska Native 
DP5_HC03_VC68 Percent; RACE - Two or more races - Black or African American and American Indian and Alaska Native 
DP5_HC04_VC68 
Percent Margin of Error; RACE - Two or more races - Black or African American and American Indian 
and Alaska Native 
DP5_HC01_VC71 Estimate; RACE - Race alone or in combination with one or more other races - Total population 
DP5_HC02_VC71 Margin of Error; RACE - Race alone or in combination with one or more other races - Total population 
DP5_HC03_VC71 Percent; RACE - Race alone or in combination with one or more other races - Total population 
DP5_HC04_VC71 
Percent Margin of Error; RACE - Race alone or in combination with one or more other races - Total 
population 
DP5_HC02_VC72 Margin of Error; RACE - White 
DP5_HC03_VC72 Percent; RACE - White 
DP5_HC04_VC72 Percent Margin of Error; RACE - White 
DP5_HC02_VC73 Margin of Error; RACE - Black or African American 
DP5_HC03_VC73 Percent; RACE - Black or African American 
DP5_HC04_VC73 Percent Margin of Error; RACE - Black or African American 
DP5_HC02_VC74 Margin of Error; RACE - American Indian and Alaska Native 
DP5_HC03_VC74 Percent; RACE - American Indian and Alaska Native 
DP5_HC04_VC74 Percent Margin of Error; RACE - American Indian and Alaska Native 
DP5_HC02_VC75 Margin of Error; RACE - Asian 
DP5_HC03_VC75 Percent; RACE - Asian 
DP5_HC04_VC75 Percent Margin of Error; RACE - Asian 
DP5_HC02_VC76 Margin of Error; RACE - Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander 
DP5_HC03_VC76 Percent; RACE - Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander 
DP5_HC04_VC76 Percent Margin of Error; RACE - Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander 
DP5_HC02_VC77 Margin of Error; RACE - Some other race 
DP5_HC03_VC77 Percent; RACE - Some other race 
DP5_HC04_VC77 Percent Margin of Error; RACE - Some other race 
DP5_HC01_VC81 Estimate; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Total population 
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DP5_HC02_VC81 Margin of Error; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Total population 
DP5_HC03_VC81 Percent; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Total population 
DP5_HC04_VC81 Percent Margin of Error; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Total population 
DP5_HC02_VC82 Margin of Error; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Hispanic or Latino (of any race) 
DP5_HC03_VC82 Percent; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Hispanic or Latino (of any race) 
DP5_HC04_VC82 Percent Margin of Error; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Hispanic or Latino (of any race) 
DP5_HC01_VC83 Estimate; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Hispanic or Latino (of any race) - Mexican 
DP5_HC02_VC83 Margin of Error; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Hispanic or Latino (of any race) - Mexican 
DP5_HC03_VC83 Percent; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Hispanic or Latino (of any race) - Mexican 
DP5_HC04_VC83 Percent Margin of Error; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Hispanic or Latino (of any race) - Mexican 
DP5_HC01_VC84 Estimate; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Hispanic or Latino (of any race) - Puerto Rican 
DP5_HC02_VC84 Margin of Error; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Hispanic or Latino (of any race) - Puerto Rican 
DP5_HC03_VC84 Percent; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Hispanic or Latino (of any race) - Puerto Rican 
DP5_HC04_VC84 
Percent Margin of Error; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Hispanic or Latino (of any race) - Puerto 
Rican 
DP5_HC01_VC85 Estimate; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Hispanic or Latino (of any race) - Cuban 
DP5_HC02_VC85 Margin of Error; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Hispanic or Latino (of any race) - Cuban 
DP5_HC03_VC85 Percent; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Hispanic or Latino (of any race) - Cuban 
DP5_HC04_VC85 Percent Margin of Error; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Hispanic or Latino (of any race) - Cuban 
DP5_HC01_VC86 
Estimate; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Hispanic or Latino (of any race) - Other Hispanic or 
Latino 
DP5_HC02_VC86 
Margin of Error; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Hispanic or Latino (of any race) - Other Hispanic 
or Latino 
DP5_HC03_VC86 
Percent; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Hispanic or Latino (of any race) - Other Hispanic or 
Latino 
DP5_HC04_VC86 
Percent Margin of Error; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Hispanic or Latino (of any race) - Other 
Hispanic or Latino 
DP5_HC01_VC87 Estimate; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Not Hispanic or Latino 
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DP5_HC02_VC87 Margin of Error; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Not Hispanic or Latino 
DP5_HC03_VC87 Percent; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Not Hispanic or Latino 
DP5_HC04_VC87 Percent Margin of Error; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Not Hispanic or Latino 
DP5_HC01_VC88 Estimate; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Not Hispanic or Latino - White alone 
DP5_HC02_VC88 Margin of Error; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Not Hispanic or Latino - White alone 
DP5_HC03_VC88 Percent; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Not Hispanic or Latino - White alone 
DP5_HC04_VC88 Percent Margin of Error; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Not Hispanic or Latino - White alone 
DP5_HC01_VC89 Estimate; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Not Hispanic or Latino - Black or African American alone 
DP5_HC02_VC89 
Margin of Error; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Not Hispanic or Latino - Black or African American 
alone 
DP5_HC03_VC89 Percent; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Not Hispanic or Latino - Black or African American alone 
DP5_HC04_VC89 
Percent Margin of Error; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Not Hispanic or Latino - Black or African 
American alone 
DP5_HC01_VC90 
Estimate; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Not Hispanic or Latino - American Indian and Alaska 
Native alone 
DP5_HC02_VC90 
Margin of Error; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Not Hispanic or Latino - American Indian and 
Alaska Native alone 
DP5_HC03_VC90 
Percent; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Not Hispanic or Latino - American Indian and Alaska 
Native alone 
DP5_HC04_VC90 
Percent Margin of Error; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Not Hispanic or Latino - American Indian 
and Alaska Native alone 
DP5_HC01_VC91 Estimate; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Not Hispanic or Latino - Asian alone 
DP5_HC02_VC91 Margin of Error; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Not Hispanic or Latino - Asian alone 
DP5_HC03_VC91 Percent; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Not Hispanic or Latino - Asian alone 
DP5_HC04_VC91 Percent Margin of Error; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Not Hispanic or Latino - Asian alone 
DP5_HC01_VC92 
Estimate; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Not Hispanic or Latino - Native Hawaiian and Other 
Pacific Islander alone 
DP5_HC02_VC92 
Margin of Error; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Not Hispanic or Latino - Native Hawaiian and 
Other Pacific Islander alone 
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DP5_HC03_VC92 
Percent; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Not Hispanic or Latino - Native Hawaiian and Other 
Pacific Islander alone 
DP5_HC04_VC92 
Percent Margin of Error; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Not Hispanic or Latino - Native Hawaiian 
and Other Pacific Islander alone 
DP5_HC01_VC93 Estimate; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Not Hispanic or Latino - Some other race alone 
DP5_HC02_VC93 Margin of Error; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Not Hispanic or Latino - Some other race alone 
DP5_HC03_VC93 Percent; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Not Hispanic or Latino - Some other race alone 
DP5_HC04_VC93 
Percent Margin of Error; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Not Hispanic or Latino - Some other race 
alone 
DP5_HC01_VC94 Estimate; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Not Hispanic or Latino - Two or more races 
DP5_HC02_VC94 Margin of Error; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Not Hispanic or Latino - Two or more races 
DP5_HC03_VC94 Percent; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Not Hispanic or Latino - Two or more races 
DP5_HC04_VC94 
Percent Margin of Error; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Not Hispanic or Latino - Two or more 
races 
DP5_HC01_VC95 
Estimate; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Not Hispanic or Latino - Two or more races - Two races 
including Some other race 
DP5_HC02_VC95 
Margin of Error; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Not Hispanic or Latino - Two or more races - Two 
races including Some other race 
DP5_HC03_VC95 
Percent; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Not Hispanic or Latino - Two or more races - Two races 
including Some other race 
DP5_HC04_VC95 
Percent Margin of Error; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Not Hispanic or Latino - Two or more 
races - Two races including Some other race 
DP5_HC01_VC96 
Estimate; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Not Hispanic or Latino - Two or more races - Two races 
excluding Some other race, and Three or more races 
DP5_HC02_VC96 
Margin of Error; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Not Hispanic or Latino - Two or more races - Two 
races excluding Some other race, and Three or more races 
DP5_HC03_VC96 
Percent; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Not Hispanic or Latino - Two or more races - Two races 
excluding Some other race, and Three or more races 
DP5_HC04_VC96 
Percent Margin of Error; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Not Hispanic or Latino - Two or more 
races - Two races excluding Some other race, and Three or more races 
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DP5_HC01_VC98 Estimate; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Total housing units 
DP5_HC02_VC98 Margin of Error; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Total housing units 
DP5_HC03_VC98 Percent; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Total housing units 
DP5_HC04_VC98 Percent Margin of Error; HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE - Total housing units 
 
